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EXECUT vE SUMMARY

I trod l ction

An external evaluation of the SIDA supported Health through Sanitation and Water
(HESAWA) programme in Tanzania was conducted between May and September,

1992, by a team from the IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre,The Hague,

The Netherlands, in partnership with the Tanzania and Kenya ofiices of the African
Medical and Research Foundation (AMREF ).

A participatory approach was used, involving community members and pro-

gramme staff at all levels.

The evaluatjon was to have five focal points:

0 The 'mimlunne of the HESAWA approach in meeting programme goals.

0 The level of gear attuimrlmt reached hy the programme to date.
* The e zrimry (md ljiectzzleness of the investment made so far.

' The long-term sustainability of programme impacts and approach.

0 The lessons lmmedfrom programme implementation.

In interpreting the terms ol relerence, the evaluators placed primary emphasis on
the principle impacts Oftl1e programme on the one hand, andlong-term sustainability
on the other.

The HESAWAprogramme is large and complex, and covers averywide geographic
area. An evaluation carried out over a relatively shortperiod oftime must inevitablybe
somewhat selective, and cannotcover all issues in depth. The principal purpose of this

evaluation was to review the achievements of the programme to date and map out key
issues to be addressed in the next programme period.The Terms ofReference do not
require the evaluators to provide detailedforrnulations for future directions or suggest
specific solutions to current problems. The people best placed to work out (letailed
solutions are those directlyworkingin the programme. This report attempts to provide
a broadbackground for the detailed planning ofthe nextphase ofactixities, indicating
key issues to be addressed.
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The ESAWA programme

The HESAWAprog-ramme began in 1985 on the basis ofa Specific Agreementbetween
Tanzania and Sweden on cooperation concerning rural water supply, environmental

sanitation and health education. The programme area covers the Lake Zone, made up
of Kagera, Mara and Mwanza regions, which border Lake Victoria.

The overall aim of the programme is to improve the welfare of the ruralpopulation
throughimproved health education, environmental sanitation,drinking water supply,
community participation, and capability and capacity building at village and district
levels.

The HESAWA comerstones are active community participation in decision-mak

ing,planningandimplementation, andhuman resources development. Development
priorities are to be setbythe villages,with planning assistance from Maendeleo. District

technical departments are to advise and support the villages in making their develop-

ment goals both achievable and sustainable.

The pillars or principles on which HESAWA activities are to be founded are:
0 Affordability
Q Sustainability

' Replicability

* Credibility
0 Cost-efficiency

The basic assumption made is that the water, sanitation and health facilities

constructed through the programme will be operated and maintained to the tnllest
possible extent by the villagers themselves, making maximum use of local financial,
manpower, and material resources and capacities.

Villages are brought into the HESAWA programme on the basis of requests for
assistance made in their own development plans. Once involved, villages are expected

to form HESAWA committees and open village HESAWA accounts. Water supply and
sanitatjon needs are identified, and an implementation plan made. Once water

supplies have been installed, they are maintained by the district for a one year grace
period after completion, and then handed over to the village. The village is then
expected to take care of most operation and maintenance, using funds from its

HESAWA account to meet the necessary expenses. Training and human resource
development inputs help to prepare the committees, and other people at ward and
village level, to manage the water systems in the long term.

The programme's technical activities are accompanied by a broad programme of
human resource development and health and hygiene education. Activities include

support to and training of village HESAWA committees, the training ofVillage Health
Workers (VHWS) and Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAS) to promote improved
health and hygiene practices, household and institutjonal latrine building pro-

grammes, and the formation of village study groups to encourage selflhelp activities.

12 SIDA Evaluation Report 1/93



Of the 15 districts in the Lake zone, seven have so far been designated as

"integrated" districts. This means they receive a full resource package through the
programme, including in almost all cases the provision of additional consultant

personnel and vehicles to assist in programme development and integration. The
remaining eight districts are all involved in the programme, but with a lower level of
external assistance and more modest budgets. In principle, all districts will enjoy
integrated status at some time or another, through a process of phasingin and phasing
out. The phasing in/ phasing out principle is also extended to the villages involved in

the programme. with assistance being offeredfbr a period oftime until basic goals are

attained. In theory, this approach should allow all districts andvillages to enjoy the full
support of the programme fbi a suflicient period oftime, though in practice this may
be difficult to achieve.

Achievements of the HESAWA programme

On the basis of the evaluation findings, the major achievements of the HESAWA
programme to date can be summarized as follows:

0 The creation of an improved potential for the reduction of diseases and the
achievement of general health and hygiene improvement. recognized and

acknowledged by the villagers themselves;

' Increased coverage of improved water supply in the Lake Zone;
' Acceptance by both government workers and villagcrs of more appropriate,

affordable, and sustainable water supply technologies, including rainwater

ha1yestjng systems and improved traditional water sourccs;

0 Positive steps forward in promoting and operationalizing a community-based

approach;

0 Impacts at village level in terms of greater convenience and quantitv of water
supplv, cleaner and safer water, time gains, reductions in burdens, and opportu-

nities to improve nutrition through garden watering;
0 Increases in knowledge, skills and capacities at regional, district and village level

for planning, implementjng and operating and maintaining water supply im-

provements and, to a lesser extent, hygiene and health activities;

* Progress in transferring implementation responsibilityfrom regions to districts,
through the use of inter-departmental promotion teams working atvillage level.

The IESAWA corerstoes
Progress with the community participation approach has been substantial, but not

significant enough as yet to ensure that the legacies of the HESAWA programme will
last. While communities are involved far more than in the past, they still have little real

choice in the options offered by the programme. In many respects, the package is

SIDA Evaluation Report II93 I3



offered in a ready made form which onlylimited scope for negotiation and adaptation.
Ways still need to be found to introduce more flexibility and allow communities more
power anddecision makingauthorityin determiningthe kind of health,sanitation, and
water improvements which they wish to make.

The HRDprogramme has gathered strength as the programme has developed, and
is nowin aposition of prominence.The effectivenessof manyHRD activities is generally
hard to assess, however, and itis not certain that real value for money is being obtained

in development terms from the investments made. Commitment to the HRD pro-

gramme needs to be further strengthened and a truly participatory approach estab-

lished in both its development and execution.

The five focal poits
The principle findings in relation to the five fbcal points ofthe programme evaluation
are as follows:

In terms of releuannein meeting programme goals, the current HESAWA approach
has many strengths. The most important of these have been summarized above, and

include the adoption of simple water supply technologies and the strengthening of
community participation and HRD. From the community point ofview, the improve-

ment of the water supply situation is highly relevant to perceived development needs,
though with some reservations. These include that programme interventions are not
always reading to an even distribution ofbenefits, that the improvements made are to
often of an insufliciently high technical standard and low reliability, and that full
account is not taken of all water use needs, particularly in relation to economic uses.

The greatest question mark as far as relevance is concerned relates t.o the Study
Group Programme. Though exciting in concept, the SGP appears to be deliveringfar
loss than it promises and does not seem to fil comfortably into the programme as a

whole.The future of the latrines programme and the improvementof traditional water
sources does not necessarily depend upon the SGP, and it should be seriously asked
whether it would be missed if it was simply dropped from the programme.

The relevance of the current approach to sanitation improvement is also question-

able. The popular response to the options offered by the programme has been very
poor, indicatingthat the construction of improvedlatrines is a low priority andmay not
be worth the investment currently required. Given the importance of the sanitation
component fbi the achievement of health goals, further work mustbe done to ensure
that itfills a far more central role in programme priorities and activities.

The level of goa! (zttainmmt reached by the programme to date can be said to be
mixed. Many basic goals in water supply development and the introduction and
establishment of the HESAWA concept and approach are being attained to a very
significant degree. The more complex goals such as strengthening capacities at all
levels, increasingthe involvementof women and communities in general, encouraging
decentralizatjon and selfireliance, and cl1anging health and hygiene behaviours, are

I4 SIDA Evaluation Report 1/93



understandablyproyingmore difficult to reach.As far as goal attainment is concerned,

HESAWA has only recently begl1n to achieve success and much remains to b€ done.

Given the radical change ofapproach signalled bv HESAWA, however, what has been
achieved to date is of great importance.

The ~lidenrv (md e /?Erti1)mesx of the investment made so tar is very hard to assess.

HESAWA is to a very large extent a human and social, rather than a technical,

developmentprogramme and the returns on the investment made may not be lett for
a long time. Few of the qualitative goals ofthe programme have been closely enough
delined to make an analysis on the basis of cost eflectivencss possible at this stage.

Improvements are also needed in linancial monitoring an(l reporting systems to

provide data of suflicient quality to make cost analyses possible. In general terms,
however, there is (tlearly plcuty ofscopc to improve efficienrv within the programme
as awhole,both in terms ofreducing overhead costs and in strengthening management

and ixnplementation capacities and procedures.

At this stage the long-term .mstrmt(tzrilitv()f progratnme impacts and approach is very

muchopen toquestion. Programme impacts have been important and substantial. and

the approachis increasinglywell understoo(l.At the community level, however, the real
prospects for sustainability have ye!' lo be tested. Within the government system,

HESAWA still has the character ofan external programme with no guarantee asyetthat

the basic approach will be permanently absorbed.
The l(?xsorz,s lmmedlron1progra1n1ne implementation are too numerous to list here.

While it is certainly true that as many lessons have been learned from shortcomings as

from successes, the willingness seen by the evaluation team ofthose involved at all lcvcls
to view their actions and achievements in a critical way is an encouraging sign for the
future development of the programme.

The single most importantlesson learnedis the most obvious one: thatacommunity

based approach to development which aims at long term sustainabilitv can not be
achieved without a great deal of struggle and the overcoming of many complex
problems. Manyof those involvedwith HESAWAappear to have learned thatnew ideas
can be successfully introduced. and that people's views and expectations can be

changed, but not without considerable commitment and effort.
An importantlesson learnedfrom the evaluation is thatifan enterprise as ambitious

as HESAWA is to successfully undertaken, it is of the greatest importance that the
concept itselfis thought through as thoroughly as possible in clear operational terms.

The greatest shortcoming of the HESAWA programme at present is the simple failure

to fully think through the post-construction phases at village level, and ensure that an

adequate support structure is in place to allow communities to take on their roles as

managers. Similarly, the introduction ofthe distinction between integrated and non-

integrated districts and the concept of phasing in and phasing out at all levels have

created manydilemmas. Atpresent, the programme is able to integrate and phase in,

but has not yet learned how to scale down and phase out.
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Ftre directions

The HESAWA programme shows great potential, and promises to make major
contributions both to the health and welfare ofthe nearlyfive million Tanzanians living
around Lake Victoria and to national development as 21 whole. While the difficulties
which lie ahead should not be under-estimated, all of those involved should move

forwardwith confidence and seek to further build on the manvachievements theyhave
already made.

The evaluation team recommends that the fbllowing issues be given priority in the
next programme period:

' An operational and effective system for supporting community managed opera-

Lion and maintenance, including the sale and distribution of spare paris, is to be

put in place as a matter of the greatest urgency.
* The conceptual and operational details of the implementation strategy, particu-

larly in relation to phasing in and out and handing over at village level, and the
phasing in and out of districts, should be closely reviewed. The possibility of
eliminating the distjnction between integrated and non-integrated districts
should be investigated.

' Efforts should be continued and strengthened to merge the HESAWA pro-

gramme more effectively into the existing government structure. This should
include the scaling down of dependence on non -government staff, beginning
with the adoption of a more explicit advisoxy rather than managerial role for
many of the consultants, and a progressive reduction in the (lominance of the
Zonal Coordination Ollice. These processes should be undertaken with caution,

butwith noticeable effect. Closer coordinatjon amonginvolved ministries should
also be achieved at the national level.

0 Efforts should continue in promoting the HESAWA concept and approach at all
levels.

0 The role ofwomen in the HESAWAprogramme should continue to be strength-

ened. The gender awareness programme should be closely reviewed to assess its

impact, andinvestigateways in which itcan be both strengthened and made more
adaptable to the Tanzanian contextandvariations in local conditions in the Lake
Zone.

0 ElfOrtS should continue to be made to strengthen managementcapabilities at all
levels, andparticularlyin the districts andvillages. Financial management should
be given particularly close attention, with a view to greater decentralization of
financial control.

0 Monitoring and information management systems should be developed and
strengthened to support more effective planning, coordination, implementa-

tion, and the provision of advice and support to communities.
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' Development of appropriate water supplv and sanitation technologies should
continue, and st;1ndarcls of workmanship improved.

0 Discussion should continue on the possibility ofpromotinqbroader uses ofwater,
1...

including economic uses, to more thoroughly meet village fett needs. l/vhere
£.

economic use is notfeasible, this shouldbe more clearly explained to community

members.

' Eflorts should be made to more closely integrate and consolidate the HRD and
health, hvgiene and s;mitation components of the progranunc.

.{ L

0 Further development of the HRD component should seck to mätximize the

involvementofopcrrational stalfin the overall developmentof the HRD packagc
and the design and production of supportjng materials.

0 The programme should actively encourage greater involvement from the local{ L.

private Hector in both implemcntation, and the manuhlcture and distribution of

sparc' pzlrts.

* The trend towards greater local procurement, and the lessening ofdependencc

on foreign goods in the progranmle, should continuc to be strengthened.

0 Serious consideration should be given to cither droppingor radicallv altering the

Study Group Programme. If it is to be rctaincd, every ellort should be made to

ensure that it produces (lear benefits.

SIDA Evaluation Report I/93 I7
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NTRODUCT dN

l.l Why HESAWA was eval I ated

In ] une 1998 the currc-nt Spccific Ag1öe(*n1enl bc*tvve('n the G(*Mår1'1nu- nl of åmzxmia

and [hc Swedish lnternä1tional Development Å ui,ll()rity (SIDA) {hr support lo the

Health through SaHitation und Water (HESAWA) pmg1;un1nc- in the three rcgions
suHnunding Lake Vietoi*iål (see map) (milles to an end. Befhit ('rltering into ncfgotia-

lions fm' ;1 new agrccmcnt. SIDA (lecided to con1misxiun ;111 ( - xlcmnl in(*l('pcn(lem,
cvaluation of the progr;ullule lo assess its impacts, 1'clc'vax1('(é, goa ] attålinment, lost
cffbctivcness, and p1"osp(:- ds tor jong-term s11slzlim1hility.

1.2 The approach
The cvaluation was ('0nrlu(lc-(1belwc- c- 1l M;1V and Seplcmhc- r, I992. bv H tunn fimn [he
IR(l International Water ;1n(1 S;1nil,;1ti()n (Zcntre, The Hague. The Nethc1'l;1n('ls, in

partnersllip with tl1(-* Tm1zz1rlia and Kenva oflices oftlle AIVrI('£111 M((li(;xl and R(= s€;11'(*l1

F()un(lation (AMREF). The rval11ati01l å1pproz1ch ( - mul;1le(1 the p;u'licip;mm' spirit of'
the HESAWA pmgr;unm(' itsell" The team sm1ghl lo ideHtifk' asscss, und re -view
Hl*lSAWA'S strcnglhs ;11l(lwc:';1k11c - sses thrr High å1pmc€ss < >I*(Ii;1l()gHe and participatcm'
investigaliml. involving in(livi(l11;1ls and gmups ut all lcvels hmn the village water point
to the n;1ti<m;il (li1ect01*at(Å and beyond.

The Use of p;1r't.ici]);H( >n' app1'u£1(ll( - x was sl1 [
)

]
)l( - lm - nled with nlore c<)m'EnLiOl1aI

appm;uihes. imnlxiug the lrxicw ol' progr;nnn1c- d<D(u1n(11t;1tion, and mceljngx ;ul(l (lis-

('ussionsvxitll p1'0g1'zmlnlc' slulllg0venllnc - nt0Hi('€> rs, mad 511), r('pres€ntntivex al, all lcvcls.

The HESANVAp1*()g1;ulnne is lnrgc - ;1n(l complcx, ;x1l(1(*( > x'€- xs £1x'( - n'wi(le ge-ogru [)l1i(*

area. An cvz1lll;ltioil carrietlu1ll eve- r är relx1livelv short [
)cri<)(l uflilno mus! i11< = x'il;1hlv ix -

somcwhat scle(live, and (anno! (iox'e1 uti issurs in (leptll.Tlle prim, ipå1l pur*p<)sc Hflllis
evaluation was to revi('w the ;1£l'liev<'l'11c- llls ( > I'Ill€ = pmgr;1nlHu - l(

>
(l;1l( - uud map om kev

iösucs to be £1(1d1'css£'(l tH [ hc - next p1öogr;un11lc - pe1öi0(l. The Ter1ns Hl. REfl'rcl1(*c

(attaclled as Appcndix 1*) (1<) 1ml 1equirc' the- evalu;1turs to pmxirlc (h - l;1il£'(l fhnnula -

tjoHs fk)1" 111mr€ dire-('timls()1' suggeslspe('ifi(* sollltiuns t< ) ('un*c - Hl pml)1( - iris. Ti le people
I,)cstpla(cd Lo undertuke this kind oi*work;m - lhosc dircclivm )rki1!gin the pmgmlnlnc.
This re -port attcmpts to proxide ål hmad l)a(kgm11n(l for the (l< - tailcd plmming ofthc
next phase ofactivities. indicating ke-v issurs lo be ;1(1(lr€*sse(l.
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I.3 Focal poits of the evalatio
SIDA asked for long-term view of the impacts of the HESAWA programme on the lives
ofrural Tanzanians living around the shores of Lake Victoria in Kagera, Mwanza, and
Mara Regions. The evaluation was to have live focal points:

0 The releurmneof the HESAWA approach in meeting programine goals.

' The level of goa! attainmmt reached by the programme to (late.

' The cf Mimmi (md el' ectiz/mess of the investment made so far.

0 The long-term .su.stainubilily of programme impacts and approach.

' The k€s.so'ns leumed from programme implementation.

Swedish assistance to the water sector in Tanzania began in 1965. Bv the time the

HESAWA programme began in earnest in 1985, there was little to show for the
investment made over the previous 20 years. SIDA'S stake in HESAWA is high. By the
end of the current agreementperiocl a total ofSEK266 million will have been allocated
to it over an eight year period. Both the government and the donor are anxious that
this high level of investment should lead to substantial and sustainable beneiits. The
terms of reference for the evaluation directly reflect this concern.

In interpreting the terms ofreference, the evaluators placed primaiy emphasis on
the principle impacts of the programme on the one hand, and long-term sustainability
on the other. The impacts of the programme were investigated within involved

communities, andwithin the government structure through which it is implemented.
In the process, questions were asked about the sustainabilitv of the benefits obtained,

and of the programme approach itself. HHESAVVA is to succeed in its aims, both must

be durable enough to last long after the scaling clown of external support. Assessing

impacts and benelits necessarilyincludes a consideration of goal attainment, andboth
the quality of the benefits obtained and their sustainabilitydepend to a high degree on

the relevance and cost etfectiveness ofprogramme implementatjon in terms ofboth
content and strategy.

In assessingimpact, certain limitations need to be recognized. Quan titative analyses

of programme impacts in temls ofhealth and other beneHts were not undertaken, due

to the methodological complexity of the studies required to produce meaningful
results. Measuring the cost eflectiveness of current programme investments also

proved to be impractical because of the limitations in the financial data currently
available through the programme, the complexity of the programme itself, and the
large number of qualitative development goals being pursued by the HESAWA

programme which have notbeen quantified in a way which makes a cost effectiveness

analysis possible. More (letailed comrnents on these limitationsare made in the relevant

chapters of the report.
Given the purposes of the ew11uation, and the extensive documentation providing

basic information available through the programme, primary ernphasis was placed on

the evaluation in producing new qualitative insights into the programme's achieve-
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ments and future prospects, to supplement and enlarge upon what is already knovwl

within the programme.

1.4 Evaluation phases

The evaluation was conducted in three main phases, between May and September,

1992. The evaluation programme and staifing schedule are summarized in Appendix

2.

Phase Ibegan with a review of programme documents and other literature,followed

by a preparatory mission to Tanzania to make detailed plans and arrangements for the
evaluation itself. Reconnaissance visits were made to all three regions, and briefing

discussions held with involved staff at all levels. A number ofbrief field visits were also

made to orient team members to village conditions. This phase ended with the

preparation of an Inceptjon Report which was sent to SIDA for approval.

Phasä Zwas the main study phase. Three study teams, made up of evaluation team

members and government staff working with HESAWA, visited 24 villages involved in

the programme and undertook a series of partjcipatory evaluation exercises with

community members. Three other villages not directly involved in the programme
were also visited for the purposes of comparison. At the same time, a review was

undertaken by the team's economist of the financial and economic aspects of the

programme, and related institutjonal, organizatjonal, and management issucs.

SIDA Evaluation Report lI93 2I



l'lmw 3 was (lesignated as the "forma!" evaluation phase. This involvecl the holding
ofgroup and individual mel - tings and discussions with governmm1l and consultant
pt-

rsom1cl at national. zonal,regional,an(l (listrictlevcl, and with community menibe- rs
in a number ofreturn visits to the liclcl. Participatoiy evalnation workshops were held
with district staffs in all three regions (see Appendiccs 5-8). The phasc c*n(le(l with the
holding ofa rexiew workshop in Mwanza to discuss the teamk prcli1ninaiy findings
;1lt(-

11de(l bv 1nanageinent persohnel from all lcvels. and representatiws ofSlDA hom
Dar es Salaam and Stockholm. After (lebrieling willi SIDA and senior govcrnn1ent
ofliccrs in Dar es Salaz1m. the-

team rcfturned to oflice lopreparc the cvaluation report.

1.5 The evalation team
As notcd, the evaluation was can*i(*(l out bv £1 joint team from the lR(Z International
Water and Sanitation Centre, The Haguc, The 1 'cthcrlancls, and the African Medical
and Research Foundation (AMREF). The IRC lt -am 1nembers were jo Smct, Man'
Boesvcld. Francois Brikké, and Phil Evans. The AMREF team nio- 1nhers were Daniel
Makcre {Tom AMREF Tanzania. and lsaack Ocng;1 from AMREF Kc1iva.

I.6 ote o terminology

Throughoutthe report, the Tanzanian governmentministries involvcd in the H ESAWA
programmc art - refl*r1ö£*(l to bv their Swahili names. The Ministn' ollvvater is rcfi - rre(l
to as Mali, the Ministn' ofHealth as /l/va, and the Minist1'y0l"(z< mnnunitv Dcveloprncnt.
Wonlcn's Allairs and (ill1ildrcn as /lii(u=mMm.
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2.

THe HESAWA PROGRAMME

2.1 ackground, scope ad objectives

The HESAWAprOgram1ne began in 1985 on the basis ofa Speciiic Agreementbetween

Tanzania and Sweden on cooperation concerning rural water supply, cmironmenml
sanitation and health education. The programme area covers the Lake Zone, made up

of Kaqera, Mara and Mwanza regions, which border Lake V ictolia.

The overall aim ofthe Programme is to improve the welfare ofthe rural population

through improved health education, environmen tal sanitation, drinking water supply,
community participation, and capabilitv and capacity building at village and district
levels.

According to the current Plan ofAction,coveringthe period 1990-93, the operative

goals ofthe programine are:

Impmzled water supply
Vvater supply should be reliable and continuous, of improved quality, of greater
quantity, more accessible, and available for various household purposes;

Impmzled health and enzlimnmental scmitutitm

This is to be acllieved by:

(i) increasing people's awareness as to how to maintain the quality of water from

source to consumpuon,

(ii) increasing popular participation, especially the participation ofwomen,

(iii) health and emironmental sanitation education directed towards water and

hygiene-related diseases,

(iv) construction of sanitary latrines which are sociallv and culturally acceptable,

(v) improving drainage and waste disposal,

(vi) vector control.
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Capability and cupacity building and Öngat all leuels
This is to be done by:

(i) overall human resources development,

(ii) le~slative backing for management at village level,

(iii) improving managerial capacities at village and other levels,

(iv) imparting technical skills to the grass roots level.

2.2 The HESAWA approach

The cornerstones ofthe HESAWA programme are active community participation in
decision-making, planning and implementation. and human rcsources development.
Development priorities are to be set by the villages. with planning assistance from
Maendeleo. District technical departments are to advise and support the villages in
making their development goals both achievablc and sustainable.

The pillars or principles on which HESAWA activitjes are to be loundcd are:
0 Aliordability
0 Sustainability

' Replicability
0 Credibility
* Cost-efficienty

A basic goal is that the water, sanitation and health Btcilities constructed through
the programme shouldbe operated and maintained to the fullestpossible extentby the
villagers tllemselves, makingmaximum use of local financial, manpower, and material
resources and capacities.

2.3 lplemetatio strategy

In theory, villages are brought into the HESAWA programme on the basis of requests
for assistance made in their own development plans. Once involved, villages are

expected to form HESAWA committees and open village HESAWA account5. Water

supply and sanitation needs are identified, and an implementation plan made. Once
water supplies have been installed, they are maintained by the distiictfor one year after
completion, and then handed over to the village. The village is then expected to take
care of most operation and maintenance, using funds from its HESAWA account to
meet the necessary expenses. Training and human resource developmentinputs help
to prepare the committees, and other people at ward and village level, to manage the
water systems in the long term.

The programme's technical activities are accompanied by a broad programme of
human resource development and health and hygiene education. Activities include

support to and training of village HESAWA committees, the training of Village Health

24
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Workers (VHWS) and Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAS) to promote improved
health and hygiene practices, household and institutional latrine building pro-

grammes, and the formation of village study groups to encourage self-help activities.
Of the 15 districts in the Lake zone, seven have so far been designated as

integrated" districts. This means they receive a full resource package through the
programme, including in almost all cases the provision of additional consultant
personnel and vehicles to assist in programmet development and integration. The
remaining eight districts are all involved in the programme, but with a lower level of
externa! assistance and more modest budgets. In principle, all districts will enjoy
integrated status at some time or another, through a process of phasingin and phasing
out. The phasing in/ phasing out principle is also extended to the villages involved in
the programme, with assistance being offered for a period of time until basic goals are

attained. In theory, this approach should allow all districts and villages to enjoy the full
support of the programme for a sufficient period of time.

2.4 Achievemets of the ESAWA programme
HESAWA is a large programme, covering a wide area and t;u'geting a population well
in excess of four million. The programme operates in difficult circumstances, and
within the context of a very depressed national economy and poorly motivated public

service. Given this background, many problems are to be expected. Not surprisingly,
and in common with all other development programmes in the country, HESAWA is

beset with many difiiculties. Evaluations necessarily dwell more on the weaker aspects
oföa programme more than the strengths, since their basic purpose is to provide a basis

for solving problems. In reviewing the HESAWA programme, the evaluation team
found much to comment on in critical ternls. At the same time, the achievements of
the programme should not be under-estimated. In reading the report, it should be

recognizedthatthe basic view of the evaluators is a positive one. HESAWAhaS achieved
a great deal under very difficult circumstances, and should be given full creditfor this.

In reviewing the more critical comments contained in this report itshould be bome in
mind that these are made against the background of the programme's own high
standards and are offered in the hope that they will provide a platform for further
strengthening.

The HESAWA programme has made major steps forward in promoting and
operationalizing a community-based approach to the improvement of health in the

Lake Zone through water supply, sanitation and health education. Ithas substantially
contributed to new directions and new thinkingin the Tanzanian water and sanitation
sector as a whole, and is proving to be highly relevant to national sector development.
New directions include a greater focus on implementation bydistricts andvillages, the
redefining of regional roles and responsibilities, the introduction of simple low-cost

water supply technologies, and enhanced regional and district inter-departrnental
coordination and cooperation in promotion and implementation work.
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To date, HESAWA has undertaken aciiyities in more than 600 villagcs. sprearl over
more than 180 wards. All 15 districts in the Lake Zone are undertaking HESAVVA

activities to some degree or otller. The programme has expanded signilicantly (luring
the past year or so. On the basis of the village and other studies carriecl out in the
evaluation, the major achievements of the HESAWA programrne can be summarized
as follows:

' ThE creation of an improved potential for the reduction of (liseases and the

achievement of general health and hygiene improvement, recognized and

acknowledged by the villagers themselves;

' Increased coverage ofimproved water supplv in the Lake Zone;

' Acceptance by both government workers and villagers of more appropriate,
affordable, and sustainable water supply technologies, including rainwatcr

harvestjng systems and improved traditional water sources;

' Positive steps forward in promoting and operationalizing a community-based

approach;
* Impacts at village level in terms of greater convenience an(l quantity ofwater

supply, cleaner and saier water, time gains, reductions in the burdens ofwomen,

and opportunities to improve nutrition through garden watering;
' Increases in knowledge, skills and capacities at regional, district and village level

fbi planning, implementing and operating and maintaining water supply im-

provemenns and, to a lesser extent, hygiene and health actixities;

0 Progress in transferring implementatjon responsibility from regions to districts,
through the use of inter-departmenml promotion teams working at village level.

2.5 lmproveme ts il water spply o I tp I t
The water supply technologies developed through the HESAWA programme are

shallow wells, with either SVVN or NIRA handpumps; improved traditional water
sources (I l WS), in most cases wells but also to a lesser extentsprings; institutional and
household rainwater harvesting systems (RWHS); and. where appropriate or unavoid-

able, gravity and other piped schemeswith standposts, known as domestic points (DPS).

Partici panis at the districts workshops hold during the evaluation saw water supply

improvements in both quantitative andqualitative terms as the most Outstanding of the

programme's achievements. In Kagera the success of the rainwater hanlesting tech-

nologies was particularly highlighted. Overall approval was expressed of the low-cost

technologies offered, indicating general acceptance of these by district staff. The
results of the village study show that this opinion is shared by the communitjes involved

in the programme.
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Table I. Total of rural water systems built through HESAWA, compared with
output for the I99 I -92 flnancial year.

Type of water Total HESAWA HESAWA output 1991/92

supply system output as of no. % of total
july I992 produced

Shallow wells

(new and rehab.) l 4 1 7 354 25

Piped supplies:

.Systems 37 I3 35

.DPS 602 8 I l3

lTWS 547 1 Is 2 I

RWHS:

.Household 66 26 39

.lnstitutional 25 7 28

.Water lars 372 224 60

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementation Statistics: Cumulative Figures 1985/86 - I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA

Coordination Office, October 1992). The llgure for DPS excludes 263 private connections in Muleba Town.

Shallow wells are the dominantwziter supplv technology in the progrzunme. In the
seven year period 1985-92, the numbers ofshallow wells builtandrehabilit;ate(lthrough
HESAWA are *1,242 and 175 respectively. Since in most cases rehabilitation involves
virtual re-construction, it can be said that HESAWA has built £1 total of 1,417 shallow

wells in the Lake Zone. According to :1 draft shallow wells inventory prepared by the
programme injune 1992, the total number ofshallowwells in the three regions is 1,651,

of which HESA1/VA has built 86%. The impact of i1nproved shallow wells has been

particularly strongly fett in Mara Region, where there was an almost total dependencc

on engine-driven piped schemes before the HESAWA programme begau.
The programme's implementatjon rates have greatlv increased in the current

agreement period. Table 1 gives an overview ofthe total HESAWA water supply output
as of ]ulv 1992, and puls this alongside output for the 1991 -92financialyearalone. More

(letailed output figures are shown in Appendix 3. Outputs for both shallow wells and
iinproved traditional water sources have increased significantly. he high percentage

total for rainwater hzuvesting systems in 1991 -92 is accounted for by their relatjvely
recent introduction.

The increased output can be partlv acrounted for by increases in the number of
districts involvedin the progrz1mmc. In the case ofshallowwells, high outputs in districts
such as Kwi1nba and Magu with a good potential for shallow well development and very

active programmes have also had 21 very positive impact. on the ligures.
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Table 2. HESAWA rural water supply improvements by type of technology,
excluding RWHS, july 1992.

Type of water No. of HESAWA % of all

supply system systems HESAWA systems

Shallow wells 1417 55
DPS 602 24
ITWS 547 2 I

Totals 2566 I00

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementation Statistics; Cumulacive Figures I985/86 - I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA
Coordination Office. October 1992)

As Table 2 shows, shallow wells represent55% of all rural water points introducecl
so far through HESAVVA. It is i1nportz1nt to note, however, that the ovcrall ligure is

heavilyinfluencedby the extremelyhigl1 number of shallow wells developedin Mwanza
Region, where they are a partjcularly appropriate solution. Table 3. shows the numbers
of water supply systems and their relative significance on a region by region basis.

The relative importance ofimproved traditional water sources (l I WS) in relation
to other types ofwater supplies is highly significant. These representmore than one in
five of all water points developed. This should be recognized as an important
programme achievement. Responsibilityfor I I WS development lies with Maendeleo
rather than Mali. As the findings of the village study suggest, there is room for
improvement in technical standards. This should be ;1 focus of attention in the next
phase if the impact of the Il WS option is to be further enhanced.

Table 3. HESAWA rural water supply improvements by type of technology,
excluding RWHS, by Region, july 1992.

Type of water Kagera Mwanza Mara
supply system no. % of no. % of no. % of

total total total

Shallow wells 3 Ib 35 877 8 I 224 40
DPS 407 44 38 3 I57 28
ITWS I 92 2 I I 7 I I 6 I84 32

Totals 9 I 5 I00 I 086 1 00 565 I00

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementation Statistics: Cumulative Figures I985/86-I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA
Coordination OfHce. October 1992)
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As noted, rainwater hanlesting systems have only recentlybeen introduced, and they
have not as yet had a very significant impact on coverage overall. Experience so far

indicates a high potential for this option. In some places there are few other choices
available. This is particularly true in Karagwe District, in Kagera Region, where RWHS

have had an immediate impact. The further spread of this option should be encouraged.

2.6 lmpact of the HESAWA programme
Dn water supply coverage

To calculate the impactof HESAWA improvements on water supply coverage, the total

population ofthe three regions is estimated to be about 4.7 million, with Kagera having
1.5 million, Mwanza 2.1 million, and Mara 1.1 million. Each well or domestic point is

intended to serve 250people. On this basis, the total number of people reached since
1985 with improved water supply through the HESAWA Programme is about 640,000

(i.e. 2566 wells/ DPS/ ITWSS x 250).

Estimating the number of people using HESAWA rainwater harvesting technolo-

gies is rather more diflicult, and account has to be taken of the fact that many of these

do not provide water all the year round. In many cases, they should be assumed to be
a supplementary water supply. For the purposes of estimating impact on coverage a

rather conservative figure of3,000 people served is assumed.

Since in mostvillages full coverage is not likely to be achieved at present, the design

Iigure is likely to under-representthe number ofpeople actually using HESAWAwater
supplies. In calculatingthe number ofpeople served, therefore, a multiplier of 1.25 has

been used. On this basis, the actual number of people sewed by improved water

supplies through the HESAWA programme is estimated as 1.25 x 640,000 = 800.000

people. This is equivalent to 17% of the total estimated population in both rural and
urban areas. If the urban population is discounted. the true increase in coverage for the

rural areas as a result of the HESAWAprogramme is probably around 20%. This means

that HESAWAhaS in principle succeededin bringing access to improved water supplies

to one in five of the current rural population in the Lake Zone.
The level of increased coverage achieved so farvaries slightly from region to region,

as Table 4 shows.

Itisvery importantto note that these figures show the increase in coverage as a result

of HESAWA improvements, not the total coverage by irnproved water supply systems

in the Lake Zone as a whole. Since a full inventory of water supply systems in the Lake

Zone is not avajlable, it is not possible at present to say what the total coverage level is.

The figures also do not take account of the number of HESAWA water supply systems

which are currently broken down, and therefore not providing an effective service,

since this is also not knovvn with any degree of confidence. The findings of the village

studysuggest that as manyas 30% or so ofthe waterpointsdeveloped through HESAWA

maybe out of commission,but a more detajled inventorywill be required to verify this.

Assumingan annualpopulationgrowth late of 3%, the population in the Lake Zone
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can be crst,in1at,e(l to have increased in 1991-92 by alzvout 140.000. HESAWA outputlhr
that vear was about 550 water points. providing senice Lo about 172,000 people. In~

coverage terms this represents a netincrease ofonly 32,000 people sewed. The obxious
conclusion is that the current level of output will have to increase (lr;unatically if
anything like ll1ll coverage is ever to be acl1iev€'(l. At present, llovvcver it is pr()b;1,l)lv

more imponant that the programme concenlmte on (leveloping £1 sustainal)lc* ap-

proach before giving pri01ity to increasing output.

Table 4. Number of rural HESAWA water supply systems installed, and per-

centage coverage increase, by Region, july 1992.

Type of water Kagera Mwanza Mara
supply system no. no. no.

Shallow wells 3 Ib 877 224
DPS 407 38 I57
ITWS I92 I 7 I I84
RWHS (all types) 333 8 I07

lncreased % coverage 19% 16% 16%

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementation Statistics; Cumulative Figures I985/86 - I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA
Cool-dination Office. October I992)

2.7 Operation ad maiteace
lmpmvelncrnls in ( - m'cr€1ge l1av(- little mc';:1ning iföthev are not sl1sL;1ix1£:*rl. as the history
of vvater supply (leve10p1nenl in the l,ake Zone ilsclf has amplv (lc1n()nsl1*at(= (l.

HESAWA has made major su - ps lk)1wa1*(*l in intr<)(lu('ing l<'('l*1n()l()gy levcrls which are
suitable ik)!' ål ven' high (legree ol' s€- lfireliå1nt ()pcr£1iion and n1aintemu1ce within
(*Ommu11il'ies. To (late. l'1owev(- r. it has nor been possihlc to Oper;:1tioll;1lize ('uinniunitv-

l)ase('l 08aM for' the ven' sinipk - rvz1soll llial a svstc1n lin' sclling $})211*}:* paris to villages
has notyetbeen put in place. . ltllougli plans are now at an a('lvan('€-(l stage rue- st;1l)lisli

revolxing stores to meet, this 1n - €(*1. it is él starlling oniission within ;1 pmgrmnn1c- which
is now ln0rcf tl1an seven years old.

For the time being, it is intcrn(l€(l to scll spares to (*<m'1nHmiiies lllr'ougl'1 the
g<)x'cr11nie11t svstem, but sonic' steps llavc also been taken to i1lxö<:'stigal<' private st-cior
options, lin" both pm(lu(*ti()n and distribution. In [ lie long lc - mi. ei le;-uling rule tor the
private secmr mav bc the unlv viable option. This will prob;1l)ly rcquire an initiative at
;l national level, since the problem <)l'sp;u'c para av;1ilal)ility is wi(*l€= spr<';l('l inT;1nza11iå1.

Selling in motion £1 systern for £1 sparre paris sale and (listrib1uiun is not onlv
indispensable tu cnz1ble HESAWAWat€1Ö poinm to bc 1n:1inlai11('(l, but is also lieccssz1n' as
;1 pr€('()n(lition lin' testingout the eflhfctiveness ofa large proportion oftlie pr()g1';1n11n€'s

capacity l')uil(ling investments. The clfe(*tiver1ess 011118 technical training ufwarrl and
xillagc level caret;1kers zmd mecl1anics, the real ability ofxillage HESAWA c01mnittees to
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coordinate the management of community water supplies and take care of village
HESAVVA accounts, and the real willingness and ability of xillagers to both pay for and

maintain their improved systems, can not he known until all are put, to the test. This

re1nainsan impossibilitv as longas spare partsare notavailable. Similarly, the une capacity
of districts to support connnunities in these endeavours can not he measurerl until the
real levelofassistzmce required isknown . These are majorconstraints to both sustai nability,

and to the possibility ofircalisticall)' assessing the eltectivene- ss of a valv large proportion
of the programn1e's activities beyond the actual installation of water supplies.

2.8 Achievemets in saitation improvement
The primarv emphasis in the sanitation ('Ompon€*nl Oft11e HES, WA pmgranm1c is on

the introduction ofimproved housclioltl and institutional latrinex. lt is also intcndecl

to cover other issues such as waste disposal, (lrai1lagc, prot€(iti()n of (lomesti( water

points. personal hygiene and the control vector-1*elate(l (liseases.

In general. covcragc with unimproved lalrines in the Lake Zone appears lo he
reasonably high, though recent iigures are not availahle to eonlirm this. The health
authorities estimatcd latrine (ioverage in 1984 at 60% for Kagera Region, 75% for
Mwanza, and 45% for Mara. Most of' the latrines included in these ('alculations are of
a ven' poor standard. with many bern g both unsanitaw and (langerouslv built.

The HESAVVA programme has made several ellbrts to lind appropriatc solulions.
mainly iollowing national and international sanilation trends sucll as the inuöo(lutition

ofthe veni.ilate(l in1prove(il pil (VII') latrine. From the xillage studv it seems ('lear that

the curreut appmach, hased on the sale and distribution of concrete squatting slabs,

is in many cascs proving to bc i11effectivc and of onlv limited rclcvance to perccivcd
nec-ds. Many people (fousiclcr the costs to be too high, and the prioritx' fhr high q1tality
latrines toolow. TheY illage Revolvingfuncls tor the salo ofsul)si(lize<l latrine slalom have

not proven to be suceesslill. The (lisappointing output figures tor l10uschol(l latrines,
shown in Table 5., rcflcct the low level olidemanrl.

Table 5. lmproved household latrines builtthroughthe HESAWAprogramme.

Region Estimated lmproved % increase

no. of latrines in improved
households built latrine coverage

Kagera 300.000 60 I 0.20%

Mwanza 400,000 779 0.19%

Mara 220,000 76 0.04%

TOTAL 920,000 1,456 0.16%

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementacion Scatiscics; Cumulative Figures I985/86-I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA

Coordinacion Office. October 1992). Estimared number of households includes urban population.
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The Uentilated, improrjed pil latrine mats introdmred in the jJmg'ra1nme, Olloudng national and
international sanitation experience.

A local initiative in Kagera Region has led to the developmentofthe Bwina Lau-inc,
an upgraded local model which does not use any concrete components. This has

enjoyed some success, but may notbe appropriate for the whole Lake Zone because of
itsdependence on wooden logs,which are notreadilyavailable in manyplaces, to make
the flooring.

At present, the sanitation component operates through two main channels: the
Study Group Programme (SGP) and the recently developed Schools Health and
Sanitatjon Programme.These complementeach other to some degrecgbutare notwell
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enough integrated as yet to avoid confusion. Each is implemented through different
programme staff, with insuflicient communication and poor coordination. l/vhile the
SGP is coordinated through the zonal HRD unit, the schools programme is coordi-

nated by the zonal Health Adviser. The latter programmet. which fbllows a "problem
analysis, leaming and solutjon-tinding" approach. has shown a good potential in the
pilot testing phase. Its lurther development should be closely monitored, and steps

taken to transier the lessons lcarned to the sanimtion programme as a whole. The
effectiveness of the SGP is very much open to question, and is discussed in more detail

below and elsewhere in this report.
Since 1985. a total of 161 institutions have been assisted bv the HESAWA pro-

grarnme to buil(l improved latrines. Of these. 41 institutions, or 25% olithe total.were

assisted (luring the 1991 -92 linancial year.

The district evaluation workshops indicated that although some isolated successes

have been achieved, in general the latrines coinponenl was performing poorly.
Commitment to, and belief in, this element oliprogramme activities seems to be low.

In general it call be concluded that sanitation improvement has not vet been fullv
enough integrated into the mainstrcam ofprogramme operations. lt can not bc said

that the prograinme goals ol" improving environmenla1 sanitation conditjons bv

buildingbetter latrines, i1nprovingdrainage an(l waste disposaLand vector control, are

being achieved.

2.9 lmprovements i health ad hygiene coditios
The impact ofthe HESAWA programme on health and hygiene conditions is difficult
to measure.Although many district stall" involved in HESAWA activities indicated that

VHWS in particular had greatly contributcd to health education and health improve-

ment in the villages, this view was not universally hold. The village studv indicates that

the impact ofVHWs may be very uneven. and there is demand tor a more extensive and

vigorous health and hygiene education programme.
The present approach of' training village-based VHVVS and Traditional Birth

Attendants (TBAS) has great potential, and deserves to be encouraged. The pro-

gramme has to a very large extent succeeded in sticking to its goal of training Mo VI-IWS

in every HESAWA village. There are some indications that, in the longer term, TBAS

may prove to be the best motivated and most effective of the two cadres.

2. lo Capacity b I ildi g thro 1gh
huma resources development

Staff in the districts workshops clearly recognized the central importance of capacity

building and human resources development (HRD) as programme Objectives. Many

positive achievements were listed in this area, but the need for further strengthening
was also acknowledged.

A large part of the HRD component is directed towards building capacity at the
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village level. An oveniew of numbers ofcadres trained at xillagc level is given in Table
6., and conipared with the output for the 1991 -92 linancial year.

As tlle table shows. the numbers ofTBAs and caretakers trained have incrcased
signihcantly in the past year or so. This is also true, to £1 lesser extent, tor xillage fundis
and VHWS. At the same time, the number of Study Groups tormed has dropped
sharply. Districts have been experiencing difliculties in managing large numbers ol'
Study Groups, and the HRD unit has recentlv recommended that in fi1ture no more
than three groups be formed in anv one village. The SGP has 11ot provcn to he £1 very
eflective vehicle for HESAWA improvements in general. and the decline in the

numbers of groups being fbrmed may also reflect a low level of faith in this approach
among implementing staff. The $(11' accounts tor about one-third ofall expenditures
on HRD in the programme, andproduces very little in the wav ol'(()ncr€'t( - outputs. The
relevance and lost eflectiveness of this approach must be seriously open to question.

Table 6. Totalvillage HESAWA cadrestrained, and trainingoutputfor I99 I /92.

Cadre Total Total trained. 1991/92
trained no. % of total

VHWS 655 I34 20

TBAS 23 1 1 I8 5 I

Caretakers I 9 I4 758 40
Village fundis 893 222 25
Storekeepers 9 I l2 I3
Study Groups 677 I I 2

Source: HESAWA Programme lmplementation Statistics; Cumulative Figures I985/86-I99I/92 (Zonal HESAWA
Coordination Office. October 1992)

For reasons noted above, the eflectiveness ofxillage-level training is vew hard to assess
£ /

at present. because many ofthcse cadres have yet to be reallv putte the test. However, the
~

village studyhas raised some doubts aboutthe currenteliectiveness ofVHWS. on the one

hand, and water point caretakers, on the other. Quesljons have also been raised about
the capability of some village HESAWA committees. The total numbers of xillage
HESAWA committees trained so far is not knoim, but it can be assumed that virtually
every village entexing the programme will establish one.

At district and regional levels, implementors and supenisors are olfered many
training opportunities through short courses,seminars, and workshops. In general, the£

evaluation team was impressed bv the relativelv high levels ol) understanding ol" the
£ lt.

community-bascd approach, the acceptance of more appropriate technology' choices,
and the high level of interest and commitment to the HESAWA programme. At the
same time. manyweaknesseswere also noted, particularly at the district level,which still
need to be addressed if further decentralization is to be achieved.
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2.1 I Gender awareness and the involvement of women

The issue of the involvement of women in the HESAWA programme has sparked off
a lively and controversial debate, the full outcome of which has yetto be seen. Ofall the

programme elements, this is the one which is most often perceived by Tanzanians as

having been imposed by SIDA. Ilvhile many staff clearly recognize the disadvantaged
position of women in the Lake Zone as a whole, and accept that special efforts mustbe
made to ensure that women are as fully involved in the programme as possible, a full
commitmentto supportingan enhanced role forwomen as a development goalhas not
yet been achieved.

The issue ofwomen was explored in some detail in the village study. Clear benefits
for women as a result of the programme have been identified, but criticisms were also
expressed by the women themselves. Within the programme itseli with the notable
exception of the national director and some very dynamic women District Promotion
Officers (DPOS), women are very poorly represented among decision-making and
implementing staff. A good illustration is the attendance at the end-of-evaluation

review workshop in Mwanza. Only four women were present at this meeting, out of a

total attendance of 35, none of whom were based in the Lake Zone. Two were from
Maendeleo head office in Dar es Salaam. andthe other two were from SIDAStockholm.

It quickly became dear to the evaluators that the position on women being
advanced through the programme is notwell understood by many male staff, andthere
appears to be a significant degree of resistance to putting the principle of women's
involvement into meaningful practice. If further progress is to be made, the pro-

gramme should closely review the way in which the arguments for women's involve-

ment are being packaged and presented, both to programme staff and in the villages,
and set out in more detail the precise goals of women's involvement. Greater attention

also needs to be paid to what women in the villages are saying on their own behalf, and
how they define their own needs.

2.lZ Summary

The achievements of the HESAWAprogramme have been substantial, as this overview

has suggested. Put together, these constitute a platform upon which further progress
can be built. There are still many gaps which remain to be filled before it can be said

thatprogramme goals are trulybeing achieved. In the chapters which follow, a critical
review is presented of the issues which the evaluation team considers to be of the

greatest signiiicance in further strengthening the programme.
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3.

MPACTS oF tHE HESAWA
PRDGRAMME AT V LLAGE LEVEL

3.1 The village stdy

3.I .I Objectizxes o thezlillagestudy

The village study was a centrally important component ofthe evaluation exercise. In

assessing the impacts and prospects for sustainability of the HESAWA programme, it

was essential that the voice of involved willagers themselves should be heard as clearly

as possible. Within the time available, itwas considered that the best way to achieve this

was to visit a selection ofvillages spread over all three reg
-ions and investigate a number

ofkey issues through the use of a set of participatory. rapid appraisal techniques.
On the basis of the terms of reference For the evaluation, it was decided that the

village study should focus on four key areas of programme impact:

0 Impacts on the village water supply and sanitation situation.

0 Impacts on health and hvgiene knowledge and behaviour.

' Impacts on w01nen.

' Impacts on community organization and management capacity.

Alongside these four themes, the study teams also set out to asscss with the

communities involved the prospects for the long term sustainability of the benelits

gained through participalion in the HESAWA programme.
Impacts can be measured in both quantitative and qualitative terms. The quantita

-

tive impacts of the HESAVVA programme on the water and sanitation situation in the
Lake zone have been discussed in the previous chapter. The primaty emphasis of the

village study was on the qualitative eflects ofthe programme at village level, and on the

perceptions ofthe villagers themselves on the benefits which theyfeel they have gained

through participation in the programme. Many of these benefits, such as programme

impacts on health status and the beneliLs oftime an(l labour savings, are extremelyhard

to quantily without in -depth and methodologically complex studies. Measuring such
benehts in the HESAWA programmc is made more difficult by the jack ofcompreheu-

sive baseline data against which changes (ian be measured. Much of the data collectcd

in the village studyis therefore indicative rather than conclusive, but nevertheless sheds

agreatdeal oflighton key issueswith an importantbearing on both the returns atvillage
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level as a result of programme investments, and the prospects that anygains achieved
will be sustained in the long term.

3.I.2 Thestudy zrillages

A preliminaiy selection ofstudyvillageswas made on the basis of information provided
by the programme during the preparatory mission. This was subsequently reviewed
with the zonal office, and a revised list agreed. A total of 24 xillages involved in the
HESAWA programme, and a further three control villages, were selected. The village
list constitutes a selection rather than a statistically valid sample, but was considered
adequate for this kind of rapid appraisal exercise.

A number of ciiteria were used in making the selection. These included that the
range of technologies represented should roughly correspond with the proportional
output of the programme, villages with and withoutstudy groups should be included,
both "old" and "new" HESAWA villages should be selected, and there should be a
reasonable distribution of the villages among the regions and districts. The final
selection made was considered satisfactory by both the evaluation team and the
programme management at the zonal office.

A full list of the study villages and the members of the study teams are shown in
Appendix 4.

3.I.3 Thestudy teams

Three teams with four members each were formed to carry out the study. The IRC
consultantwith overall responsibilityfor the village studyled one, and the other two were

ledbytheAMREFmembersof the evaluation team.The members of the studyteamswere
recruitedfrom among senior programme staff from the districts and regions. Each team
had at least one woman member, and contained a person with expertise in water and
sanitation technologies, health, and community development.

The teams visited nine villages each. The schedules were planned in such way that
no team member visited villages in his or her own district.

Throughout the study phase the teams worked closely together: in leaming and
practising the techniques during the preliminary workshop; in developing and field-

testing the work plan; in canying out the investigations in the villages; in recording and
analyzing the data; and in writing up the preliminary findings. Although the team
leaders were responsible for the thorough execution of the study and the drafting of
the village reports, all team members were equally involved in the work.

3.1 .4 The preliminary zuorkshop

The studyphase began with a three daypreliminzuyworkshop. Thiswas heldin Mwanza
to familiarize the studyteams with the use of partjcipatoiy research and rapid appraisal
techniques. Aworkplan was developedfor the village visit5, including a comprehensive
description of the different activities to be carried out, and checklists of issues to be
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covered. A code book was also prepared, correspondingwith the checklists, to sort all

the data for easier analysis of the results.

As some of the techniques require the use of illustrations, two local artists attended

the workshop. The artists worked closely with the team members, and accompanied
them on the first village visits to test the appropriateness of the illustrations. Some

pictureswere then modified on the basis of the initial reactions ofthe villagers involved.

After visiting three villages each, the study teams got together again for two days, to

analyze the first sets of field data and review the methodology. Several improvements

and additions were made in the work plan and checklists. A common framework for

the presentation of the data in village reports was also developed.

3.I.5 Onenlietuo thetedmiquaused

The purpose ofa participatoty exercise of this kind is to encourage discussions among

the villagers themselves, and provide opportunities for them to express themselves
as

freely and openly as possible. From the many partjcipatory techniques suitable for this

purpose, the following were selected:

' Village mapping.

' Pocket chart5.

' Puppet play.

' Observations and village walks.

* Focus group discussions and open interxiews.

These are briefly described and discussed below.

Wllage mupping A group ofpeople in each villagewas asked to draw a sketch map

of the village. The group could not contain any government oflicials, teachers, or
nurses, but should be made up of ordinary villagers only. All important features,

such as hills,woods, fields, houses, and public buildings,were asked to be indicated.

The groups were also specilically asked to include water sources and water points,
latrines,waste disposal sites, and washing slabs.Theywere also asked to use different

colours to illustrate the water supply and sanitation situation before the HESAWA

programme began, and the situation now. Comments and questions were encour
-

aged while the maps were being drawn; and the finished maps were then discussed
in detail.
This technique proved to be very effective in gathering information and opinions

on existing facilities and the new and improved ones built through HESAWA. The
drawing of the maps also aroused ;1lot of interest and discussion among the villagers.

In many cases a very infbrmative, comprehensive drawing emerged, of which the

makers were justifiably proud.
Pocket chans. A set of pictures was put on display, each with a paper pocket or

envelope attached. Small pieces of paper were distributed, with a different colour

beinggiven to men and women. Everybodywas asked to vote for the picturesof their
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choice by puttinghis or her paper in the relevantpocket. The pictures used showed
a range of different types ofwater sources, both traditional and new. Two rounds

of voting were held. In the first, people were asked to vote for the source they use
most at present. The votes were then counted by one of the participants and the

scores displayed and discussed. In the second round, people voted for the type of
source they would most prefer to use and maintain, assuming it were available.
These votes were then counted, and the results displayed and discussed.

This technique directly involves people in collecting and analyzing data on their
own preferences. The activity was generally much appreciated, and stimulated entllu-

siastic discussions, both among the villagers themselves and with the study teams.
Popper play. For this technique a set of paper puppets and props were used,

depicting men and women, houses, trees, a water point, etc. The puppet play
technique was used in the HESAWA villages, but not in the controls. A cloth was
spread outwith the puppets andprops displayed on it, and agroup ofvillagers asked
to act out the work of HESAWA with the help of the puppei.s.
This technique gives people an opportunity to express feelings and opinions

openly, but in a dramatized and less threatening way through the use of the puppets.

Although the villagers involved seemed to enjoy the activity very much, and lively
discussions were held on many differentissues, the technique produced less informa
lion than was hoped and itwas often diHicult to persuade people to confine themselves
specifically to HESAWA issues.

Obseruationsund village zualks. Observation was a very important tool in the village
study. To structure the observations. it was decided to make village walks with the
speciHc purpose of observing the general conditjon of water points, latrines,
standardsofcleanliness in the village, and so on.To enable comparisons to b€ made
a list of observatjons to be made was drafted during the preparatorv workshop. to
be used in all villages.
Through these structured observations, valuable information was obminecl on

general living conditions in the villages, and on the state of the lacilities built or
improved through HESAWA. The study team members undertaking the village walks
were usually accompanied by a number ofvillagers. often including a metnber of the
HESAWA Committee, a Village Health Worker, and one or more water point
caretakers.

Open i -nlrémietus. Group interviews were heid with membcrs of xdllage govern-
ments, HESAWA committees, Village Health Workers and Traditional Birth
Attendants, and women. All interviews were conducted in an open style and were
as unstructured as possible, though studyteam members used checklists for general
guidance. Discussions among participanm were encouraged.

The intewiews com plemented the other activities very well, andprovided opportu-

nities to follow up and further discuss issues raised in the participat01y activitjes and
village walks.
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3.I.6 Strengfhs and zueaknesses 0 the methodology used
With only a single day to spend in each village, the use of participatory techniques
enables a large quantity of information to be gathered. In addition to meeting village

leaders, who are usually the main informants in more conventional village visits, the
studyteams succeeded in having extensive discussions with a large number ofOrdina1y
villagers, both men and women.

The general impression gained by the study teams was that the quality of the
information obtained had an extra value because a good part of it came out of
spontaneous discussions amongthe villagers themselves, particularlyduringthe group
actiwities, rather than in response to direct questions.

Another advantage of the approach is the opportunitv proyided to share the

investigation with the villagers themselves. The pocket chart activity usually attracted a

large crowd. Smaller numbers of people, ranging from five to 20, participated in the
mapping and me puppet play activities. Irrespective of the numbers involved, all these

activities provoked much interest and undoubtedly led to further discussions in the
villages about the programme after the study team had left.

The methodology also has certain limitations, which need to be recognized. The
most obvious is that the bulk of information obtained is qualitative rather than

quantitative, and altl10ugh relatively large numbers ofpeople were involved. the data
obtained cannot be considered to be conclusive, or valid on any statistical basis. This
is not tosay, however, thatsoundinferences can notbe drawn. Deliberate attemptswere
made, for example through the village walks and interviews, to corroborate the views

expressed. The development ofa standardized approach to rcporting also helped to
compare data from different villages and identify common trends.

An important constraint is that the approach requires relatively well-developed
skills in reading discussions in an unobtrusive and non-directive way. Note-taking also
needs to be done discreetly so as not to break the rhythm of discussions. Open
inteniews and discussions are much more (lifficult to record than more structured
approaches. Observations are also not easy to record in a way which makes them
valuable as research data without a reasonable amount of practice.

An additional difficulty in the Lake zone is the number of different languages
spoken. Discussions were usually hold in Swahili, but sometimes also in the local
lan gt1age. Vvhere the latter was the case, team members had to translate the (tliscussions

into Swahili to note them (lovvn, and then again into English tor the village reports. In
the process, some details must certainly have been lost.

Note-taking was discussed and practised (luring the preparatu1y workshop, but it
remained a difficult issue for many studv team members, some of whom were

participating in a research activity for the first time. It is to their credil, that, in spite of
this, the village reports contain a great, deal of good and usefl1l information.
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3 .I. 7 Self-emluation by the study teums

Seltlevaluation by the study teams was a routine part of the village study exercise,
beginning with daily evaluations during the preparatory workshop. Before the first
village visits were made, team members frequently expressed concern about the

methodology. Some of them did not believe that ordinaty villagers would be able to
draw a map. Others questioned the pocket (rhart, an(l particularly the puppet play,
fearingthey wouldbe considered too childishbythe villagers.There was much concern

about how to structure the questions to be asked, and how to record and analyze the
data.

After the first three village visits, many ofthese fbars diminished. The advantages of
the approach were easier to see. The involvement and enthusiasm ofthe villagers, and
the large amount of useful data gathered, were a great encouragement. The enthusi-

asm of the study teams increased considerably.
At the end of the study phase, a one clay workshop was hold to draw up lists ofthe

most important findings and recommendations ofthe study, and to evaluate the study
phase as a whole. A great deal of satisfaction was expressed with the approach. As one
team member, a water engineer, said:

"TIM most impartant thingi [utmed from this exercixe is that the opinion of Uillugrm is to

be taken very seriously. 1 always thought that they did not know (myt/ting about !lie terrhnirral

issues 0 malnsupply (md string 0 water poims. SeKingt/Lat tutalueuted people jun dmru cm

ucmrate map made me change my mind.
"

3.2 lmpacts o the water spply ad saitatio situatio

3.2.I Importunoe o zuuter supply and sanitution imprmlemenls
The most obvious effect of HESAVVA in villages in the Lake zone is the increased

numbers of improved water supplies which are hi1ilt as £1 result of the programmen
Improvement to water supplies provides the programme's most substantial point of
ent1y into involved communities, and meets a very strongly fett need. Community
conndence in the ability of the government and donors to proxide reliable and
sustainable drinking water supplies is understandably low in Tanzania af ter many years
ofunsuccessful and over-ambitious water project5. In a very real sense, the success and

credibility of the whole programme depends upon the effectiveness of the water supply

component.
HESAWA has attempted to tackle this problem by introducing lower cost and

simpler water supply technologies. It is hoped that these will bc suitable for sustained

village level operation and maintenance, provide a more reliable service, and hence

provide longer lasting benefits. Ifcommunities themselves are expected to take over
responsibilityfor improved water supplies, importantpreconditions include that basic

technical standards should be high enough to provide reliable and suitablv designed
water sources, and that the options olfered correspond sufliciently to the fett needs of
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the people to ensure their commitment to keep them in good working order. It is also

important that the improvements made should constitute a substantial improvement
to the general water supply situation, and should be recognized as such by the users.

Improved sanitation is the other major technical improvement which the pro-

gramme is seeking to introduce. Although demand for improved latrines is hr lower
than for water, a successful sanitation programme is nevertheless an important
precondition for the achievement ofthe programme's health goals.

3.2.2 Cnmmunityprq'ermces orzuater point ~les

In the past, it was the stated ambition of the Tanzanian govemment to provide every
village with a piped water supply. ltl1as now been realised that meeting this goal under
the present circumstances is impossible. HESAWA, along with many other water
programmes in the country, has opted for simpler technologies, with a strong
preference for shallow wells as the first choice.

In the village study, the pocket chart game was used to obtain information on
communitypreferences for water supplytechnologies. Villagers were asked to east votes

to indicate the types ofwater sources they most often use now, and the types they would

choose to use in the future given thattheywould have to meet all or most of the operation
and maintenance costs. The options olfered in the game were: unimproved traditional
water sources; ponds and dams; rivers or lakes; shallow wells; improved traditional water

sources; rainwater han/esting systems; and piped supplies.
In some places, yillagers did notalways find iteasy to fullygraspthe rules ofthe game

and some confused results were obtained. In all cases, men outnumbered women and
the results obtained maytherefore under-representthe view ofwomen. In spite ofthese

shortcomings, the game provoked lively interest and some good discussions. Most
importantly, the voting pattern indicated a clear preference among both men and
women for shallow wells as the principal technology oföchoice. This outcome was not
necessarily to be expected, and can be taken by the programme as a vindication of the
decision to give point-source supplies priority over more ambitious schemes. The
trends in the voting also indicated that improved traditional water sources and
rainwater harvesting systems were considered to be useful additions.

Rcasons given by the voters for their prelerences included the following:
' Shallow wells provide cleaner water;

0 When they are well-constructed, shallow wells are more reliable, because they
break down loss often than piped systems and can provide water throughout the
year;

' Improved traditional water sources provide "softer" water than shallow wells;
* Improved traditional water sources are preferable to shallow wells because they

are cheaper, but the improvements should be done to a good technical standard
to be useful and efficient;
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0 Rainwater lars are a good additional water source for households which can
afford them.

The preference tbr shallow wells shows perhaps most clearlyin Makongoro village,

where a range of difierentwater supply options was offeredbyHESAVVA. Shallow wells,

improved traditional water sources, rainwater harvesting systems, and a piped scheme
have all been installed. The shallow wells have proved to be the most sustainable, with
seven outofthe nine installed beingin good working order. The piped scheme, on the
other hand, soon broke down, and the 14 improvcd traditionell water sources and both

rainwater harvestjng systems onlv proxide water during the rainy season.

In Kashenye village the voting showed a clear prefercnce for the existing piped
system, but it was emphasized that it should be made reliable, with a daily flow ofwater.
Villagers expressed their intention of getting themselves better organized and im prov

ing the maintenance of the systern:

'The scheme belongs to all ofus here. HESAWA assisted in constructjngit, but we
have the duty ofmaintaining it, so that it will serve us longer.

In quite a number ofcases unprotected surface sources and unimproved traditional
water sources were still being used, but most of these users indicated that they would
use shallow wells ifthey could. As a general point, it should be noted that in all but one

of the xillages visited people were continuing to use unprotected sources to some
dcgree even after HESAWA improvements had been made. In Bukabwe and Kamgendi

villages the people prefer to use a dam because it never dries out". This preference
is also influenced bv their wish to have suflicientand reliable water for cattle. In several

other villages, particularly in Mara Region, the need for more water for cattle was

mentioned.

3.2.3 Appreciation o HESAWAimprozJements

From the discussions during and after the village mapping and pocket chart game, and
from other interviews, it is clear that in generalpeople are happywith thewater supplies

they get through HESAWA, provided they work well and are reliable. Water supply is

fett to be a problem in all the places visited. Traditional sources are acknowledged to
be unclean and many existjng sources are d1yduring part of the year, which makes the

hard job of providing water fbi the household even more difiicult.

Everybody seems to be aware of the dangers of using untreated lake water for
drinking and domestic purposes. Boiling of water is generally not done, however,
because there is a shortage of firewood, and other fuels are expensive.

Women in particular indicate that they have beneiitted from the HESAWA

programme by getting easier access to water of better quality. On the other hand, the
villagers, and again women in particular, also pointed outshortcomings, and suggested

improvements.
For most villages the newly constmcted or rehabilitated water supplies are appre-

ciated, but considered insufiicient, either because not all sub-villages are served, or
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because some of the wells or schemes have broken down, have run drv or work only
~

~

seasonallv. Suggestions included:
~

* Installing a large!" number ofwell-built and properly sun/eved shallow wells in1.,.

convenient locations, with at least one water point in each sub-xillage.L

0 lmproving more traditionell wells, with an appropriate design, ensuring £1 good
cover and easy access.

0 Further improving traditional wells which have water the whole vear round but
which have been improved to an insufhciently high standard.

' Introducing more r;xinwater llarvesting systems, both communal and private. as

21 supplement to other water supplies.
* Rehahilitating existing graxity schemes, and ensuring; a proper organizational

~

structure fbi management.

Many women indicated that no more money should be wasted on inappropriate
structures, and on wells which run dry within one or two veåtrs alter construction. In
several villages "poor technolo~ "

was 1nentioned as a major problem ofthc HESAl/VA
programme.

All of the major technologies used in the HESAWA progrannne were rt -tiewc(l

during the village study. Su1nmaty findings for each are given below.

3.2.4 Skallen) zuells

The keyproblems identilied with the shallow wells programme were poor standards of
workmanship and reliability on the one hand, and poor siting on the other.

In the 24HEsAwAvillagcsvisited, the total ntunberolöshalltMwellswith hätndpumps
built or rehabilitated through HESAWA is 134. Of' these. 35 were found lo be

inoperative. either because they had completelv dried up, or hcca11sc the pump was
broken. In two of these cases pumps had been stolen, and in two other cases shallow
wells had been abandoncd because the water was considered undrinkable because it
was bitter or saltv. Afurther six wellswere found to bc unreliztblt - and not able to provide~

water throughout the year. The total number of wells found to be unreliable or
inoperative was 41. representing 30% of the total in the studv villag(-s.

Some wells were said to have dried up within ax few months of being c01npleted.
Wllen asked why this happens, xillagcrs mentioned poor suwexing. (ligging in ;1

different place than indicated bv the suwey and bad workmansllip or "tcchnical
errors" as possible reasons.

Obsewations showed that well superstructures were often poorly built, with incon-

venientor faulty provisions lbr placing buckets, pumps leaning over at strange angles.
~

cracks in the concrete work, and inadequate drainage. In some cases. water point
outlets are too large and placed too low. leadinq to users making improxised funnels~

or using their hands to channel water into their contz1iners. with associated risks of
contamination. Many working pumps were evidentlv poorly maintained, with no
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grease, wobblyfastenings, and rusting bodies. Reasons given by community members
for poor maintenance included the ineffectiveness of the caretakers, no tools and
grease available, and difliculties in obtainingfunds from the village HESAWA account.

People said that breakdowns were reported to the government, but repairs on
pumps are not executed due to lack ofspare paris at the district. In some cases the ward

mechanic or ward pump attendantwas mentioned when discussing repairs, but there
seems to be nowhere a well planned system for dealing with breakdowns. It was

evidently completely unclear to the villagers or HESAWA committees how they

themselves couldpayforspecif1c repairs to be undertaken bythe ward pump mechanic.

Furthermore, no pump mechanics were encountered in any of the study villages.
People often complainecl that shallow wells built through HESAWA are not well

spaced throughout the villages. Theytend to be concentrated in a few sub-villages, and

people from other sub-villages must still walk considerable distances to get their water.

In some cases several wells were found clustered together within 100 metres or so of
each other. People generally did not seem to understand why the wells could not be
better spaced out, and this had apparently not been explained to them bv the

programme. Under such circumstances, people naturallv feel reluctant to pay for a

service from which theygetlittle or no benef1t. In manyvillages people asked that more
shallow wells should be built, with at least one fbi each subvillage.

The study teams noticed a marked diflerence between districts in construction and

maintenance standards. Kwimba District in particular stands out fbi good workman-

ship andproperly maintained, reliable wells. Villagers in this district indicated that they
were vcrywell supportedin planningand construction. andin the maintenance Oftheir
wells. No other district was able to match the standards found in Kwimba, however.

3.2.5 Improaed tmditional zuutersoumes

The improvement of traditional water sources is potentially a highly cost effective

approach. During the village study, however, it was found that the standard of
improvement in the HESAWA programme still leaves much to be desired.

The total number of traditjonal water sources improved through HESAWA in the

24 studyvillages is 61. Of these fourwere found to be cornpletelydry, and one had been

abandonedbecause the waterwas notconsidered suitable for drinking. Sixteen did not

provide water throughout the year, and a further 22 were found to be either badly

constructed or incomplete. In total, 43improved traditional water sources were found
to be inadequate for one reason or another,representingabout70% of those recorded.
Poor design and construction included things like loose stonework and broken cover
slabs, and the jack of a liftingdevice, making the wells both dangerous and inconven-

ientto use. In some cases, people have to lean down through a narrow hole in the cover

slab to reach the water.
Some structures built to protect the wells have loose stones or badly cracked

concrete, and some are still only half completed after more than ayear. In two villages
a wooden windlass had been providedwith the concrete cover of the well, but the rope
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or chain had been removed or stolen, and notreplaced. In some cases people claimed
that the improved wells give considerably less water than before and dry up more
quickly. Itwas not clear,however, if thiswas a persistentproblem orwas due to thisyear's
prolonged drought.

In general, the standard of improvements was found to be low, due to inadequate
design or poor workmanship, or both. Management and maintenance seemed to be
as bad as for shallow wells. The development of more appropriate designs, doser
consultation with users, and a good plan for maintenance oftlle wells would help to
establish more sustainable improvements.

3.2.6 Piped schemes

Four of the study villages had a piped system built or rehabilitated through HESAWA.
One works with an electric pump, one with a solar pump, and two were gravity schemes.

Of these, the scheme with the electric pump has not workedfor some time, and the
solar pump has not worked for more than two years since it was hit by lightning. The
study team were told that nobody from the district had been able to repair it. The two
gravity systems were said to be working, butdo notprovide a regular su pply. Sometimes
there is no water for many days. At the time of the study team's visits, neither scheme
was working.

The gravity schemes serve seven and three villages respectively. For both schemes
£1 scheme attendant employed by the District Council is responsible for maintenance
of the catchment area, and for distribution of the water to the different villages. There

were some doubts expressed about the attendants' effectiveness. One man suggested
that the planting ofeucalyptus trees to protectthe catchmentofone of the schemes was

probably causing the spring to dry up. People also complained about the distribution
ofwater in one of the schemes, which they thought to be erratic and unfair, favouring

one village over others. The villages involved did not have an overall managementbody
through which they could solve these problems.

In Kashenye Uillage possible zmjwouemmts in Hu munagermmt ol the grauity schema zum?

diszrussed. To general agremtmt, a youngmrm suggKsted: 'let theseheme be l1unded (mer to all three

villages, but erich Uilkzge should hane its Dum schema attmdunl who mill muinlain Um part zu/zi(h

belongs to that uillage. Maintmcmce o the catelzmmt (md the main pipe can be (lane nv the time
jtmdis taget/lm as a team. "An uddi tional suggestion (roncemed the necessity to train 1/illagnts [or
maintmance and repuirs 0 the schema.

All piped systems seem to suffer from frequent breakdowns. with broken and
clogged pipes, and faulty bibcocks, being commonplace. Some schemes are badly

constructed, with pipes being left unprotected above ground and standposts being
built with inadequate drainage.

Reasons given for poor maintenance included: lack of spare parts; lack of skills in
maintenance and repairs; jack of management and proper division of responsibilities.
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3.2.7 Rainuuterhamesifingéystems

Rainwater han/estingsystems seem to be generally successful, although theydo not all
provide water during the whole year. Of the 24 study villages, 3 have communal
rainwater harvesting systems builtthrough HESAWA, one having two tanks, the others
one each.

In Kyajtoke the rainwater storage tank at Igoma prima1y school has a capacity of
15,000 litres. It is the only water supplyin the sub-village where the school is situated and
was built there because no other water sources are available and the ground water table
is too low for the constructjon of shallow wells. During the rainy season the tank serves

the people oflgoma, but it is too small to meet the total demand.

Rukole village has a communal rainwater catchment system with a 600,000 litre
capacity. This was builtby Mali in 1972 and rehabilitated through HESAWA. The tank
is underground, and filled by runoff from a paved catchment atground level. Water is

lifted out of the tank with two NIRA hand pumps. The water is sold by a caretaker at
TAS.lO per 20 litre bucket,. The money goes into the village water account. Mainte-

nance of the system is done by the villagers themselves. Households are restricted to
only one bucket per clay, but even so the tank is usually empty for two to three months
during the dry season. Although the villagers consider this a good system, they are not
fully satisfied. People from sub-villages have to walk long distances to the tank, which
is situated in the main village centre. The catchment area is also said to be too small for
the tank, which does not fill up completely during the rainy season.

HESAWAhaS also attempted to introduce llousehold rainwater lars in to this village.
A demonstration jar with a capacityof l ,000 litres has been built in the village. During
discussions most people said they prelerred a communal system, which is much
cheaper on a household by household basis. The cest of buying a household jar from
HESAWA is TAS.10,000, which is more than many villagers are prepared to pay.

Rainwater harve-sting systems have only recently been vigorously promoted bv the

HESAWA programme. Initial responses seem to be generally positive, though many
villagers do not consider them to be 11 totally reliable option.

3.2.8 Huusehold latrinm

The HESAWA latrine programme has had ve1v limited success so far. Most llousehold

latrines found in the study villages are unim proved, and flimsily built. Squat holes are

often little more than large openings, sometimescoverecl with poles, and many appear
to be quite dangerous, especially for children. Shelters are often built with very light
materials, without roofs or doors. (lleanliness is generally poor; lTequently there are
Eleces on the floor, and many fries around. Altllough unimproved latrines are often
found, only ;1 few l10useholds have built latrines promoted by HESAWA. Some ofthese
are left unco1upletccl for a long time.

Many people fett that the concrete slabs offered by the programme are too
expensive,even at a heavily subsidized price.Also,people feltthat other improvements
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to their housing should have priority over building a nice latrine.

More comments are made about the household latrine programme in the section
below on health and hygiene knowledge and behaviour.

3.2.9 Publiclatrinm
In 16 of the study villages HESAWA has promoted the building of public latrines. In
seven of these the latrines have been left "under construction" for a long time, and the

study teams had the impression that these were notreally meeting a fett need, butwere

being built as a gesture to please HESAWA.

Public latrines, particularly those at schools, are generally very dirty with faeces
everywhere. Apparentlythe children do not receive good gnidance on how to use them

properly.

At theschool in Chato, ulherel-IESAWA has a latrine programme, one small, reasom1b~l dean

latrine, burit thmughl-HfsA WA, is reseruedjur the teachens. The children must use a collapsed and

dangerous unimproued lamm, (md the yard behind the school is mmpletelv couered with jaeces.

3.2.1 0 Washingslubs

Washing slabs were only found in one of the study villages, where tvvo have been built
near shallow wells. The women who use them say theyfind them very usefnl and time
saving. These two, however, are not suflicient for the whole village because they

accommodate only two women at a time. Many more women say they would like to use
a washing slab. The women asked for more and larger slabs to be built, with at least one

at each shallow well.

In five of the study villages, women said that washing is a big problem, and a good

washing place near to a well would be very useful. They are prohibited atpresent from
washing near the wells anddomestic water points, and saythey mustwalklongdistances

to their homes with washing water, or to an unimproved water source for washing. In

Kahangara, for example, a special pond is used fbi clothes washing. This is about 30

minutes walk from the village.
In the dry season, when other surface water sources have dried up, the lake is used

for washing by those who live nearby, even though people generally know about the
danger of catching bilharzia.

The issue ofwashing slabs in HESAWAhaS been controversial, and a detailed study

looked into this part of the programme earlyin 199*2. Many problems were identified,

many of which were linked to inadequate consultations with village women over siting
and design issues. The study recommended that washing slabs should not be imposed

by the programme. From the village study, it is evident that there is still an interest in

having clothes washing facilities in a number of places.
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3.2.II Waste disposal (md dminage

In manyxillages greaterattention needs to be paid to general cleanliness. Surroundings
of water poinls are usually not very clean, with waste water around the structure, and

open, bad smelling drainage. An exception are the study villages in Kwimba District,
which have generally well-kept water points with good drainage. In some places,

particularly in Kwimba District where water is scarce, waste water from water points is

used to irrigate small gardens.

3.3 lmpacts on health ad hygiee kowledge and behavior

3.3.I Heuldz gods o the HESAWA pmgrumme

The principle justificatio11 For the llESAWA programme is that it sh011ld lead to

significantimprovements in communityhealth. In this respect, improvements to water

supply and sanitation are not ends in themselves, but the vehicles through which
improve1nents to health can be obtained. These are only likelyto be achieved when the
technical improvements are accompanied by changes in health and hygiene behav-

iour. Assessing the impactof water and sanitation improvements on healthis a complex

and dillicult exercise, and requires a specialist study. In a participatory village study of
limited duration, it is not possible to draw clear conclusions. lt is, however, possible to

gain an insight into the likely health impacts by investigating the effects of the

programme on health and hygiene knowledge andbehaviour. These were investigated
during the village study.

For the most part, information was ohlained through discussions and participatory

exercises with community members, supplementecl by village walks and inspections of

watersupply andsanitation facilities. In the time available,itwas notpossible to undertake
detailed obsenations of health and llygiene behaviours, or do a suliicient number of

home visits to thoroughly investjgate issues such as water storage and handling, or

standards ofpersonal anddomestic hygiene.The findings of the studyin relation to these

issues should therefore be regarded as indicative rather than conclusive.

3.3.2 VillageHealth Workers (md Tmditionul Birihattendant:s

The principal agents tor changes in health and hygiene knowledge at village level are
community-hased Village Health Workers (VHWS) and Traditior1al Birth Attendants
(TIB, s). These are trained by the HESAWA programme and expected to pass on

information and knowledge to community members.
Most villages have two VHWS, one man and one woman, in accordance with the

goals of the programmc. These are expected to promote health hy suggesting

improvcments in hygiene behaviour and in general cleanliness in the village, and by
encouraging people to build and use improved latrines. Hygiene and environmental
sanitation conditions need to be much improved in many villages, and it is clear that

VI-IWS are faced with a dillicult rask.
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Although mostVHVVs express satisfaction with the training they have received, and

take some pride in their role, many appear to be experiencing motivational problems.
There is much discussion of the need to pay VHWS, though lew of them receive any
compensation for their work. In one village VI-IWS received a regular payment of
TAS.1,000 per month, paid from the village HESAWA account, but this was the

exception rather than the rule. In another the village governmentsaid that moneyhad
been set aside to payboth VHWS and water point caretakers, but the VHWS themselves
said they had not been paid as yet. A number of HESAWA committees said that they
were concerned about the issue of Vl-ll/vpayment and were in the process ofdiscussing
the possibilities.

In Kashmve zrillage the tzuo VHWs, ri zuoman (md u man, air said not to be zH(nki1zgl)errzus@

they are not rea*iz/i1zg anvpuwnnlt. Then? is (1 plan to give them mmiér inemtiws, und ~lt/zrév then

(lo not r/1ange their b€/zuuiour other WrWs ml! be selertrrl.

From intcrviewswith VHWS andTBAs the studytezuns got the impression thatTBAs
are generally better motivated and more enthusiastic. Although thev receive no

L. /

payment from the village government or HESAWA committee for their work, they
usually receive gifts from the women they help with health problems and childbirth,

.H'

and enjoy a significant amount of rcspect and prestige in the xillages. As €1 new cz1dre,
VHWS are not so well established or so highly respected.

Another impression gained was that although most VHWS seem to bc well versed

in basic health and hygiene messages, they are loss (lear about the best mcthods to use

in promoting changes in hygiene behaviour. Many of them are members ofthc xillage
government Zmd/ or the HESAWA Committee. and sav that they promote hvgiene
issues in these organizations. They also make home visits to speak about water stornge
and general (lomcstic hygiene issues. Not many of them sc-em to visil the schools. or
concern themselves with broader issues such as waste disposal and dråtinage.

Although intended to focus on preventjve measures, m;mv VHVVS said thev would
like to have Et more explicit curative rolc und asked for more €omprehensive first aid
kits und supplies ofmedicines which they could prescribe.This su ggests that they attacll/

more prestige to curative work. and might perceivc the promotion ofcleanliness and
hygiene as z1 lesser part of the work thev are supposed to do./

The TBAS seemed to be more enthusiastic than the VHWS about the training thev
receive, particularlv as il is given by "oflicial (loctors and nurses" which gives them £1/

feeling ofstatus and ofheing taken seriously. Most V HWS sav their training is good. but
too short and they would like more frequcnt rcfrcsher courses.

3.3.3 Health andhygieneknouzledge and belumiour

In all villages the imporlance of having sale, dean water for (lrinking and household
use was frequentlymen tioned to the studytcams. Generalawareness ofthe risks ofusing
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contaminated water seemed to be high, but it was difficult to verify in a series of one-

dayvisits whether this awareness was really reflected in patterns of behaviour.

In Cluzto uillage, which is near Lake Wctoria, people mill use water from the lake, which is

in~cted with bilhmzia, zu/um there is no alternativa Wllagers said that sina shailozu wells hane

been installed in the Uillage, the occurrmce ofsdzistosomiasis has shmpél declined.

Villagers, like VHWS, seem to be familiar with most of the hygiene messages the

programme is trying to promote. This indicates that some basic impact is being

achieved. At the same time, community members pointed out the practical difliculties

of acting on this knowledge. In several villages people said that cleanliness can not be

a first priority when water supplies remain inadequate. Nevertheless, in virtually all
study villages, when the people were asked to indicate improvements in the pro-

gramme, they mentioned the need for a more developed programme for hygiene

education, a programme for sanitation improvement, or both.
The building of improvcd latrines can be seen as indicator of the impacts of the

hygiene education programme. Although the government, and HESAWA, have been
promoting the building of latrines for a long time, only very lew well-built, well-kept

lauines were found in the study villages. According to the villagers, this is a matter of

priorities rather than an indication ofa lack ofdesire for a good latrine. People say "why

should we build a beautiful latrine,when we need to improve our houses first?". In one

village, people specifically requested HESAWA to help them build better houses.
The lost to villagers of building the types of latrine promoted by the programme

may also be a problem. In many rural areas, particularlyin Mara Region, houses are not

built with a view to permanent occupation. Many are built with low-cost, short-lived

Inaterials such as recds and mud. Houses are occupiedfor a m1mber ofyears and then

abandoned when a new one is built on another site.

in spite of these constraints, the importance of improving sanitary conditions is

recognized in most villages. In the past, people were required by law to build latrines,
and those who did notdo so were liable to be fined. This rule does notseem to be strictly

enfbrced any more, but people still have a tendency to emphasise the existence rather

than the quality oflatrines as being of primary importance. The study teams saw many

old, dirty, collapsed, and unusable latrines.
In encouragingpeople to improve their lat.rines, HESAWA could perhaps put loss

emphasis on a costly superstructure with vem-pipe, and stress more the importance of

having a good slab, which is easy to clean and will not collapse easily. Many people

assume that if they use a concrete slab, they must make a suitably "modern" structure

around it. Their perception of the costs involved thus goes far beyond the relatively

modest price of the slab itself.
Concrete slabs are likely to be more popular in places where wood and logs are

becoming increasingly scarce. In Muda village, for example, we were told that these
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days logs for building toilets are no longer available. In Kimuli, one villager said:
"The most impartant thingis to have a dean mziinan; latrimå, brjbre going] bra Vipzt//zirh

is mo expmsiue 0*r us. Per}mps HESAWA could reduce tim mst ol lille sl(z&s /1 bit, so that more
people can (1 ord them. "

Clothes washing is an imporumt aspect of personal hygiene. In at least live of the

yillages visited people, and particularly women, said they would like to have washing
slabs. These should be built near a reliable water source and large enough to
accommodate several women at Ei time. Very lew washing slabs were seen in the study
villages.

As noted, there was inadequate time in the village study to undertake a detailed
investigation ofwater collection, storage, and handling practices. Informell observa-

lions were (tarried out, however, and some problems noted. A common practice is to
place lloating objects or vegetation on the top ofwater containers to prevent the water
spilling out as it is carried home in Kagera Region, for example, banana lcaves are
particularly favoured. More often than not, people did not rinse or clean these before
dropping them in the buckets, and buckets themselves were often not washed out
before being filled. In home visits, it was by no means always the case that water
contamers were kept covered and itappeared rclatively easy for drinking water to be
conmminated.

In some cases. water pointdesigns make protection of water quality more diflicult
than ne(essa1y. In one case, the outlet pipe from a protected springwas found to be too
close to the ground to Et a large plastic jeny can underncath it. The woman who was
collectjng the water was only able to lill the can bv using her hand as a li1nnel to divert.l'

the water into the neck of the can. If the design had taken account of the types of
containers used by the local population, this problem could easily have been avoided.
Although bv no means conclusive, such observations indicate that there is still much to
be done to both improve water pointdesign and to strengthen the hvgiene education
programme.

As far as environmental sanitation conditions are conccrned, it was noted that
drainage from shallow wells and im proved traditional water sources was ofiten poor. In
reviewing water point design. HESAl/VA should pay more attcntjon to these issues.
Closer consultation with users may help this process.

3.4 lmpacts o women

3.4.I Women as a torget group

Women are an explicit target group of the HESAWA programme, and it is intended
that special efforts should be made to ensure that they obtain substztntial benefits from
programme improvements, and are well represcnted in the decision-making and
community management processes. In the village study particular attention was paid
to these issues. In most of the Lake zone, the role ofwomen in public life is highly
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restricted.This was rellected in the village meetings held by the study teams. In all cases

the majority ofvillage participants were men, and special efforts had to be made to
involve women and ensure that their voice was heard.

in general terms, the village study found that while women have benefitted

significantlyfrom the improvementsbrought aboutby the HESAWAprogramme, they
remain under-represented in the decision-making process and frustrated by the poor

quality of some of the improvements which have been made so far. Many women

expressed the wish to be more closely consulted and more directly involved in

programme activities.

3.4.2 Benqits ormuomen

Many of the women consulted in the village study made explicit statements about the
benelits theyhad oblainedthrough the HESAWAprogramme. In many cases these were

seen as being substantial, and represented signif1cant steps forward. At the same time,

quite a number were concerned aboutthe uneven distnbution ofbeneiits, and what they

considered to be a high level ofwasted investment and poor technical standards which
meant that the full range of potential benetits could not yet be obtajned. The most

obvious beneHts identified by women were improvements in both the quality and

quantity of water available. These were seen as benetits tor the whole community, and

ones which shouldlead to improvements in hygiene and health.As some of the women

said:

'Nam xo -mr people Hm bat/ze may day, insteuzl o lmly (mm (z zumk'7

"VW hane (1iseases in Um village than, be/om".

Other benefits which were mentioned bywomen in 21number ofvillages were time

gains, reductjons in workload, and the possibility of cultivating small gardens around

the wells.
In three of the villages visited, the benefits of receiving llygiene education were

specilically mentioned. This, the women said, would read to cleaner homes, more

awareness of health risks, and improvements in the general (tleanliness of the village.

Although many women were happywith the improvements made so far, they also

pointedout thatthe uneven distribution andpoor reliabilityofmanyof the water points
meant that the benelits are not yet being shared by everybody:

"Those who line near the u mtioningshallozu wells are bméjittmg. 'I those tu/LO are jdrmuay

halm still problems

'SU many wells ure nu! um'ti(mi ng hom thor rungulnu no time. We must all mai t u iongilmr

jdr om' tum to /éIEh mäter".

Discussions of the quality ofconstruction and reliability Of"HESAI'VA water pomts

revealed strong views among many women. They fett that more benelits could be
obtainetl with better organization of HESAWA activities and better use of technology.

It was considered a waste oftime, effort and money to build or improve wells, or other
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water supplies, which soon breakdown, or are badly constructed and poorlydesigned
in the first place.

With the notable exception ofKwimba District, women generallypointout that the
relationship between HESAWA staff and the community was not well enough estab-

lished, and that district support for village HESAWA activities was insufficient. In
particular, there was inadequate support provided to really enable them to help
themselves. In seven of the villages visited, women expressed the view that many
problemswere caused because programme staff were notvisiting the village frequently
enough, were falling to give clear enough advice, and were not consultjng the
community in general and women in particular enough.

3.4.3 Wrmemmd communitymtmagement
In order to ensure that women have a voice in community decision making, the
programme has suggested that at least 50% of village HESAWA committee members
should be women. In the 24villages visited, this was found to be true in only nine cases.
In only one case did women represent more than half of the membership. In two
villages, all members of the HESAWA committee were men. The mean representation
ofwomen across the selected villages as a whole was slightly more than 37%, ranging
from zero to 63%. A woman was the secretary of the committee in seven cases, and the
chairperson in only one.

The number of women represented on the committees gives no clear indication of
how active they are, or of the degree of influence they are able to exert on the decision-

making process. An impression gained from general interviews vvith women was that
female members of the committees often do not represent :1 specifically female point
ofview. or explicitly try to bringforward the wishes of women as a group. Many women
fett generally under-represented in village life, in spite of their presence on the
HESAWA committees:

'Tim village gozzemmämt does not pay atlmlion zu/lm me are taking dur problems to their
0 me (rrassistancei

"It is di zcult to speak ar women, but rue must malm Km e Ur! to get ourselues heard '{

Women's partjci patron in village government is very low. Although one village was
found in which awoman was the secretary, the highest number ofwomen found in the
village govemment in the places visited was four, representing 24% of the total
membership. In most cases there are either no women members, or the level of
representation is nominal.

In many cases women said they are often not informell of electjons, and are not

given election fomls. This makes it impossible for them to get elected into the village
govemment. Village meetings are often a male-only actjvity. Women say they are
frequently not informed ofmeetings or other special events. When theydo get to know
about them, the meetings are so time consuming that they often do not have the time
to hang around.
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The visits of the study teams served to underline this point. In all cases many more
men than women were available for interviews and other activities when the study team

arrived. Women had to be soughtout and specilicallyinvited. llvhen theydid come, they
fett under a lot of pressure to retum to their daily work and tended to remain willingly
only when they thought that an activity was going to be very important and interesting
for them, or if the time was convenient.

In som uillagéås the uillagegouemmmt put {/ressure on ziromm to namn and join our actiuities.

In Chato, /brexample, somz women shopkeepers and market women zuerermmded up. Many 0 them

dn]{zed away as som aw they could, alger to go back to their !msiness. Only tzuo zuomm VHWS (md

a woman €aretaker stayed on. In the tqiemoon, ut/1m zue did tim poeket €/zart game where the

imponance 0 women 3 opinions mus $tressed, mare zuomm cemuå to join in the disrussion.

From our discussions with women itbecame clear that many of them would like to

be more involved in decision making. Women said they would like:

""Ilo hane more say al/ou! inzprouernmts in the village

"'1 lo hane mare ir~luméxe in de ming pri01ities, pmtitulurly comrming ulomen 3 issurås

"TO be mare inr/olued i ri, the planning ojishallozu zuells and the imp'rozjeme1z.t q'lmditi011al
water sources

"

They also said:

'W1are zuomnz should be in Hu) village gormvzmmt, where liu';) can support each Ot/Lercmd

hane (1 better (rhame to äxpmss limit zuishes and ideas

"We want lo get more krader:ship (md mrmagemmt skilLs
"

Although many expressed the wish for more influence in the HESAWA pro-

gramme,women often indicated that theydid have an important level of involvement.
In Il of the study villages women indicated that they had been involved, or were
involved, in planning HESAWA water supply improvements bv giving their ideas on
what would be needed, and in giving their preferences for sites for new wells. During
the construction phase, women said they contribute with labour, including digging
work, and by cooking food for labourers.

In meetings with village leaders, members of the evaluation team were often told

that contributions towards HESAl/VA accounts were usually made by men. In 14 of the
villages visited, however, women said that they were also involved in paying the

household contributions required by the programme. In one case. women slated

specilically that they themselves had paid the initial contributjon of TAS.l00 per
l10usel10ld to open the HESAWA account. In one village the women said that had "to
encourage their men to pay the contributions to HESAl/VA". In 10 Villages various

income generating activities to make payments easier to meet were mentioned by the
women as suggestions for further improvements. In two cases they stated explicitly that
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they would use the money for further improvement of the village water supply
because that is our first priority".

The study teams found quite a number of female caretakers. In three villages in

partjcular itwas observed that water points looked after by women were generallyin a

cleaner and tidier condition than those taken care of by men.

In Kahzmgam 1/illage the possihlity 0 lzauing erltale caretakers was disrussed with a group

0 zuomm. Opi nions r1~ned, some stall ngi/1u! jémake curretakm zutmld do better because they are

dinértlv bent] ?iiing rom zudi-mor ntuiméd zuatrrsoum&s. Otherthought thai zuomm zuouki nothave

enough authtrrity to en[Um' mks, dr not mough ti ml. As solutions to these mnslmints the zuomm

agrmd un the imjmrtunre 0/ lcurrtukrrs (md VHWS gettingsupport mm the Uillage gouemmmt, (md
Illa' nnassity fm' !/mm to be jlaid or their lima.

3.4.4 Womenkzriezus and priorities

To summarize women's suggestions for improvements andpriorities, it can be said that
they feel that as priman' users they should be more actively involved, particularly in
water point siting and design, and management. Many said they would like to have
training in management and leadership skills.

As a first and most important priorityfor further improvement they wanted wells to
be more conveniently sited and better built to increase the chances for sustainability
and ;1 more even distribution ofbenefits.

Second, they stressed the need fbi closer and more thorough support from
HESAWA staff to generally improve the programme.

Third, they would welcome support to income generating activities, to increase their

ability to pay themselves for desired improvement5, including the sinking ofmore wells.

Finally, Et good number ofwomen mentjoned the need for an appropriate hygiene
education and sanitation programme to help improve general health conditions in the
village.

3.5 lmpacts o village orgaizatio
3.5.I 77ZeHESAW4 committees

The focal points for village organization in the programme are the HESAWA commit
lees. These shouldbe electedby the community, with at least halfof the n1embersbeing

women. In the village study, two villages were found which didnotas yethave HESAWA

committees.1% noted in the discussion on the impacts ofthe programme on women,
not, all committees are in line with the guideline on women's membership. In most
cases, committeeswere said to have been chosen bythe community, butsome were said

to have been appointed by the Village Government. Although the general trend in
HESAWA committee selection and composition is in keeping with the prog-ramme's

guidelines. these do not seem to be followed in all cases.
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In a number of villages, particularly the ones which have been phased in more
recently, an effort has been made to ensure that all sub-villages are represented on the

committee. In many of the older committees this is not always the case. While no
systematic compa1ison was made between committees established on this principle,

and those based on general village representation, itis thoughtlikelythatthis approach
will ensure better planning and coordination of the distribution of water points in the
village, andwill encourage villagers to take responsibilityfor contributing to operation
and maintenance of their own sub-village water point.

Most HESAWA Committees overlap to some extent with the Village Government,
though the relationship between the two is not always clear. In some cases, the

HESAWA committee is clearly recognized as a sub-committee of the Village Govern-

ment, but this is not always true. On the other hand, it is hard to find committees in

which members of the Village Government are not involved. In many cases both the

chairman and secretarv were found to be Village Government members.
Sometimes the HESAWA Committee is seen by people as being more active than

the Village Government, and tensions have arisen. In some cases HESAVVA committee

members are said to have used their position tbr political gain, and in one case the

committee was said to have "taken over" from the V illage Government.

The responsibilities of the HESAWA committeeswere often described in veryvague
terms, such as "having meetjngs coordinating the activities of VH1/VS... collecting
money... looking at all messages received in the village" and so on. The general
impression from the village study was that, particularly in older HESAWA villages,
committees are not very active. An obvious reason for this is that operation and
maintenance at the xillage level has not reallybegun.As a result, many villages have not

yet had to establish procedures for operating and making regular contributions to the
village HESAWA account.

3.5.2 Village jinam:ial management

An important responsibility of the HESAWA committees is to manage the village
HESAWA accounts and organize the collection of contributions. In most cases, villages

had opened these accounts. Two newly phased-in villages said they were planning to

make special arrangements for each sub village to have its own account. Two other
villages did nothave a special HESAWA account, butsaid thatfunds for the watersupply
would be taken out of the general village funds.

The amounts depositedin the accoun tsdiffer considerably from place to place.The
variations do not seem to bear any relationship to the number ofshallow wells or other

water sources to be maintained. As examples, Kyaitoke and Igogwe have 15 and ll
shallow wells respectively and accounts contajning TAS 5,945 and TAS 4,914. By

contrast, Malya, with llshallowwells, hasTAS 117,000, andsalama, with3 shallowwells,

has TAS 58.000.

Equally, contributions differ from one village to the other. Figures for initial
contributions were collected in 18 villages. The amounts contributed were found to
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varyfromTAs 100to TAS500per household. In 10 studyvillages,people saidtheymade
regular annual contributions, varyingfrom as little as TAS25 to as much as TAS400 per
household. Although such figures were given it was not at all clear that regular
paymentswere actuallybeing made. Many ofthe amounts found in HESAWAaccounts

are notsubstantial enough to reflecta regular pattern ofpayment. In Rukole, as already
noted, people payTAS 10 per bucket for water from the rainwater harvesting system,
and in Kashenye the account is said to be replenished through the collection of fines
for misuse or damage to water points. In 10 other study villages it was explicitly stated
that regular contributions were not being made to HESAWA accounts.

In one village, the study team was told that the government had intervened to try
to force people to make deposits in their HESAWA account:

In Kibeluä tum out 0/jim recently burit shallozu zuelLE have been rlosed by order of the distrirt,

bemusé' the Uillage had not depoxited the requiredjinamial croimilmtion OjÖTAS.20, 000jur moll

zuråll imio theirHESA WA aceotmt. It zuas not dear zulzy thisparti mlarili [läge was pmalized n this

may. Many otherrli llages hane notjul zlled the mquirmlmts eithkr, mi thom (my pmulty. Peoplei 11

1Qb€/ie said that many houx(Eholli.s had no! vet paid beruuse the pmgtmmrm had not lmilt slzallozu

zuells i rz ull subuillrzges.

Remarks from some xillagers suggested that those responsible for the accounts are
not always trusted. In two villages it was said that former village secretaries had

1. . ~

misappropriated moneyirom I-lEsAwAcontributions. In another village the HESAWA
Committee was accused of "using the money as sitting allowances, without the
permission ofthe villagcrs". In tt newly pllased-in village, women stated explicitlv that
they would only contribute when they were sure that the money would be put away

securely imo a bank account.
In some villages it was said that households did not contril)ute because thev

suspected thattheir subxillagewould notreceive a shallowwell, or because they lett thev
a' ~

were not bcnefitting from the new water supplv. The uneven distribution of water
points in a number of villages has been noted as a problem. People said that those far
away from shallow wells or standposts sometimes refusecl to pay contributions, even
though they still may use the water points. In at least one case. serious problems have
arisen as a result ofperceived injustices in the distribution of water points.

In om ni lkzgr Kruerwm' max äxjxårled lo ron tvilmte In {hr mur rzlmrmre (1 'KZ gmzli tv sclmw, ('Um

tlmugh a good rzumbréro jmljJle liz/ed too /rn(mlrn1 'mm llle.strm,d]Jrjsts lo really bmeji I /rom UM mäter

supply. The study team zum' tak! tim! the sr/zrme had hem (1K'librérutely drmmged IN pmjlllå zu/to (ål!

Min l)l€('uus(€ they mera not mjuyi ng lis good (1 service us Ot/Mm.

Even thoughHESAWA accounts are established, no expenditures are reported in most

villages. In two villages people said that the procedure, with several signatories, is very
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complicated anditseerns tobe almostimpossible for the committee to withdraw money
from the account, even to buy grease. No system yet exists through which the villages

can boy spare parts. In some cases, people did not seem to understand that the accounts

were intended as a maintenance fund. In several oldervillages itwas reported that initial
contributions had been handed over to a representative of the district "to pay for

pumps". After learning that they were not supposed to pay for these, they tried to get
the money back but so far with no success.

On many occasions, villagers complained that they did not have enough informa-

tion from the HESAWA programme on proper procedures, or what was expected of
them, and were often at a loss as to what to do. This was particularly true in relation to

the procedures for operating HESAWA accounts, the question of pavments to VHWS
and others, and the purchasing of spare parts. These uncertainties in part help to
explain the widespread anxiety among villagers about the idea of being phased out of
the HESAWA programme. Not only did they lear that this might mean the end ofall
further government assistance to water supply development, but they were also

uncertain about the future of the water supply im provements they had alreadygained.

3.5.3 Organization o operation and maintemmce

]udgingbythe condition ofmany shallowwells and other water points, the inlpression
gained is that operation and maintenance ofwater supplyin the villages is not very well

organized. With the exception of Kwimba District, where water points are generally
kept in very good condition. the presence ofcaretakers seems to be no guarantee of
adequately operated and maintained water points. Although the principle of village
responsibility was often acknowledged, most villages still seem to hold the district
responsible for maintenance. VVhen something brcaks down. the xillage reports to the
district, or to the ward mechanic if there is one, wbo then notilies the district. People

sayit usuallv takes a long time for the district to send anybody, and orten repairs are sti ll

not done because spare paris do not seem to be available. Even ifthey wanted to, the

villages are notyetable to use the money in their accounts to purchase their own spare

parts.

Caretakcrs are supposedto work on a volunta1y basis, but many seemed to be poorly
motivated and, as in the case ofVHWs, the question ofwhether thev should be paid was

ofwidespread concern. It should be noted, however, that some of them do a ve1yg00d

job and proudly showed the study teams their well-keptwater points. During the grace

period ofoneyearafter a system has been installed repairs and maintenzmce are carried

out bv the district. This period would provide a good opportunitv lhr fhrther support
to be provided to caretakers in encouraging them to undertake routine care of the
water points. This opportunity is not taken, however, and there seems to be no regular

follow-up support given to caretakers.
In addition to the caretakers, ward an(l/ or division pump mechanics and local

fundis have also been trained through the programme to assist in water point
construction. majntenance and repairs. None of these people were met bv the studv
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teams, and from the discussions in the villages it seems that they are generallyinactive
or non-ex1stent.

3.6 Findings in the control villages

3.6.I Selection criteria arcontml zrillages

In addition to the 24 HESAWA villages, visits were also made to three villages currently

outside ofthe programme.Thiswasdone to provide abasisforcomparison and attempt

to place the achievements of the HESAWA programme in context. A single control

village was selected in each of the three regions.
The criteria used for the selection of these were that they should have some kind

of water supply improvement not related to the HESAWA programme, and that they
should be conveniently enough located to til in withlthe overall schedule of the study

programme. The Erst criterion was established in order to give a valid basis for

comparison, and the second for purely practical reasons.
As with the selection of study villages as a whole, the control villages were not

expected to produce data of any degree of statistical validity. Visiting a single non-

HESAWAx/illage in each region is clearlyinsuflicient to make conclusive comparisons.

Having some kind of check is better than haxing none at all, however, and the visits to

these additional villages did provide a basis for making some indicative comparisons.
The control villages selected were Kimuli, in Karagwe District, Kagera Region;

Usagara, in Kwimba District, Mwanza Region; and Nakatuba, in Bunda District, Mara
Region.

3.6.2 Water supp~t and sanitutitm situation in the control Uillages

Two ofthe control villages, Kimuli and Usagara, have old piped water supply systems,

originally installed in 1963 and 1958 respectively. Both were originally run with diesel

pumps, neither of which proved to be sustainable.
In Kimuli tlle original system completelybroke down in 1978, andpeople had to go

to a neighbouring village to collect water from unprotected sources. In 1981 the old

distribution network was rehabilitated and connected to a gravity scheme with a source

at nearby Kakanga. The source is shared by the two villages, with Kakanga having four

standposm and Kimuli having eight, although live of these were found to be out of
order. People in Kimuli said the system frequentlybroke down, and believed that they
were not able to get enough water because the people in Kakanga got it first. In the

pocket (hart game ;i prelerence was expressed for rehabilitation ofthe gravity system.

In view of the luck oftraditional sources in the village, and the general unavailability of

ground water in this area, this is not surpiising. Xlvhen their standposts are not working,

the people ofKimuli go to the standposts andponds at Kakanga. They said they would
also like to build a trough for watering cattle.

In Usagara the piped system has not been working tor a long time. Water is drawn

fi'*om 17 unimproved wells, which provide water the whole year. These wells are
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unprotected and poorly constructed, and are used for both domestic purposes and

watering animals. The village hopes to be taken into the HESAWA programme. They
know about HESAWA through neighbouring villages, and have recently prepared
themselves for joining the programme by setting up awater committee with three male
and three female members. In the pocketchartgame all 12women and 13 men present

expressed a strongpreference for shallow wells. When asked why, they said that shallow

wells provide cleaner and safer water, and are protected against use by animals. They
are easy to look after, do not cost too much, and the village can easily provide labour
and local materials to help in their construction.

The third village, N akatuba, had no improved water supplies until very recently. In
the dry season people collectwater from the lake, 8 kilometres away. At other times of
the year they collectwater from ponds and three unimproved wells. Afew households
have their own rainwater tanks, and some people go to a nearby village where there is

a gravity system built through HESAWA. Recently the village was offered assistance by
the African Development Fond (ADF), an international NGO, which agreed to help
in the construction ofseven shallow wells. The village's original request had been for
20, distributed amongall eight su c villages.so far three wells have been completed,and

those who live nearby saythey are veryhappyto have clean, safe water near their houses.

Only men were in attendance to meet the study team. In the pocket (hart game two-

thirds ofthem indicated a preference for more shallowwells, explaining that the water
would be safe from contaminatjon. Some also thought that those traditional wells
which have enough water could be improved as well.

None of the three control yillages have an improved latrines programme, though
unimproved latrines were seen ata numberofhoines. l n Kimuli two public latrines have
been built with slabs which the xillage purchased from a nearby HESAWA village. In
both Kimuli and Nakatuba people asked to be helped with a sanitation programme,
andwith washing slabs. These were mentioned as additional priorities to the improve-

ment of water supplies.

3.6.3 Community mcmagementin the control uillcges

All three villages have water committees, the one in Usagara being the most recently
estabiished. Kimuli and Nakatuba both have water accounts. though itwas not clearlv

established how n1uch,a1ld howregularly,each household contributes.The study team
was told that in Kimuli the money is regularlv use(lto pay fbi repairs to the graxitv svstem.
In Nakatuba the accounl was opened to meet the requirements OfADF . which follows
a similar approach to HESAWA in requiring deposits to be made for each well
constructed.

Three well caretakers have been nominated by the people in Nakatuba and these
are receiving on -the-job training from ADF. As ('ompensation Jur their work, people
said that the village will cultivate a piece ofland for each of them. Adequate supplies
ofspare paris were seen bythe xillagers as a crucial issue. They said that they would need
support in identiljing a local dealer through whom ;1 supply could be organized.
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In Kimuli and Usagara no clear arrangements seem to have been made for
operation and maintenance. Relations with the neighbourin gvillage over the mainte-

nance of the gravity scherne seem to be a problem in Kimuli. It was said that the people

in Kakanga take no responsibilityfor operation and maintenance ofthe source and of

their own extension. thereby causing water shortages in Kimuli.

3.6.4 Innolnenzent o zuomen

In Kimuli and Nakatuba there are no women in the village government, while in

Usagara there are two. The new water committee in Usagara has three male and three

female members, although this is probably an effect of the HESAWA programme,
which the village hopes to join soon.The men in Nakatuba explicitly said that they did
not see any need For women on a water committee because "the activities involved are

too difiicult." They conceded, however, that there could be room in the village

government for a female member, to represent the women's point of view.

Women in the other two villages said itwas important that women be represented
both in the village government and the water comrnittees, and have a say in operation
and maintenance and financing issues. In Kimuli, womens conlidence has recently

increased. As one woman said:

'7)uri1zgeierti(m timzs zuomm did not zll in the /rrrms. They zum? (Wait! (md mera nor sum

o mm 3 arceptanre. Nozu they am sum they mill be arrrepterl by all, bemuse om ~'them is iri the

water committee and she ix a good speakKr.
"

Speaking about general improvements, many women mentjoned the need lbr
proper health education and a sanitation programme. They also said they would like
to be assisted with income generatjng projects. The need for more water points and
washing slabs was also frequently mentioned.

3.6.5 Health and hygiene knmuledge

In relation to health and hygiene knowledge, very few differences were seen between

the control and HESAWA villages. As in the HESAWA villages, the villagers were

familiar with most of the hygiene messages promoted by the government. They

emphasize the importance of safe, clean drinking water and oföimproved sanitation.
General cleanliness in the three control villages was neither better nor worse than in

the HESAWA yillages, and water points suffered from similar problems of poor
drainage.

Both Kimuli and Nakatuba have Village Health Workers. These were trained some

years ago, in Kimuli by UNICEF, and in Nakatuba by a programme supported by the
Roman Catholic Church. Villagers were rather unclear about the work of the Vl-IWS.

In Nakatuba people said that their main message is about sanitatjon. In both villages
Vl-IWS were said to receive some payment for their work, but not on a regular basis.

The two VHWS (one woman and one man) in Kimuli were interviewed. They said

they were placing particular emphasis on sanitation in the village. A number of
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households were visited and well-built and well-kept latrines were found. Another
important issue they were addressing was malnutrition among children, and they
reported some success with this work too. They said that they were promised payment
from the village of TAS.l,000per month, butthiswas irregular. They also indicated that
they would appreciate a refresher training course.

3.6.6 General companlsons with HESAW4 Uillages

The information collected from the control villages suggests three important areas in

which the HESAWAprogramme appears to be having a particularly significant impact
in the Lake zone.

First, although all three control villages have access to some kind of improved water
supply, the situation in the HESAWA villages is generally better. In spite of the

shortcomings noted in the quality and accessibility of many of the HESAWA improve-

ments, they nevertheless represent significant progress. Although there is still much

room for further improvement, HESAWA villages are generally much better sen/ed
with simple water supplysystems than those visited outside the programme areas. This
implies that a number of other benefits, such as time savings, reductions in the burdens

on women, and possible benefits to health, are more likely to be achieved in HESAWA
villages than in others.
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Second, the involvement of women in HESAWA villages is far stronger than was

found in the controls.
Third, all three control villages were eager to join the HESAWA programme,

indicating that it is well known in the zone and is responding to a strongly felt need.

These are all extremely important findings, and although only valid in broadly
indicative terms should be a source of encouragement to all those involved in the
HESAWA programme. HESAWA is clearly establishing a number of important
strengths in the Lake zone, and should seek to further build on these. At the same time,

note should be taken of the areas in which the impacts of the HESAWAprogramme do

not appear to have been so significant.

3.7 Prospects for sustainability at village level

3 .7.1 Preconditions or sustuinability at Uillage lez)el

On the basis of the findings of the village study, the long-term sustainability of the

benefits and improvements brought about through the HESAWA programme will
depend on the fuliilment of the following preconditions:

* Adequate coverage with well-built and reliable water sources.
0 The establishment of responsible and efficient management organizations at

village level.

0 An effective and workable system for village level operation and maintenance,
including sound tinancial management.

0 Appropriate and effective government support to ensure the achievement and
consolidation of the above.

3. 7.2 Adequate and reliable water som-ce$

In five of the 24 studyvillages, improved water supplies have alreadybeen, or are about

to be, handed over to village care. In all of these villages, people feel that theyhave been

leftwith an incomplete programme. They all saythatphasing out shouldbe postponed
until HESAWA has ensured that enough reliable water points have been built to meet

the needs of all the villagers. Reluctance to be phased out is also widely expressed in
other villages.

X/vhere water supplies have been poorly constructed, have broken down, or have

dried up, people feel that the programme should rehabilitate these, or build new ones

to replace them. Community confidence does notyetseem to be high enoughto ensure
the success of village level operation and maintenance.

In Musoma Rural and Magu Districts in parlicular, villagerssaythatwater availability
is becoming an increasing problem. In recent years there has been less rainfall, and

eachyear morewellsare drying up.villagers themselves do notmention environmental

problems, and these were not investigated in the study, but it may useful for the
programme to investigate possible environmental and ecological factorswhich maybe
connected with increasing water supply problems.
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3. 7.3 Vilkzge organization und management cupacity

Although HESAWA committees have been eslz1blished,and accounts opened.commu-

nity confidence in the local management bodies does not appear to be high. In more
than half of the study villages people said that the HESAWA committee and/or the
village governmentwas not fnnctioning as it should. Committees were fett to be either
not active enough, not completelv trustworthy, unsure of what to do, or lacking in
competence.

Some HESAWA Committees themselves indicate that they need more guidance,
because itis not clear to them how to handle the water accounts, or how to an-ange for
maintenance. In two villages sharing multi-village gravity systems. the need for a

management system to cover the entire scheme was identitied.
Where wells and water points are unevenlv spread. the sub-village may be a more

approp1iate level of local organization than the xillage as a whole. This would ensure
that the actual users took a more direct responsibiliw for their own water points, and
that people would not have to pay for services which were ofgreater beneiitto others.

3.7.4 E]j'ecti11enas"s ofzlillage level operation and maintennnce
The jack of a working system lbr operation and maintenance was mentioned in all
villages as a major constraint. At the present time it is impossible to realistically assess

capacity at the village level because it is yet to be tested. Villages are not yet able to

purchase hand pump spare paris, have not yet had to put the training of their pump
mechanics and caretakers to the test, or face the problem of replenishing and
sustaining their HESAWA accounts.

3. 7.5 Support j$'om the gozlemment

In all the studyvillages, people complained ofa jack ofclear information and guidance
from the programme on whatto do. People feel unsure ofwhat supporttheycan expect
now and in the future. The whole issue of maintenance and financing is explained in
very vague terms. Even when assistance with breakdowns is offered, it is often slow in
coming.

3.7.6 General pro.~ec't;s

HESAWA has made many important steps forward in seeking a sustainable approach

to village water and sanitation improvement. The facts that committees are being
formed, accounts are being opened, and a relatively high level of satisfaction is being
expressed in the villages at the technologies offered and the benefits gained, are all
encouraging signs. The failure to operationalize the post-installation phase ofactjvities,
however. is a major stumblingblock and means that HESAWA'S work in the villages is

far from complete. The real prospects for sustainability at the village level, and the
problems still to be overcome in putting an effective community management system
in place, still remain to be seen.
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4.1 Orga izatio al structure of the HESAWA programme

The HESAWA programrne is large and ambitious, and makes heavy (lcmands of the
governmentstructure at all levels. A centrally importanl developmentobjc(tivc ofthe

programme is to strcngtllen this structure to the extent that it can provide support to
community-based water and sanitation improvemeut on :1 (ontinuous basis. while

external support progressively declines. In its present. form, HESAl/VA rclics on

extensive external assistance and an elaboratc supporting structure. For manv ofthose

working vxitllin the programme, it is almost impossible to imagine HESAWA continu-

ing without this help. In the long term, this must be sliunned clown ifsustainabiliw at

the government level is to be aehievetl.

The organizational structure from national to village levels is shown in outliue form

in Fig.l. The normal government, structure, operating from national to village level, is

supported bv a supportingframework. originatingin the olhce of the national director
in Maendeleo head office and running through the Zonal (Zoordination Office and
down to the ward andvillage HESAWA committees via the Regional and DistrictAction

Teams (RATS andDATs).Although allcon1munication is lormally channellcd through

the government structure itself, in day-to-day terms operations are often run diretttly

through the parallel structure. shown on the right-hand side of the (hart.

4.2 lntegrated ad o - itegrated districts
The organizational chartreflects the situation in the so-calledintegrateddistricts: those

which have full scale HESAWAprogrammes with major budgets, consultancy support,

and programme vehicles. In the non-integrated districts, the separation between the

organization of HESAWA activities and the normal structure is less sharplyclelined.

the charts drawn by participants at the districts workshops showecl.

The distjnction between integrated and non-integrated districts is a controversial

one, particularly from the point of view of the non-integrated districts. In principle, it
is intended that districts should be phased in and out of the HESAWA programme,

operating for a number of years with a fully resourced and integrated programme

before beingphased outand making room for the nextdistrict togain integrated status.
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Fig. I. HESAWA Institutionallorganizational Structure
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In practice this has proved diflicult to im plernent. Vvhile all 15 districts in the Lake zone

are involvedin the HESAWA programme, only seven are fhllyintegrated and no district
has yet been phased out. It has been proposed that Mwanza Municipal should be the
Hrst district to be phased out, to make room for a new district to achieve integrated
status. This suggestion has caused a greatdeal of consternation in the districtinvolved,
and it certainly can not be said that HESAWA goals have been achievcd and it is now

readyto continuewithless support. At this stage, itis hardtopredict the effecton morale
in otherintegrateddistricts if this one isphased out. The programme has notyetworked
out clear criteria to be met before a district is phased out or a coherentstrategy on how
to continue support to phased out districts. These are both important preconditions
for implementing this process.
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At the districts workshops, almost all participantsfelt that alldistricts should be f11lly

involved in the programme and that the distinction between integrated and non-

integrated districts should be abolished. In some cases, non-integrated districts feel

pessimistic about their chances of ever getting a fully-funded programme. During the

workshops with district teams, however, it became clear that few participanö could

envisage all districts being fully involved without a substantial increase in programme

funding. This is unlikely to be feasible, and in any case would be undesirable as itwould
increase rather than lessen the overall dependence of the programme on external

support.

In the nextphase, the programme should look closely at the appropriateness of the

integrated/ non-integrated model. In its present form it creates a divide between the

"haves" and the "have nots" and creates anxieties for both: among the former about the

risk of being phased out, and among the latter about the possibility of never being
phased in. A more flexible approach would disttibute resources more evenly among
the districts as a whole, and allow each to expand and develop its programme in
accordance with its own capacities. Before this can be achieved, however, a number of
other issues need to be addressed, not least of which is the current level of dependence

of the integrated districts on consultancy support. This is discussed in more detail

below.

4.3 ational level
At national level, four ministries have an active interest in the programme: Maji,Afya,
the Prime Minister's Office (PMO), and Maendeleo. The national programme

directorate is located in Maendeleo, having previously been in the PMO. The other
involved ministries at national level, especially Mali and Afya, express surprise at this

decision, indicating that PMO was thought to be a more appropriate location. In the

past both the directorate and the regions were under PMO, while the districts were
under Local Government, creating problems ofvertical integration and communica

Lion. Ironically, at more or less the same moment that the regions and districts came

into line underPMO, the directorate moved sidewaysinto Maendeleo - thusintegration

between the two operational levels was achieved at the same momentthat itwas broken

higher up. Maendeleo, on the other hands, puls up a strong defence for its control of

the directorate.
This debate will doubtless continue. More important for the institutionalization of

the approach is thatall minist1ieswith an interestin HESAWAshouldfeel fully involved

in the development ofthe programme.Atpresentthis is not the case,with involvement

at national level for all except Maendeleo being limited to participation in the annual

andbudget reviews. While both had manygood things to say about HESAWA, neither

Maji norAfya consider this satisfactory, and saythattheywouldwelcome far more direct
involvement in the overall policy and strategy direction being developed in the Lake
zone, and a more direct reporting structure to keep them routinely in the picture.
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The locatjon and coorclination of donor supported water and sanitation pro-

grammes in Tanzania is generally confusing. Maji's involvement is a case in point. They
are currentlydirectly responsible for three of the major donor supported programmes
lunded by the Danish, Dutch, and Finnish governments, and have a loss direct
relationship with the N om/egian supported programme, in which their involvement is

limited to participating in quarterly stee1ing committee meetings. From both the Mali
andAfya points ofview, involvementwith HESAWA is the least satisfactory. Widiout the
active support ofother head office ministries, and just as important, 21. feeling among
them that the credit willbe shared, the prospects fbi the wholehearted adoption of the

HESAWA approach at the national policy level may be compromised, irrespective of
its success.

The national directorate plays an important role in giving overall guidance to
HESAWA, in coordinatingwith SIDA, and in promoting and advocating the approach
developed through the programme at national level. Steps are currently being taken
to start a new HESAWA programme in Arusha Region with supportfrom a multilateral
donor. Vv'hile it is not desirable that management control should be st:rengthened at
the national level, the national directorate is an importantchannel through which the
experiences of the HESAWA programme can be communicated and spread to other
programmes in the country, and through which the experiences of other programmes
elsewhere in the country can be fed back into HESAWA itself. The location of the
directorate within a national ministry also acts as an important (tountcr- weight to the
loss clearly defined position of the zonal office.

At national level there is a need to strengthen operatjonal and policy coordination,
but without compromising the programme's (lecentralization goals. More frequent
official contacts between the national directorate and other interested ministries at
national level, and a general improvement in information exchange between the
various donor supported water and sanitation programmes in Tanzania sh()uld be
sought.

4.4 The Zoal Coordiatio Office

The focal point ofthe supporting structure in operational terms is the Zonal Coordi-
nation Office (Zco),locatedin Mwanza. This has its origins in the consultant-ledwater

supplyimprovementprogramme which preceded HESAWAIn the Lake regions. From
a starting point as an expatriate command post, it has evolved into a support and
management unitwhich much doser lies to the national, regional and district levels of
govemment. It nevertheless retains the character of an external and highly powerful
institution, superimposed onto the formal structure.

The ZCO is managed by the HESAWA Deputy Director, who is one of three
government officers working within it. The other two are 2t Senior Programme
Management Ofiicer and, since September 1992, a Planning Officer. The remaining
staff are made up of international and local consultants.
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At present the level of (lependence on the ZCO as a source ofboth resources and
leadership is very high. In the immediate term, it is hard to imagine the programme
suniving without it. in the long term, it must wither away if the programme's
institutional development goals are to bc met. Dependence on the ZCO varies from
region to region.The more selflreliantregions recognize thatthe ZCO has a continuing
role to play, particularly in relation to procurementand coordination with the donor
and national government, but would be happy to take more direct control of the
running of tlieprogramnle themselves. For the sake ofsustainability, itwillbe necessaty
in the long term to phase out the zonal office, which has no film rooting in the
government structure. How this should best be done should be a major focus of
discussion during the next phase of the programme, and stcps to diminisll its rule,

particularly in relation to the stronger regions, should be taken as soon as possible.

4.5 Operatioal levels: regions, districts ad villages.

Below the level oftheZCO, the institutional and operational strategyofthe programme
can be described as a "rask force" approach, built around the creation of Regional and
District Action Teams (RA'l's/ DA'l's) within the government structure, and HESAWA
committees in the wards and villages.

On a day-to-day basis, responsibilityfbr the operational coordination of the work of
the RATS and DATS is assigned to Regional and District HESAVVA Coordinators
(RHCS/ DH(Zs).These are appointed bythe Regional DevelopmentDirectors (RDDS)
and District Executive Directors (DEDS) from existinggovernmentofficers. These are
drawn from cither Mali, Aiya, or Maendeleo, or in some cases are planning olficers.
RDDS and DEDS have a large degree offreecloni in making these appointments since

they are not tied to any particular department. This freedom helps to support the
concept of forming inter-departmental teams which cut across the more vertjcal
structure of normal government operations, by avoiding a situation where one or
another department is placed in a position of dominance over the others. The RDDS

and DEDS are usually able to select the most capable person available from all the
departments involved.

The successful establishment ofinter-departmental teams at regional and particu-

larly district levels is an important contribution to institutional strengthening at the
operational levels for which HESAWA can take much credit.

Within the regions and districts, the RDDS and DEDS are responsible for coordinat-

ing all development activities. At community level, official development activitjes are
coordinated and steered through Ward and Village Government5. As far as forma]

relationships are concerned, HESAWA sits reasonably well within the existing govem-

ment system. The delegation by RDDS and DEDS of coordinating functjons is a

common practice, and does not undennine their own fom1al coordination role.Atthe
community level, l-IESAWAcommittees are formallyintegrated into the existinggrass-

roots government structures. In operational temls, however, integration is not so
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strong and the supportjng structure created by HESAWA still has the feeling of being

superimposed and semi-autonomous. Two principal features contribute to this:

0 The presence and active involvement of non-government staff in operational
roles.

' The control anddistribution of high levels of programme resources from outside
of the official government structure.

4.6 Consultants and non-government staff

Local and intemational consultants playimportant roles in the HESAWAprogramme.

I/vhile dependence on international consultants hasbeen significantly reduced, the use
of local consultants and other non-government stan' has increased. Since 1985-86 the

number of professional advisers has increased slightly, with 17 expatriate advisers then

being replacedwith seven expatriates and 12 national consultants now. Atdistrict level,

the number of external advisers has risen from 11 in 1987-88 to 14 today, all ofwhom

are natjonals. The most significant rises have been in the numbers of support staff
employed through the local consultant. While the trend towards replacing high-cost

expatriates with local personnel is a positive one, questions still need to be asked about

the functions and roles being taken by non-governmental personnel in general, and
how these impact on the institutional strengthening process.

When HESAWAbegan in 1985, itwas supported by 15 expatriate advisers and a part
time liaison officer employed by the Swedish consultant Hifab lntemational. The
number of Hifabpersonnel employed by the programme has nowbeen reduced to five

(Financial Controller, Manager of the C.D. store, and three Regional, HESAWA

Advisers) , with continuing part-time supportfrom the liaison officer in Dar es Salaam.

in addition, Hifab employs a total of 47 local staff in the C.D. store at Mwanza and the

regional stores in Kagera and Mara. SIDA and the African Medical and Research
Foundation (AMREF ) provide one expatriate adviser each, both attached to the zonal
office.

Until recently, Hifab was recruiting additional local personnel through the local
consulting company Business Care Services (BCS). BCS now has a direct relationship

with the programme and its involvement has significantly increased as the number of

Hifab personnel has declined. As of April 1992, BCS was providing a total of56 staff to

the HESAWA programme, ranging from professional advisers at the zonal, regional,
and district levels, to watchmen and drivers.

The total number of consultantand non-government personnel workingwith the
HESAWA programme is currently about 110, made up of professional, technical, and

support staff. This is a high figure, and indicates that current personnel needs are
beyond the level atwhich they can be sustained through the government system alone.
In addition to notjng the high degree of dependence of the programme on non-

governmentstaff in general, it is also importantto be aware of the impacts ofexternal

support in terms of the roles being played by these personnel.
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At the zonal level, consultants play important roles in financial control, procure-

ment, overall strategy development, technical development, and the development of
the HRD and health and hygiene education components. As well as assisting in

programme development, many of them play key roles in monitoring and policing
activities at the operational levels and influencing decisions on the disbursement of
funds and distribution of resources. As long as these roles are being played by non-

government staff, the prospects for building greater capacity within the government

system itself will remain limited.

At regional level, external assistance is provided byan expatriate Regional HESAWA
Adviser and a local consultant Regional Accountant in each region. The regional
advisers appear to play a genuine advisory role, and the evaluators were impressed by

the low profile and supportive approach adopted by these personnel. In no case were

Regional HESAWA Coordinators seen to be overshadowed by their advisers. The

regional accountants play a more operational role, taking care of the HESAWA

accounts. These seem to be rather poorlyintegrated with the government system, and

their capacity building role seems ill defined.

At the districtlevel consultancysupport, is provided to the integrateddistrictsbyBcs

through a two-person team, made up of a District Promotion Officer (DPO) and a

District HESAWA Technician (DHT). The DPO'S role is to support the general
coordination OfHESAWA activities, and play a leading role in building the capacity of
both district personnel and communities to implement and sustain programme

activities in the field. The DHT works principally through Maendeleo, assisting in the

development of improved traditional water sources and rainwater harvesting systems.

These personnel playkey roles in building and sustaining the high levelof momentum
needed to implement the HESAWA programme at district level. Although making a

very substantial contribution to the running of the programme, the district based

consultants appear to be leadingin operational terms, rather than explicitlysupporting

government personnel and playing a capacity building and advisory role.

Although the consultants working at districtlevel appear to very capable, they often

come from very similar backgrounds to the government staff with whom they work.
Their high degree of motivation is in part a function of their personal commitment to

the programme, but must also be influenced by the fact that they are very well paid in
local terms, often earning as much as five times more than their counterparts, and are

less secure in their positions than civil servants. The disparity between the pay and
working conditions enjoyed by the consultants and the situation of govemment staff

must inevitably create tensions, although these are difficult to clearly identify.

In general terms, the current level of dependence on extemal personnel support is

still too high to feel confident aboutthe govemment's capacity to absorbthe programme
into the normal structure. Steps will therefore need to be taken to reduce the role of

consultants and other non-governmentstalf This should notbe done hastily, butshould
nevertheless be a focus ofattention duxingthe nextphase of the programme.Atpresent,
rather too much of the operational thinking behind HESAWA is done by consultants at
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the zonal level. The introduction ofmore flexible and participat01y approaches, allovving
a more direct involvement ofgovernment staff at all levels in decision-makingprocesses,
would be an importantfirst step towards (lecentralization.

To strengthen the movement towards greater decentralization it vvill be necessa1y
to fnrther build up the operational capacity at district level, and improve advisory and

support capacities at regional level. This would also support moves towards breaking
down the currentdistinction between integrated and non-integrateddistricts. One way

to do this would be to begin to pull back the DPOS and DHTS into purely advisory and
capacity-building rules, diminishing their field implementation rule as rapidly as

possible. Rather than being assigned to specific districts, these consultants could
operate from a regional base and spend periods of time with different districts on the
basis ofthe support requirements ofeach.The ultimate aim should be to replace them
with a more direct advisory role from the regions, as is already practjsed in non-

integrated districts. At the same time, tlle status of the DHC could be modified
somewhat, so that this position sits more comfortablywith routine day-to-day coordina-

tion by department heads.

Some risks mav need to be taken to allow districts and regions to find the level at

which they can happilyfloat. Manygaps in management proceclures and organization
will nee(l to be filled. A clear example, is monitoring and information management,
which is weak at many levels. F inancial managementis another importantcase in point.

Where gaps persist, and limits are reached, greater efforts could be made to fill these

by contracting services from the private sector. This could be a means to reduce the
daily operational burden on the structure and allow attention to be focused on
strengthening management capacities, and developing back-stopping services to give
long-term problem-solving support to communities.

4.7 Cotrol over resorces
As noted in the chapter on financial and economic aspects, almost all programme
resources are controlled from outside of the govemment system. ~ th the exception of
HRD funds, which are transferred to district HESAWA accounts on a quarterly basis,

almost all otherfunds are directly controlledfrom the zonal office. While there are many
good argumentsfor maintainingtjghtcontrol overprogramme resources, centralization
of linancial control remains a constraint to decentralization.

4.8 Maageme t capability
From the management point of view, HESAWA has had important impacts in
introducing an improvement of general standards, and in getting across the concept
of working systematically with coherent strategies towards well-defined goals. Many
individuals appear to have been significantly strengthened through their involvement.
The overlaid nature of the programme, however, also introduces some limitations and
may affect the motivation and commitment of a number of important personnel.
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While strongteams are formed at regional and (listrictlevels; kev ofhce-llolders may

sometimes he hy-passed. In the regions. the RWES and to a lesser extent the RDDS may

feel justiliablv marginalized. At district level, the DIlVE max' have the same feeling,

particularlv if he is not, as is true in nianv cases designated as District HESAWA

( "Ioordinator. The same could be said tor other dcpartmental heads with an intcrest in
the progra1nme. The rules of RDDS and DEDS in the progrannnc have been strength-

ened in the pastvear or two bv the introduction olisemi-annual rneetings inwhirh issues

and problems are discussed with the Dcputy Director and others from the zonal office.

but their direct control over the development of the programme is still limited.
The DH(I has a special status, both because ol' his strong lines ofconununication

to the regional and zonal levels, which in (lax' to dav terms often bv-pass the DED and

in some cases the DHC'S own head ofdepartmen Land his con trol over HESAI/VAassets.

particularlv the vehicles. The presence ofthe DPOS and DHTS in implementing rather
than in trulv advison' rules, and their own direct control over vehicles and other assets

may also contribute to this problem area.

4.9 Moitorig ad iformatio maagemet
At all levels of the management structure, monitoring and information management
appear to be weak. Monitoring is vital for long-term success, and good systems should

be establislled as early as possible as £1 capacity building measure. Even very basic data
such as the status ofvillage water supplies, breakdown rates, maintenance costs, and so

on, is very hard to obtain, and of doubtful reliabilitv. The zonal office has been taking

active steps to i1nprove the flow ofinformation within the programme. The introduc-

tion over the pasttwo years ofvillage status re ports, for example, indicates that this issue
is being activelv addressed. Adetailed investigation of managementinformation needs
and strategies shouldbe considered as a prioritv, and further steps taken to improve the
situation.

4.10 Programme pla ig
In principle, the planning of the HESAWA programme should originate from the
village level and work its way up through the system, via the wards and districts and

regions to the zone.Although xillages prepare annualplans andpass them up through

the system, the final planswhicll are implemented are said to bear little real relationship

to the needs originally expressed atthevillage level. In manycases this is due to resource

or capacity limitations, or over-optimistic planning at the village level. The ultimate
control over HESAWAplans in formar terms reslswith the Annual Review meeting, and

in operational terms with the National Directorate and Zonal Coordination Omce,
which have a majorinfluence in the making of linaldecisions aboutbudgetallocations.

Within the govemmentsystem,planning atregional anddistrict levels hasvery little
real meaning since final budget allocations are typically far below the level of the
original proposals.
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A currentilaw in the overall planning of the HESAWA programme is that no real

considcration hasyetbeen given to the longterm need to rehabilitate and replacewater
supply installations when they finallv break down or wear out. lf the planned life of a

simple llanclpurnp is anticipated to be lflycars or so,itwill notbe so long before pumps
installed at the beginning of the programmc in 1985 will be due for renovation or
replacement.

4.1 I Attitdes of government staff
In general terms, and at all levels, HESAWA seems to be perceived as 21 semi-

autononlous programme which has been overlaid onlo the existing structure. People
talk of" "working for HESAWA" or being "sccondecl Jo HESAWA". The programme in
many places seems to be perceived as ;1 SIDA programme imple1nentecl through
government. rather than a government programme supported by SIDA. Though a

subtle point. this mav have important consequences for the sustainability of the
approach.

The direct control of most funcls and assets by the zone and management team
( perceived to be SIDA rather than government bodies), the use olöthe HESAWA logo
rather than that of the governmenton many programme docunlents. the use oliprivate
platcs on HES * WA vehicles and their independence from govermnent control, and
the special status afforded to those "inside" H ESAWAIn relation to those "outsirle". and
a number of other factors, all add to this. At this stage, HESAWA can not. be said to be

Iirmly enough rooted to be sure that the concept itself will sunive beyond the life time
of the pnject.

In the districts workshops, participants were asked to prepare organization charts
showin ghow the HESAWAprogramme is fittedin to the normalgovernment structure.
In the case ofthe integrateddistricts itwas notable that HESAWAWaS often represented
as (iominating the government structure, to the extentthat District HESAWA Coordi-

nzttors were sometimes placed above departmental heads in the llierztrcliy.
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5

BU LD NG CAPAC TY THROUGH

HUMAN REsoURcEs DEVELOPMENT
5.I Aims of the HESAWA HRD programme

Building capacity through ei comprehensive approach to human rcsourccs develop-

mont (HRD) is a central aint of the HESAVVA progråtmme. HRD has been described
in a programme document as "the cornerstone in all activities".

The stated goal ofthe HESAVVA HRD programme is togt ) beyond the simple "uuining
of people" and set in motion €1 process aimed at irnproving skills and cxpanding
capacities for selfÅreliant development within communities, and strengthening the

capabilities ofiimplementing and supporting personnel, particularlv those operatjng at
village level. Through the HRD programmc an "enabling lramework for sellireliance
and for the achievement of HESAWA objectjves is to be created.

The aims ofthe HESAWA HRD programme are hold and ambitious. The ultimate
goal is to bring about fundamental changes in the development thinking and practice
of all those involved. This is expressed as being åt move from a "top-down" to a "bottom-

up" approach through which development necds are no longer delined from above
but are identitied and addressed at the grass-roots level.

The changes required to achieve this transformation are far-reaching. Vvithin the
government system, personnel at all levels fmtn national policy makers to field
extension workers face the challen ge of re-thinking their role from being providers of
service to supporters ofxillage initiatives. This itnplies a major change in orientation
towards rural communities, including ;1 recognition of the expertise of villagers

tllemselves in understanding their own situation and setting their own development
priorit.ies. To succeed, this requires more than just a change of heart, but also the
development of new skiljs and capabilities to respond appropriately to community
needs. Given the currentdepressed state of the Tanzanian economv, and the very low

incentives receivedbv governmentworkers. building capacitv in the public service is an

enormous challenge. In many (tases, low levels of output are as much to do with the
genuine problems faced by government workers in meeting their basic subsistence
needs on wholly inadequate salaries as it is to do with competence and levels ofskill.

At the village level, importan t changes are needed too. €lommunity members must
realign their expectations and accept a higher level of responsibility for village
development, drawing on their own resources and skills. Existing skills and capacities
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must be further developed for the successful taking up of new rules as planners,

implementors and managers ofvillage improvements.
In evaluating the HRD programme, it is important to recognize its scope and

ambition. Given the starting point, and the fundamental nature of the changeswhich
it aims to bring about, an ovemight success can not be anticipated. HESAWA has set

off on an exciting but diliicult journey. While important steps forward have already

been made, there is still a long way to go.

5.2 Acceptance of the HESAWA approach

HESAWAhaS made major steps forward in challenging conventional approaches and

encouraging new ways of thinking. This is most apparent in the intense debate set in

motion at all levels bythe programme's promotjon of the concept of community self
reliance and the idea of planning from the village level. These have been official

policies of the Governmen t ofTanzania for some time, but few programmes have asyet

tried to fully grasp their implications and, equally important, translate them into

operational temls.

Although it can notbe said that the HESAWA concept and philosophy is accepted

and practised throughout the programme, many of those involved display a (letailed

understanding of the approach and a commitment to making itwork. The evaluation
team had contact with many government oflicers, at all levels, who clearly recognised
the necessity of seeking sustainable approaches to development through closer

collaboration at the village level.

5.3 Methods and philosophy

Until recently, the HRD Programme had evolved in a rather piecemeal way. A fully

worked out and integrated programme was lacking, and planning, coordination, and

implementation of activities at the district and village levels was generally weak. While

inter-departmentalpromotion teams were beingformed to supportfield implementa-

tion activities, HRD work was poorly coordinated with each department pursuing its
own activities with little reeerence to the others. In the pastyear or so, the development
of the HRD activities has been more systematically addressed and better resourced.

A team of three local consultants has been established at zonal level to consolidate

and rationalize the programme, and 10% of the annual programme budget has been

allocated to HRD activities.

The current HRD programme is intended to address the followingissues, as listed

in the Proposed Guidelines for HRD Planning:

0 HESAWA Concept Awareness

0 Gender Awareness

0 Village Planning and Budgeting

0 Skills Training for Implementing Cadres
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0 Operation andMaintenance
0 Health and Hygiene Education
0 Management and Organization for Village Leadership
' Programme/ Project Monitoring and Evaluation
0 Creating an Enabling Environment
* Training of Trainers (TOT) in HESAWA
0 Course Files andjob-gnides Development

The rationalization of the HRD programme is beingbuiltaround the development
of written and other materials, known as course files. Training skills are built up
through a training of trajners (TOT) programme, which passes skills dovm to the
district level via the regions. In each district, it is planned to appoint a government
officer as DistrictTraining Officer (DTO) with specific responsibilityfor coordinating
HESAWA HRD activities in the field.

The HRD programme methodology attempts to move away from conventional
training and skills-transfer approaches, and develop capacities bybuilding on existing
knowledge through processes of "learningby doing" and "learning from experience".
Though attractive in concept, such approaches require very skilful implementation
and demand in themselves a relatively high level of facilitating capacity among
implementors. For reasonswhichwillbecome clearer below, itcan notasyetbe saidthat

the necessa1y facilitatjng skills have been developed. Though trying to adopt Et new

methodologyandphilosophyfbr capacitybuilding, there seems to be astrongtendency
within the HESAWA programme to fall back in operational terins to convenlional
approaches.

5.4 The corse files

An important focal point lbr the strengthening of the HRD programme is the
development of the course files. These are comprehensive and detailed packages of
materials. containing course programmes, learning materials and handbooks lbr
parljcipants, gnidelines for facilitators, course timetables, and so on. The first course
fileswere developedtbr the SGI). These have been used as models for the planning and
development ofa more complete set, though modilications have been made in some
cases, particularly in the case of the technical training files for which a more (lidactic

approach has been considered appropriate.
The establishment of an HRD unit in the zonal office, stalled by three local

consultants, has considerably accelerated tbe course f1les development programme.
] udgingby the early efforts of this group, a set ofcourse files can be expected ofa high
standard and quality ofprorluction.

Table 7 indicates the current status of course files development. As the table

indicates, production of most course files is still at an early stage. The first of the new

set to have been produced bv the HRD unit is the HESAWA Koncept course file. This
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gives an overview of the HESAWA approach atvillage level, and is intendedfor use with

ward and village governments and communitygroups. A review of this file gives 21 good
indication of the professionalism of the HRD unit, andbodes wellfor the likelyquality
which can be anticipatedfor the setas awhole. At the same time, certain limitations can
alreadybe seen which need to be considered before further work continues.

The concept course file is built around a set of scripted dialogues, intended to be
acted out by members of the district promotion team and community members in a

series of meetings at ward and village level. After each part of the play has been acted
out, the contenls are reviewed and discussed by the group and the details of the
HESAWA programme approach c1ariliecl. The file serves to explain the Objectives and
contents of the HESAWA programme, and the roles and responsibilities of the

government, on the one hand, and the community, on the other.

Table 7. Current status of course files development

COURSE FILE STATUS

Study Group Programme
* SGP: I. Wells (ITWS) in circulation
* SGP:2. Nutrition in circulation
* SGP:3. Sanitation in circulation
* SGP:4. Stoves in circulation

Old files

* Pump mechanics under revision

* Village Planning under revision
* Village Storekeeper under revision
* Well Caretakers under revision
* Village Accounts to be completed
* Tanz.-sweden Dev. Cooperation in circulation

New files
* HESAWA Concept recently completed
* Gender issue recently completed
* Cmftsman I: Water Technology under production
* Craftsman ll: Env. Sanitation under production
* Craftsman Ill: R.w.Harvesting under production
* Phasing In - Phasing Out not yet started
* Planning, Budgeting, Reporting not yet started

Although an innovatjve and interesting way to introduce the HESAWA approach
to a community, the use of a ready-made scripted dialogue immediatelv introduces

~

limitations. Community members are required to read out sclipted roles, rather than
being free to (levise their own dialogues. This approach is rather inflexible and tends
to pre-empt the community's own questions. In some cases, particularlv in relation toJ
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plans for supporting community-level operation and maintenance, the dialogues give
answers to scripted questions which the programme is not yet able to support. The
scripting also predetermines the order in which issues are addressed, which on a

meeting by meeting basis may lead to fmstration among participants. Although this
format is not used in all course files, it is an important limitatjon in the communication
of the HESAWA concept and sets the tone for further communications between the
programme and the villages once the concept has been explained.

Sustainability at village level will require the strengthening of problem-solving and

learning capacities, rather than the just the acceptance and internalization ofa ready

made package. A more flexible approach would allow community members to act out
their own water supply and sanitation problems, and then try to match these, through
a process of negotiation, with what the HESAWA programme has to offer.

To an in1portant extent, these shortcomings reflect a general problem within the
HESAWAprogramme, ratherthan a diflicultywhichis unique to the HRD component.
As indicated elsewhere in this report, although based on the concept of "bottom-up
planning, the amount of leeway actually given to communities in selecting technical
and other solutions is very limited. In this sense, the concept course file reflects the
realities of the HESAWA programme as it is currently implemented. If the course files
are to be more flexible in their approach, this mustbe matchedwith a greaterflexibility
in the way in which the programme itself operates on a village by village basis.

Flexibility of approach should also be reflected in content terms and allow for
differences on a region by region and district by district basis. Many of the technical
components ofthe HRD prograrnme allow little or no room forflcxibility, but the more
concept based coold be developed in a more open format. An example is the gender
Hle, which has been criticisedby some regional and district oflicers for being too global
in approach and falling to take into account the importantdifferences in the position
ofwomen among the various ethnic groups living in the Lake zone.

5.5 Corse file developmet
A workshop approach is used for the development of the course files. The consultants
work in collaboration with groups drawn from regional and district level govemment
oH-icers and local consultants. The groups work together to map out the required
contents and methods tbr each course file, and work together to produce the first drafts.

The consultants are then responsible for the further development of the draft. The
course iiles are very comprehensive, containing a participants' manual, facilitatorsi

handbook, course time table, budget, illustrations, and course and exaluation report
fomiats. Once a full draft is completed, this is pre-tested among the trainers themselves
and with some of the targetgroups. The pre-testing reviews content, methods, and the

appropriateness of visual and other materials.

In p1incip1e, thisisan excellentapproach,andshoultl lead to the developmentofhighly

appropriate materials, to which trainers at all levels will have a strong commitment.
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Although there is signilicant input from the operational levelsin the development of the

course files, and a programme to test and validate the products, this has not yet been

suiiicient to foster a genuine feeling ofshared authorship and ownership among all those
involved. In the case of the concept course file, for example, most of the district-level input
was provided by the District Promotion Oflicers (DPOS), who are local consultants rather

than govemment oiiicers. The HRD programme as a whole is perceived by many as a

productofthe zonal office and the consultants, rather than somethingwhich has been built

up bythe proglamme as awhole. Contjnuingattention needsto be paid to the participatory

processes employed both in the development of the course Iiles themselves, and in the

formulation and coordination of the HRD programme as a whole, ifthis is to be overcome.

5.6 Pla ig ad maagemet of ! :1

The day-to-day management and implementation of HRD activities is primarily the
responsibility of the district teams, with support from the DPOS. As noted, this has

tended to a Father haphazardprocess, with inter-departmental coordination beingvety
weak. This has been an issue of concern for the zonal HRD unit and steps are now being

taken to improve districtmanagementand coordination capacity. In the case ofKagera

Region, an initiative has also been taken in the Regional H EsAwAcoordinator'soffice
to assist districts in more effectively scheduling and coordinating HRD activities.

District HESAWA teams are required to prepare an annual plan for HRD activities
for approval at the zonal level. Until the beginning of the currentfinancial year, funds

for HRD activities were very tightly controlled from the zonal office. Approval had to
be sought for each indiyidual HRD event, with iimds being released on an, activity-by-

activitybasis. This has proven to be far too cumbersome and time-consuming a process.

A more streamlined approach has now been introduced, with funds being released on
a quarterly basis subject to an approved plan and a full accounting for the funds spent
in the prexious quartet'. This is certainly an improvement, but still means that ;1 high
degree ofcontrol continues to be exercised by the zonal office. As is discussed in the

next chaptcr, capacity at district level to properly account for HESAWA expenditures
is currentlv rathcr weak.The need to fully accountfbr expenditures on ;1 quarterlvbasis
may read in some cases to delays in the release of funds.

In xiew of the currentweaknesses in financial managementat the district level, the
continuing need for close monitoring and control can be well understood. It must
nevertheless be recognized that this is unlikely to be sustainable in tl1e long term, and
tends to reinfbrce the perception that the HRD programmet belongs to the zone rather

than to the districts. In the near future. the programme should consider releasin gHRD

fi1nds to the districts on an annualbasis, with the regions takingon the internal auditing
role. In the course of time, the zonal office would then be free to concentrate on playing

the overall guiding and supporting role in approach and materials development for
which itis best suited, with the managementand monitoring roles being decentralized
into the regional and district government structures.
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To improve coordination in the field, the zonal HRD unit has proposed that each

district should appoint a District Training OEicer (DTO), vvith specific responsibility
for HESAWA activities. The response by the districts to this suggestion has been slow,

with only one district so far nominating an officer for this role. Given that districts

alreadyhave a training ollicer within their normal establishment, the additional need
for a DTO specificallyfor HESAWA may need to be reviewed. Involving existingdistrict
training oH-icers more fully in HESAWA programme activities is more likely to

contribute to the long-tenn sustainability of the HRD component than creating a new

role for this purpose. It may also help in spreading the underlying philosophy of the
HESAWA approach to HRD to other district-level capacity building activities.

In general terms, too high a level of management responsibility for the HRD
programme remains at the zonal level. This is notonly counter to the generalprinciple
of decentralization. but also overburdens the consultzmts and does not allow them to

fully concentrate on their central tasks of strengthening the general approach and
coordinating the production of the course files.

5.7 Health, hygiene education, and sanitation

Despite its title, HESAWA is principally perceived both by programme staff and

community members as a water supply project. Perhaps as a consequence, the health

components do not appear to be given a sufficiently high priority, and measurable

impacts from this part of the programme have been limited. This syndrome is by no

means unique to HESAWA. Indeed, it is very difficult to find integrated projects
anywhere in which health and hygiene issues are not overshadowed by water supply

activities.

The main aims of the health and hygiene education components are to improve
levels of knowledge within communides and to encourage behavioral changes which
will read to better health. F rom this point ofview, they should clearlybe considered as

parts of the overall HRD programme. As a glance through the list ofcourse Hles shows,

however, health and hygiene education materials development is not included in the

mainstream of the HRD programme. The hygiene education and sanitation compo-

nents seem to operate more as a sideline project. At the zonal level, responsibility for

this component has been assigned to a separate consultant, who does notform part of
the HRD unit.

The main health, hygiene education and sanitation activities are:

0 Development of training skills at regional, district, ward, and village level.

0 Development and implementation of a school health and sanitation package.

' Establishment and running of village revolving funds for latrine construction.

Community-basedvillage Health Workers (Vl-lWs) are seen as the principal agents
of change at the village level. HESAWA has been very successful in its VHVV training

programme, and trained VHWS are to be found in almost all HESAWA villages.
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According to currentpolicy, all HESAWA villages must have two VHWS, one man and

one woman.The results of the village study suggest that their workis often appreciated

bythe villagers, but their real impacton communityknowledge and behaviour remains
unclear.

The programme also offers training to Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAS), with
a very positive response. TBAS involved in the village study expressed their happiness
at the recognition given to them by the programme, and seemed to suffer far less from
the motivational problems encountered among VHWS in some places. The issue of
payment for VHX'VS remains controversial and has yet to be solved. ManyVHT/Vs would
also like to have a stronger identity as curative, as well as preventjve, health workers, and
ask for larger and more extensive first aid kits.

HESAWA'S health adviser has recently conducted an internal evaluation of the
VHW programme, and this should lead to action in the near future to further
strengthen the programme. The evaluation team supports the view that a rigid
adherence to the rule of twovl-l1/vs pervillage (irrespective of population size) should
be dropped, and that the number to be trained should be established in consultatjon
witl1 the villages themselves. The motivation of VHWS needs further investigation,
partjcularlythe issue ofpayment. The latter should be a community responsibility and,
as such, requires close community consultation. The initial successes of the TBA
trainingprogramme shouldbe furtherbuiltupon and maximum involvement encour
aged from traditional community health care providers, whose credibility is already
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established. The continuing belief evident among VHWS themselves that a curative

rather than a preventive approach carries :1 higher status needs also to be strongly

addressed in the training programmes,

Promoting changes in health and hygiene behaviour can be said to be one of the

mostdiflicult challenges faced by the programme. Although health awareness can be

seen to be fairly strong in many villages, with women partjcipating in the village study
often identitying more health information as a need, much still remains to be done.

Observations by the village study teams, and by other members of the evaluation team
during field visits, suggests that there is still a lot of room for improvement in basic

behavioral patterns associated with water collection, storage, and handling, and

domestic and environmental sanitation.

Interest in the latrine programme can be viewed as a broad indicator of the impact
of the hygiene education programme. Sofar, thiscan notbe described as asuccess.with

one or two notable exceptions, few villages have responded enthusiastically to the
latrine programme, even with the heavy subsidies the programme oflers on squatting
slabs. This may in part be due to the general aflbrdability of improved latrines, and
many questjons are currently being raised at village and district level about the

appropriateness of the technologies ofFered. The almost total dependence on designs
builtaround concrete slabs appears to be an important constraint. lnitiatives have been

mken to develop a low-cost concrete-free design, and the Bwina latrine, developed in
Biharamulo District, has already enjoyed some success. Further initiatives of this kind

should certainlybe encouraged. Atthis stage, anyimprovementin the quality of latrines

built and used in the programme area may be deemed a success.

The weakness of the sanitation componentis by no means unique to HESAWA, but
is all too common in integrated water and sanitation programmes of this kind.

Improvements to water supply are generally much easier to promote as the benef1ts

offered are often broader and easier to appreciate in the immediate term. Building an

improved latrine requires a much deeper commitment and a strouger belief in the

long-term health benefits which can be obtained. Success in the long term in part
depends on the continuing commitment of the programme itself to this work. This is

at present open to doubt, and part of the promotional effort may need to be directed
towards the programme stab" to strengthen their determination to conlinue to

promote hygiene and sanitation improvements in spite of limited successes.

HESAWA is currently in the process of developing a hygiene education and

sanitation programme specilically aimed at schools. This proposes to use de-worming

cam paigns at schools to draw the attention ofparents to the needf or improved latrines

at schools and homes and for increased preventive measures to avoid re-infestation.

Preliminary pilot testing of the schools programme has produced an encouraging

response, and the further development of this programme should be carefully

monitored.
Although the schools programme uses a similar "learner-centred" approach as the

mainstream HRDprogramme, integration of the two is poorwith little evidence of close
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collaboration between the health adviser and the HRD unit. Some overlap is apparent
between the sanitation component of the SGP and the newly evolving schools
programme. The health adviser has already involved study group members in the
piloting of the schools programme, but a clear relationship between the two compo-

nents appears to be lacking.
As indicated, lack of clarity in coordination with broader HRD activities is evident

in the health and hygiene education programme as a whole. The status of health
promotion activities needs to be generally improved, and the development of the
health and hygiene education programme given far more prominence.

5.8 Building technical capacities

Moving to simpler and lower cost technologies has been an important achievement of
the HEsAwAprogramme.Manygovemmentstaff who have been broughtup on piped
water schemes have been persuaded of the merits ofa simpler approach. By no means
all technical personnel are completely happy with this move, but there seems to be a

general acceptance that it may be the only way to achieve sustainability.

Given that the complexity of the technologies used by the HESAWA programme
hasbeen reduced, itmightbe expectedthata highlevel of technical competence would
be easier to achieve. As the results of the village study indicate, however, this does not
seem to be the case. At present, technical standards are not high enough. This is true
both in Maji, which has the leading responsibility for water supply development, and
Maendeleo, which is responsible for leading the improved traditional water sources

part of the programme.The latter appear to be builtparticularlypoorly, even with the
assistance of the District Hesawa Technicians. Serious attention should be paid to
improving all construction standards within the programme.

Ratesof outputin the HESAWAprogramme also need to be more closelyexamined.
Although there have been significant and steady improvements and targets are now
being met more regularly than in the past, the implementation rate remains modest
and barely matches population growth. This is in part an HRD problem, and it is

suggested that the programme take a closer look at the management and efiiciency of
the technical aspects of water supply development. The HESAWA programme evi-

dently creates very high expectatjons in the villages where it works, and the credibility
of the programme is at risk when these are not met.

One option for increasing output is to involve the private sector in water supply
development. This could be done at a modest level by simply hiring village fundis to
undertake well-sinkingand springprotection work, ormore ambitiouslybycontracting
private drillingfirms to sinkwells where other technologies are not appropriate. Using
the private sector carries some risks, and requires high standards ofsupervision. Fundis
are aJreadyinvolved in the improvementof traditional water sources and the manufac-

ture of rainwater jars, but the village study indicates that training and supervision
standards need to be improved. In spite of the risks involved, the programme maywish
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to investigate these options and assess their efiiciency and cost effectiveness in

comparison to attempting to improve the output eliiciency of the district teams.
Building technical capacities at the village level is an important alm of the HRD

programme. This is importantboth for sound implementation and, most crucially, for
effective long-term operation and maintenance. The programme trains village well
caretakers, and ward-based pump mechanics. The former are community volunteers

responsible for simple care and maintenance of water points, while the latter are
intended to undertake repair and maintenance work on behalfof the community and

be paid for this work through the village HESAWA accounts.
To date, no system has yet been established to sell and distribute spare parts to

communities, and the village-based operation and maintenance system has yet to get

off the ground. In a significant number of places visitedduring the village study, basic
care ofwater points was found to be poor, and wardpump mechanics could often not
be found. At the moment it is almost impossible to judge the effectiveness of the

community-based technical training programmes since those who have been trained
have notbeen put to the test. Once the OBCM system becomes operational, this should

be closely monitored.
Atpresent, the programme offersa guarantee periodafter the constmction ofwater

points during which any repairs are carried outfree ofcharge. This is done in a largely

improvised manner, with little or no attention being paid to ensuring that simple
preventive maintenance procedures are carried out at the water point level. Routine
site visits bythe oliicer in charge ofOBCM at the district level and his staff to encourage

well caretakers in their work do not take place, and monitoring of the care ofwells is

poor. As well as rapidly dealing with the problem of spare parts distribution, the
programme should pay closer attention to the follow-up support given to well

caretakers and ward pump mechanics to ensure that the full benel3ts of the training

programmes are achieved and to assess the need for any modifications or improve-

ments.

5.9 The Study Group Programme

The introduction of the Study Group Progrzunme (SGP) in 1986 was a major

innovation of the HESAWA programme, and an important element in pursuing the

goal of decentralization and the growth of selfreliant problem-solving capacities in

communities. The SGP was atfirst conceived as a parallel component to mainstream
HESAWA activities, to stimulate self-help in villages which were not as yet receiving full-

scale assistance from the programme. More recently it has undergone an important

shift in position, and is now seen as a vehicle for stimulating self-reliance within

programme villages themselves. In its current form the SGP is intended to:

(a) mobilize villagers in implementing HESAWA activities,

(b) facilitate community-based activities in villages,
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(c) provide arecruitmentbasefor meetingvillage manpowerneeds andforfurther
training.

The studygroup approach is based on the adult-learning theories ofPaulo F reire.
Groups of villagers meet on a regular basis with a study group leader to discuss and
analyze problems, and develop and agree on programmes of action to address them.

The f1rstcourse fileswere those developedfor the SGP. These coverfour issue areas,
as follows:

SGP I: lmproved Traditional Water Sources.

SGP II: Nutrition.

SGP Ill: Sanitation and Health.

SGP IV: Fuel saving stoves.

An evaluation of the SGP was carried out in October 1990, but the report is still to
be linalized. According to the draft findings, although study group members' knowl-
edge ofhealth, water, and sanitation issues had increased, the impact of their activities
on the water supply and sanitation situation in theirvillages could not be measured as

the evaluatorswere unable to distinguishbetween those improvements whichhadbeen
made bythe study groups themselves and those produced as a resultof directHESAWA
inteiventions.

The cuirent evaluatjon exercise also found it very diflicult to identify substantial
outputs from the SGP, with the exception of a small number of villages in which the
programme appeared to have had a lot of success. The SGP was rarely mentioned in
either the Districts workshops or the village study unless explicit questions were asked

about it. The commitment of both programme staffand community members to this
approach must be seriously questioned.

Interest and participalion by the villagers seems to vary from topic to topic.
Community members have no choice in the subject-matter to be covered by the study
groups, and the course file sequence is pre-determined. Study groups are therefore
offered aready-made package which they can either take or leave. This reality is directly
in contradiction with the underlying philosophy.

llvhere the SGP has been active in bringing about improvement5, the technical
standards achieved are often very low. The generally poor quality of improved
traditional water sources is a clear example.

Critics of the SGP within HESAWA say that it is very expensive, consuming about
one-third of total HRD funds, andproduces little in the way of results. In many respects
it has developed as a "programme within a programme" and is too detached from
mainstream activitjes to draw the full commitment of either HESAWA staff or
community members. District study group organizers have been very successful in

forming literally hundreds of study groups, but the programme's capacity to support
these is very limited. The zonal office has recently indicated that no more than three
study groups should be formed per village, in order to keep the numbers at a
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manageable level. Given the more fundamentalproblems ofthe programme, however,
this is unlikely to do more than put a limit on expenditures.

In its present form, the SGP can be seen as either a good idea which is ahead of its
time, or a sub-programme which is out of step with mainstream activities. The results
of the 1990 evaluation suggest that in many cases villagers see the SGP as a channel for
receiving assistance from the programme, rather than wholeheartedly enteringinto it
as a self-help exercise. Its prospects for success may have been greater in its old form,
when itdid nothave to compete for attention with mainstream HESAWA actjvities. The
SGP consumes a large proportion of HRD funds to only limited notjceable elfect.
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6

F NANC AL AND ECONOM c ASPECTS

6.1 Sorces of informatio
Information on the financial and economic aspects of the HESAWA programrne was

£

collected through rneetings and discussions with a large number of government staff

and HESAWA consultants at zonal, regional, and district levels. Financial and budget
documentswere also studie(l,and additional information collected through the village
study.

The study ofdistrict accounts was largely based on a review ol" HESAWA accounts

books, receipt and payment books, andvouchers tor the linancial years 1991 and 1992.

These sources were not available for prcvious financial years. As Du as the regional and

zonal accounts are concemed, financial statistics were rexiewed coverinq the period
1958-89 to 1991 -92.

A new accounting and linancial management system was introduced in 1990-9 1.

allowing tor the first time £1 global analysis of linancial figurcs. This was not possible in
{4..

prexious financial years, and comparing trends before and alter 1990-91 is a cumber-
~

some exercise. Although accounting and liuancial reportiug has consiclerablv im-

proved in recenl years. the general qualitv oföavailable data rnakcs economic analysis(. .

€xtremelydidicult. (lost data. for example.are hard to disaggregate to a sullicientlevel
to identjfy the real costs ofdifferent programme outputs. This is particularly true of
costs at district level. The implications of this for undertaking a ('ost €- flectivencss
analysis are discusscd towards the end of the chaptcr./

Efliciencv in financial data managelnentvarics considerablvlrom one level to the other.
The flow ofdata from the region to the zone is good. This is done on a mouthlv basis, with

computerized fee(ll)ack from the zonal ollice. Reporting from the districts. The llow of
informatjon from the (listricts is based on a quarlcrlv reporting system. As noted later in tl ie

report, Lhe official district HESAl/VAaccounts are so poorly managcd that they are unusable
for any meaningfi1l linéulcial analysis. The [low oflinancial infonnalion,from the villages to
tbe disnicts is also rathcr poor, being laugcly based on yisits bv district stall} and on Village

plans. There is no regular or routjne system tor collection Hnancial data from the xillagc-

level. Because of tllesewcaknesses, the Hgl1res appea1ing the reports have to be treated with

great caution.continuinglodcvelop a more ellicicnt ovemllfinancial managementsystem
4.-

will be :1 major asset to the programnie.
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6.2 Overview of ESAWA programme fuding
The HESAWA Programme is co-funded by the govemments ofTanzania and Sweden.

Support from Sweden is channelled through the Swedish International Development
Authority (SIDA) and is composed of:

' Technical assistance and advisorv services.

0 Provision of foreign exchange for the international procurement of materials,
equipment, and services.

* Convertedforeign fhnds for the local procurementofmaterials, equipment, and
services, and a large proportion oföHuman Resource Development actixities.

The Tanzanian contribution consists of:
' Salaries of government staff involved in the programme implementatjon.
0 Central andLocal Governments fhnds for the paymentofa1lowances, labour, and

local materials.

' Village contributions in the form of unpaid labour, local materials, and cash

contributions to HESAWA accounts fbi operation and maintenance.

6.3 Level ad distributio of donor f I ds

From 1985 to the end of the 1991 -92 financial year, SIDA committcd a total ofSEK266

millions (approximately US3546 millions) to the HESAWAprogrannne. Since the 1989-

90 financial year, the coniribution has been steady at SEK 38 millions a year. The
proportional distribution ofdonor funds (D-fnnds) bygeneral activity area is shown in
the chart. This distribution has remained steady in recent years, although the alloca-

tions to HRD activities have increased somewhat.
The distribution of D-funds by actixity shows that transport, consultancy support,

and the planning reserve representmore than halfofthe total allocation. This indicates

that the programme is heavily dependent on a large supporting stmcture, which is

unlikely to be sustainable in the long term.
Water supplyis the largest single sector in the programme.with water and sanitation

activities accounting tor more than a quartet of the D-fi1nds. Only a small proportion
is allocated to sanitation, even thougll this is promoted as one of the main activities.
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Fig.2. Global distribution of D-funds by activity, I990-91

latrines 1.3%

remaining funds
water 24%

20.7%

vehicles 21% HRD 10%

consultants 23%

Remaining funds include other activities (Health. Mandeleo. Equipment and Planning reserve.

Source: allocation of funds to activities (90/9 I)

Consultancy support accounts for 23% ofD-funds, with the costs ofexpatriates staff
making up more than 80% of this amount, or about 20% of total D-funds. (Josts of
expatriates are very high in relation to the costs of local consultants. It should be noted,

however, that in recentyears the number of expatriate consultants in the programme
has been cut by more than half to the current level ofseven. Table 8 gives abreakdown
of advisory and consultancy costs for the 1991 -92 financial year.

Table 8. Costs of advisory and consultancy support
to the HESAWA programme, I990-9 I.

SEK ('000) %

HESAWA Programme adviser 700 6.8
Short term consulcancies 800 7.8
AMREF 400 3.9

Consulmncy contracr, Hifab 7,068 68.0

Consultancy contract, BCS 1,400 13.5

Total I 0.368 I 00.0

The allocations for vehicles include both procurement and operation and mainte-

nance, including the costs ofspare parts. Programme vehicles are managed outside of
the govemment system and bear private number plates. They are keptfor a maximum
of three to four years and then sold on a tender basis. Revenue from these sales
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amounted to SEK710,0001n the 1991 -92financialyear, equivalentto 1.8% of D-lhnds.

The allocation of D-funds by level of activity is shown in the chart.

Fig.3. Allocation of D-funds by level of activity, I990-91

planning reserve 6234 16%

district & regional 13817 36%

zonal level 17949 47%

planning resen/e 6234 16%

zonal level 17949 47%

district & regional 13817 36%

Source: approved budgets 90/91. in '000 SEK.

6.4 Allocatios to the zoal coordinatio office

Atfirstglance. the allocation to the zonal office see1ns vervhigh. especiallv considering
that it is not an implementing body. However, the more detailed breakdown shown in
Table 9 gives a clearer picture.

, large proportion of the zonal allocation is devoted to consultancv and contracted

senices and the common department (CD) store. The henefits from these services are

distributed throughout the programme. since all consultants and (*()rltra('tors are paid
through the zonal allocatjon and the CD store proxicles almost all the materials

consumed by the programnle at all levels. VVhen the costs for these are ornitted, the
actual costs of the zonal ofliceis own activities represents only about 20% oliallocation
at this level, or about 7% of the total D-lunds.
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Table 9. Detailed breakdown ofthe zonal budget expendltures, I99I -92.

SEK ('0005) %

Consultancy and contracted services
(Hifab, BCS, AMREF, others) I0368 58.0

Deputy director's office I054 5.8

Zonal pool vehicles 642 3.5

HRD unit I284 7.1

Planninglevaluation unit 384 2.1

Financial unit 22 I.2
CD store 4 I95 23.4

TOTAL I7949 100.0

The large proportion of funds allocated to the zonal office indicates the high level
of financial control which is exercised at this level. Allocations to the implementing

levels, the regions and the districts, account for less than half of total distribution, and
most of these funds are disbursed and controlled at the zonal level. The planning
reserve represents a very large contingency fund, which is discussed in more detail
below.

6.5 The planning reserve

The percentage of funds allocated to the planning reseive in the period from 1988-89

to 1992-93 hasvariedfrom 17% to 33%,which representveryhigh proportions forwhat
is essentially a contingency fund.

These funds are used for several purposes:

0 70 pay for activities which have been planned, but not finally approved, during

the budget preparation exercise;

0 For the implementation of unplanned activities which arise during the course of
the year which are considered to be necessary and important;

0 For other ad hoc activities and contingencies which n1ay arise, such as studytours,
conferences, consultancies and evaluations, and so on.

The procedures for handling the planing reserve have been establishecl by SIDA.
Use of the planning reserve is subject to approval at the quarterly meetings of the
management team, which is made of up the national director, deputy director,
HESAWA adviser, and representatives of SIDA. The management team considers

applications subrnitted by the zonal office on the basis of their own requests and those

coming from districts and regions.
In addition to the annual budget allocation made to the planning reserve, thisfund

also contains the carried over funds accumulated during each agreementperiod. The
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allocation made to the planning reserve for the 1992-93financialyear amounts to SEK
6.5 millions, of which about SEK 2 millions has already been earmarked for specific
activities. Use of the planning reserve varies from year to year, though there is often an
under-utlization of this fund. The exception was the 1990-91 financial year, when
virtually the whole planning reserve was used. During the 1991 -92 financial year only
81% of the planning reserve was used.

The very large size of the planning resetve, and the procedure for approving
allocations from it, underline the extent towhich financial control is centralized above
the operational levels of the programme. The need for such a large contingencyfund

may also indicate weaknesses in financial planning and management capacities in
regions and districts, which in turn may account for the reluctance to decentralize.

As noted in the discussion of unused funds below, no clear plans have yet been
established for how carried-over funds should be used. At present, it seems that these

are likely to be lost to the programme at the end of the current agreement period in
June 1993, if they are not consumed before then.

6.6 Converted donor funds

Everyyear a proportion of D-funds is converted into Tanzanian shillings and used for
items such as local procurement, office overheads, and a large part of the HRD
programme. These are known as C-funds.

The percentage ofD-funds converted to C-funds has increased significantlyover the
years, from only 5% in the 1986-87 financial year to 27% in 1991 -92. Of this amount,
about 38% is currently used for local procurement, 22% for office running costs

(including allowances and travel expenses), 31% for the HRD programme, and 7% for
Hifab consultancy services. All of these funds are converted through the programme's
own bank account in Mwanza. While office costs remain more or less constant. the
amount of local procurement and the allocation of funds to HRD activities have both
significantly increased. The increased use of C-funds, made even more significant in
local currency terms by the marked devaluation of the Tanzanian shilling against the
SEK, is an encouraging trend, and provides a clear benefit to the local and national
economy. This trend should be further promoted as the proportion of total funds
actually spent in Tanzania still remains low.

6.7 Non-utilized D-funds

In the 1991-92 financial year, 74% of the approved budgets were utilized, compared
with 83% in the previous financialyear. The accumulated under expenditure from the
1990-91 and 1991 -92 financial years amounts to about SEK 11.5 million. If this rate of
under expenditure is maintainedfor the currentfinancialyear, itisestimatedthat there
maybe in the region ofSEK 15 millionsleftunspentatthe end of the 1990-98 agreement
period.

The unused funds are largely accounted for by underspending on coordination,
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the planning reserve, and on transfers to Maji falling below approved budget levels.
Reasons include the following:

0 Budget requests are made in accordance with the guidelines contained in a

standardized budget manual. In some cases, manual guidelines either over or
under estimate the actual requirements, and are in any case expressed in SEK,

leading to savings in local expenditures due to devaluation.

' Delays in delivery by suppliers.

0 Poor follow-up by districts and regions of ordered materials, and/ or poor
communications between the CD store, regions, and districts on the availability
of materials in the store.

0 Failure to meet implementation targets.
In order to improve the utilizatjon of approved funds, steps should be taken to

improve information flows, and pursue orders more vigorously. The budget manual
may also need to be adapted to local circumstances, and in particular to take account
of the falling value of the Tanzanian shilling. Implementation capacities should

continue to be closely monitored.
Under-expenditure is of course preferable to over-expenditure. At the same time,

persistentunderspending raisesquestionsboth aboutthe efficiency ofthe programme,

and the current capacity of the implementing agencies to effectively utilize the amount
of resources olfered by the programme. Implementation capacities should continue
to be closely monitored and improved.

An important point to note is that the situation with regard to unused funds is not

clear, and plans have not been made to try to use the steadily increasing carry-over of
funds before the end of the current agreement period. Whether the unused funds
remain with SIDA, or are deposited in the Tanzanian Treasury, theywill in any case be

lostto the programme if theyare notconsumedbythe end of the 1992-93financialyear.

6.8 Contributions from local fuds
Contributions to the HESAWA programme from local funds come from the central
government, the District Councils, and the villages. These are known as L-funds.

According to the agreement between Sweden and Tanzania, the total local contribu-

tion to the programme, including thatfrom the villages, should be equal to about 10%
of the value of the donor funds.

Central government contributions are based on the annual budget requests ofthe
regions and districts, which are in turn based on regional and district development
plans. Requests are made for contributjons to both recurrent and development

expenditures related to the Hesawa programme. To gain a truer picture of the central

government contribution, the cOstS ofsalaries paid to government oflicers involved in

the programme should also be added.
The approved flnancial contributjon from central govemment for HESAWA

activities at the regional and district levels for the 1991-92 financial year amounted to
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TAS.42 million. To this can be added the centralgovemment contribution in terms of
salaries. Assuming about 650 people are involved, earning an average of TAS.7500per
month, this contribution adds a further TAS.58.5 million to the total. The total central
govemment contribution in the 1991-92 financial year can therefore be estimated at

TAS.100 million. At the exchange rate prevailing duiing that financial year, this is

equivalent to SEK2.5 million, representing about 6.6% of the Swedish contribution.
As most of the approved budgets from the central government are actually disbursed
and utilized, this figure can be viewed with some degree of confidence.

To the central govemment contribution, the funding provided by the District
Councils shouldbe added. The Dist1ictcouncils experience greatdiliiculties in raising

local revenues, and their contributions are typically well below the agreed targets. F or
the 1990-91 financial year, SIDA offered to encourage the efforts of the districts by
providing a topping-up allowance to increase the districts' actual contribution by25%.
This was done in that financialyear, but not since. The Specific Agreement for 1990-

93 indicates that topping-up payments should be channeled through the Tanzanian
Treasury, but as yet no agreement has been reached on how this should be adminis-

tered.

In the 1991 -92 financial year the total amount contributed to the HESAWA

programme from district funds amounted to TAS.ll million, equivalent at that time
to SEK0.27 million. Contributions on a district by district basis fluctuated widely,
rangingfrom nothing at allfrom Tarime District, for example, to TASA.4 million from
Kwimba District. While the total amount represents a sizeable proportion of total
district revenues, it only adds a further 0.7% to the local contribution. The total
matching contribution from central and local government to the HESAWA pro-

gramme in 1991-92 was therefore equivalent to 7.3% of the value of the D-funds.
If the 10% target is to be achieved, the remaining local funds mustbe found at the

village level. The actual value of village contributions is extremely hard to assess. An
obvious source of contributions is the money deposited in village HESAWA account5.
On the basis of available data it is difficult to estimate how much has been deposited
in these during any one year. At present, the total funds deposited in village HESAWA
accounts amounts to aboutTAS.10 million.To these figures shouldbe added the value
of labour and materials contributions provided by the villages for water supply
development, which may account for as much as 30% of the real costs of each water
point. No acknowledged value is currently placed on in kind contributions from the
villages. If these were costed, and added to the amounts found in HESAWA accounts,
the total local contribution may well be at or even in excess of the agreed 10% level.

6.9 The role of the Tanzanian Treasury
To a very large extent, HESAWA funds are channelled and managed outside of the
normal government system. Until the 1991 -92 financial year, none of the SIDA funds
passed through the Tanzanian Treasury at all. Since 1991 -92, payments to the local

I 00
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consultant Business Care Services (BUS) have been made through the Treasury. This

amounts to SEK 1.14 millions, which is a very small proportion of the total annual
allocation OfSEK 38 millions.

In the past, BCS was hired as a sub-contractor and paid directly by HIFAB, the

Swedish consulting company responsible for the CD store and the provision of all but

one of the expatriate advisers. From July 1991, responsibility for paying BCS was

transferred to the Treasury. During 1991 -92, BCS experiencecl difficulties in obtaining
their fees on time, but the evaluation team was told that this problem has now been

solved. On the basis of this experience, and in xiew of the progran1me's intention to
channel lurther funds through the Treasury, care should be taken to ensure that

disbursement requircmeuts and procedures are clearly agreed and understood before
more lunds are put through the official system. At, the same time, 21 much higher level

ofresponsibility for handling thnds should be in the hands of the government system

and administrative problems should not be seen as a justjf1cation in themselves for

slowing this process down. HESAWA'S influence over the Treasury is limited and

improvemenls in efliciency will require actions at £1 national level. The programme

should continue to putpressure for improvements at the national level, however, most
approprialely through the national directorate.

6.10 Effects of deval I atio

Since the 1987-88 financial year, the value of the Tanzanian Shilling has dropped

dramatically. From an exchange late of SEKt to TAS.14 in 1987, the value of the TAS

had dropped to a rate of SEKt to TAS.60 by the end of July 1992. The pace of
devaluation has been particularly strong during the past year.

Fig.4. Devaluation of the Tanzanian Shilling against the Swedish Kroner,
1986-I992
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This trend has an important impact on the programme's financial system. Two
examples can be used to illustrate this.

a. All budget planning in relation to both D-funds and C-funds is done in terms of
SEK, based on an annually updated budget manual. The rapid devaluation of the TAS,

partiicularlyduring the pastyear, quicklyinvalidates budgeted costs to be consumed as

C-funds. Good examples are the costs of local procurement and a large proportion of
HRD activities. I/vhile international procurement and other D-fund costs remain
unaffected, C-fund activities may be fully implemented as planned, but will cost less

than budgeted for in SEK terrns and will appear in tinancial reports to be under-

implemented. The savings in SEK terms may not immediately be seen, and the
opportunity to make use of these within the financial year may be lost. A way to avoid
this problem would be to adapt the budget manual to allow C-fund expenditures to be
budgeted in the first place in TAS.

b. All importedgoods and materials purchasedfor the programme have to be paid
in foreign currency. While in foreign currency terms prices may remain stable,

devaluation makes them increasingly expensive in TAS terms. As long as the donor is

paying, there is no problem. In the longer term, however, continued dependence on
imported goods will lead to serious problems of sustainability. At present only 15% of
procurement through the CD store is done locally. The problem ofdevaluatjon serves

to underline the long term risks of continuingwith such high levels of dependence on
foreign goods.

6.1 I Regional allocations

As noted, only about 7% of the total D-funds is allocated directly to the regions. In the
currentlinancialyear this is distributed as indicated in the chart, with Mali accounting
for byfar the biggest share, followed bycoordination activitjes. Afya and Maendeleo get
relatively modest allocations to fond their supportjng role to the districts.

Fig.5. Allocation of funds to regions, by department, I992-93

afya 970 7.6%

mandeleo 1033 8,1%

afya 970 7,6*%

~ mandeleo 1033 8,1%

coordination 3764 29,3%

maji 7060 55% maji 7060 55*%

coordination 3764 29,3%

Source: approved budgets 92/93, in '000 SEK.
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The distribution of funds between the three regions is not uniform, but reflects the

clifferences in size and level of implementation in each case.

L-funds at regional level are made up exclusively of central govemment contribu-

tions. Each region receives its L-funds on a quarterly basis, subject to approval by the

concerned minist1ies atcentral level.Atpresent, on average only5% of the total central

govemmentfunding to regions is allocated to HESAWA activities, with some variation

from region to region.
Monitoring of regional level expenditures ofD-funds is based on a monthly report

to the zonal office, which is processed by computer. A monthly balance sheet is then

retumed to the regions by the zone. Although the format of this balance sheet could

be improved for the purposes of greater clarity, thisflow of iinancial information isboth

rapid and efficient. The regions know their financial situation on a month by month

basis. Districts also receive a monthly statement of their position in regard to use of D-

funds.

At present the support of the Regional Accountants to the clistiicts largely consists
of planning advice and the collecting ofquarterly expenditure reports. An improved

system of reporting and feedback between the district and regional levels is an

important precondition for the decentralization offinancial control.

6.lZ District level funding and financial management

The District Councils are empowered to raise revenues through a number of means,

including the development levy (TAS.1,000 peryear per working adult) , business and

liquor licences, taxes on livestock, market does and other fees, and revenues on

properlies. Veryfew councils are successful in collecting the revenues they are entitled
to. Poverty is a general problem within the Lake Zone, particularly in the rural areas,

and the situation has been made worse recently by a prolonged drought.

The allocations of D-funds to the dist1icts varies considerably between integrated

and non-integrated disuicts, as the approvedbudget allocations and expenditures for

the 1990-91 Iinancial year show. In general integrated dist1icts receive far more than

non-integrated ones, though in one cases an integrated districts had its allocations

severely cut for failing to answers audit enquiries.

In general, 65-70% of district HESAWA financing comes from D-funds, with the

balance being made up of L-funds contributions from central government (20-25%)

andDist1ict Council revenues (5-10%) . Disbursementof D-funds is usuallyprompt, but

this is not always the case with the L-funds.

Each district operates an HESAWA account, which is kept sepamte from the other

district accounts. Although receipts and payments are duly recorded, it is hard to

distinguish in the cash books the origins of the receipts and for what activities the

payments have been made. This can onlybe checkedwith a careful and time-consuming

scmtiny ofpaymentvouchers. F unds from all origins are mixed into this one account, so

itisveryhard to clearlyidentifyuses and the balance ofeach partof the total contiibution.
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The district cash books are of virtually no value as instruments of financial
management. It is impossible, for instance, to know how much money has been spent
on fuel or on allowances, without checking every voucher. In most cases, no balance
of the accountappears in the cash books. The only way to know the balance is from the
bank statements.

Table lo. Budget allocations and expenditures by region and district, I990-9I
('000 SEK)

Region/district Approved Amount %

budget used used

KAGERA:

Region I243 I I I5 90
lntegrated districts:
Bukoba Rural I800 I288 72
Biharamulo I523 I 00 I 66
Non-integrated districts:
Karagwe 679 940 I38
Ngara 508 399 79
Muleba 367 633 I72

Sub total 6 I 20 5376 88

MWANZA:
Region 752 5 I9 69
lntegrated districts:
Magu I 62 I I447 89
Kwimba I580 I388 86
Mwanza Municipal I220 I I72 96
Non-integrated districts:
Geita 234 I93 82
Ukerewe 223 236 I06
Sengerema I89 I60 85

Sub total 58 I9 5 I Is 88

MARA:
Region I290 IZIB 94
lntegrated districts:
Bunda I I55 I050 9 I

Musoma Rural 53 I 427 80
Non-integrated districts:
Serengeti 935 7I4 76
Tarime 496 6I2 I23

Sub total 4407 402 I 9 1

TOTAL I6346 I45 I2 89
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The Dist.rictTreasurerisresponsible for the disbursementand registration offunds,
on the basis of requests signed by the DED or the District HESAWA Coordinator. In
most cases, the treasurer has no detailed knowledge of HESAWAprogramme activities
and exercises no financial control function.

In some cases, improper payments have been made from district HESAWA
accounts. Examples include such things as usingfunds for the purchase of cementand
aggregates, and the payrnent of labour. Although this is against HESAWA rules, the
distlicts say they are sometimes obliged to use funds from the HESAWA account in
order to implement actjvitjes in a proper way.

The DED is responsible for the proper use of HESAWA funds. During t.he
evaluatjon. it was noted that retirements of use of funds are sometimes done very late
or, in one or two cases, were not available at all to the financial consultant. It is essential

that the DEDS ensure that payrnents are properly retired. If they are unable to do this,
their argumentfor greater decentralization of financial control to the districts is likely
to carry little weight. At present the actual proportion of funds actually transferred into
district HESAWA accounts is very small, and consists of the HRD allocations only.
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Financial management at the district level is generally very weak. It is strongly

recommended that the programme develops a standardized book keepingformat for

the district HESAWA accounts, based on cash book procedures which allow a proper

management of li1nds. On this basis, a monthly cash statement and balance of

expenditures couldbe sent to the region, in the same way that the region sends one to
the zonal office. Treasurers should also be better briefed on HESAWA actjvities.

Improving systems will strengthen the prospects for greater efiiciency provided this is

matched by a willingness at district level to make full use of them.

An additional problem which should be noted is that the budget calendar of the

District Councils does not correspond to that of the programme or the central

govemment. In the latter case, the financialyear runs fromjuly tojune. The districts,
on the other hand, operate on a calendar year basis, fromjanuary to December. This

makes eifective financial analysis even more cumbersome.

6.13 Local and international procurement

According to the purchase orders received during the 1990-91 financialyear, only 15%

of the materials ordered through the C.D. store were locally procured. The purchase

orders reflectall bulk orders placed through the CD store, including those forvehicles,

machinery, and equipment. Although the 1990-91 figure was an increase relative to

previous years, but still reflects too high a dependence on overseas procurement.
If the total of all purchase orders made through not only the C.D. store but also the

zonal office, the regions, and the districts, are considered, however, the ratio of local

to foreign procurementis likely to reach a healthier 40% for the currenttinancialyear.

The proportion of funds spent on local procurement of material and equipment in
relation to the total local andintemationalfunds spent on such procurementhas risen

steadily, from 16% in 1989-90, to 18.5 in 1990-91, and 31% in 1991-92. This is a

commendable late of increase, and this trend should be further pursued.

6.14 The Village HESAWA accounts

Since the beginning of the 1988-89 financial year, all participating villages have been

asked to open a village HESAWA account in a local bank before any construction takes

place. The current guidelines require villages to deposit TAS.20,000 for each SWN

pump to be installed, and l2,000TASfor eachNiRApump.The accounts are intended
to be the basis for village maintenance funds.

To date, the total amount deposited in village HESAWA accounts is estimated at

TAS.10 million. This is a significant response, though willingness to pay varies quite

considerably from one village to another. Out of the total amount in HESAWA
accounts, about 50% is accountedfor by Kwimba District., indicating that the response

is highly varied between regions and districts.
The peculiar success ofKwimba Districtis hard to fullyaccoun tfor. The explanation

usually offered is that there is avery stronglyfelt need for water in this district, and that
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there is a tremendous rivalry between villages which encourages them to try to outdo
each other in the amounts of money they are able to raise. In the village study, there
was also evidence that the supportgiven to villages by the districtwas particularly good.

Although accounts have been opened, they are in effect notbeing used, and a large

amountof moneyis lyin gidle as a result, much to the dissatisfaction of manyvillagers.
The most obvious reason for this is that no arrangements have yet been made by the

programme to make spare parts avajlable for sale to the villages. Since payingfor spares
is the principle purpose of the accounts, they can notbe use for their intended purpose
until this condition is satislied. In addition to this, many HESAWA committees are
reluctant to use the accounts because they have not received any clear advice on what

else they could use them for. In some districts, and in some "older" HESAWAvillages,
the District Water Engineer acts as a co-signatory of the accounts, and this makes the
release of funds cumbersome and also, ofcourse, limits the village's own autonomy in
operating the account.

6.15 Fuds reaching the village level

During the evaluation exercise, an attemptwas made with assistance from the HESAWA

Financial Controller to estimate whatpercentage of the D-funds can be said to actually
reach the village level.

The initial part of this exercise consisted into listing all the different programme
activities having a direct and measurable impact at village level, either in terms of
physical outputs or HRD and training activities. The following list was drawn up as the
basis for the analysis:

' drilling (regional),
' drilling (district),
' subsidized bicycles,

0 promotional activities,
' the study group programme,
* training ofVHllVs and TBAS,

U HRD activities,

' new shallow wells,

' rehabilitation of existing wells,
0 construction and rehabilitatjon of gravity schemes,

0 operation and maintenance,

0 construction of institutional and household latrines,

' chool health programme,
* water quality testing,

0 construction of rain water harvesting systems,
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' casting of rainwater lars,
0 construction of washing slabs.

Using the allocations to all these activities from the approved budgetsfor the current
financial year, 1992-93, the estimation shows that 27% of total D-funds can be said in
principle to be reaching the village level. A calculation made on the basis of approved
budgetfigures is rather generous to the programme, however, so a second estimation was

made, this time based on the assumption that actual expenditures would probably not .

exceed 80% ofthe approvedbudget figures. This average is in keepingwith the average
global late of utilization of D-funds.on this basis, about21 .5% oftotal D-funds allocations

can be said to be reaching directly to the villages.

These estimations underline the high overhead costs of the programme. Out of
every SEK.5 allocated by SIDA to the programme, loss than SEKt can be said to be
directly reaching the villages. It should be born in mind. however, that such figures are

of only limited meaning ifthey are not placed in context. Ifout ofthe SEK38 million

allocated every year to the programme by SIDA, we deduct all of the foreign compo-

nents (intemational procurement, costs of expatriates, and paris of the planning
reserve), then it can be said that about 63% of the total D-funds, or about SEK23.9
million, are being spentin Tanzania, at either the regional, district, oryillage level. This
is equivalent to a rate of SEK.?) for every SEK.5 given by SIDA.

6.16 Cost effectiveness of the esawa programme

At the present time, assessing the cost effectiveness of the HESAWA programme is

impractical. In the simplest possible terms, a cost effective investment is one which
produces the best possible value for money in terms of the return on the investrnent
(i.e. benefits) gained. In the case of HESAWA, a large part of programme investrnent
is devoted to the achievement of long-term benefits, many ofwhich are linked to rather
vaguelydefined Objectives such as building capacity and capability through HRD. Since
the programme has not clearly delined the return it expects on its 1nvestment in
quantifiable terms, it is more or less impossible to provide a meaningful analysis. If
HESAWA is to seriously address the issue of cost effectiveness, steps need to be taken
to more clearly identify its goals in these terrns, and create a reporting system suitable
for undertaking this kind of analysis. This comment is equally valid for other donor-

supported water and sanitation programmes in Tanzania.

As noted in the introduction to this chapter, f1nancia1 reporting in the HESAWA
programme has significantly improved in recent years. The principle aims of the
current reporting system are accounting and f1nancial control, however, and not
tinancial analysis. Because of this, a number of important preconditions for the
undertaking ofcosts analysis and other types ofeconomic analysis are notyetsatisf1ed.

The HESAWA programme aims to achieve a broad range of health and other
benefits, all of which are hard to quantify. These addfurther complexity to the issue of
cost elfectiveness, since in the case of a shallowwell, for example, the value for money
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obtained is not only related to the actual cost of the installation, but also to the longer

term health and other benefitswhich mightbe obtained as aresultof buildingit. Ifthese

are notdefined andgiven a value, the long term effectiveness of the investmentis even

harder to measure.

In addition to improvements in health and well-being, benefits can also be gained
in terms of time saving and reductions in workload. The village studyshows thatwomen
often mention these benefits. Returns in terms of increases in income would be easier

to measure, but no substantial income generating activities have been reported, even

though some income savingbenefitshave been reported, such as being able to cultivate

gardens and spend more time on domestic actjvities.
Improved skills and knowledge can also be seen as a return on investments in HRD,

which may be susceptible to analysis on the basis of cost effectiveness. In the case of
HESAWA, some doubts may be expressed, but in the absence of hard data these are

largely conjectural. At present, itis only possible to assess cost effectiveness on the basis

of an analysis of the number of people trained, and the relative costs of training, as

shown below in the case ofVHWS. Such an analysis takes no account of the quality of
the training received, and the real benefits gained as a result.

The cost effectiveness of programme investments in goods and materials could be

analyaed on the basis ofbenefits to the local and national economy. The greater the share

of procurementwhich is made locally, the greater the cost. effectiveness ofthe investment

from the point of view of the Tanzanian economy, and in principle the greater the

prospects are for the sustainability ofthe programme in so far as this is a function ofthe

strength of the local economy. ik noted, there is a need to further increase the level of
local procurementin the programme, and increase its cest effectiveness in these terms,
but it is hard to express or measure this in quantifable temis.

In order to undertake a cost efiectjveness analysis, itis necessaiy to clearly identity

the costs of any particular investment, and to measure and put a value on the rcturns

gained. These tigures must then be out alongside comparable figures, from eitller
inside or outside of the programme, to assess whether the investmentis a lost effective

way of achieving the desired results or not.
On the basis of the financial information available in the HESAVVA programme, it

is possible to make only rough estimations ofa number ofcosts on a per unitbasis and

compare these from region to region. The formats currently used for linancial

reporting, particularly from the district level, makes this a risky exercise since it is for

practical purposes impossible to disaggregate the figures sufliciently to establish the
true costs of any particular output. In the case of the construction ofshallow wells, for

example, both the budgets and expenditure reports make no distinction between
materials andlabourcosts, on the one hand, and the costs ofcapital investments in tools

and equipment, on the other, in any particular year. Vehicle running costs and other

overheads are also not reported in suflicient detail to identifywhich parts of these costs

should be attributed to any partjcular activity. This makes it impossible at present, on
the basis ofareview of available data, to arrive at the true costs ofshallowwells. The same
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constraints apply to virtually all other quantifiable programme Outputs.
Withoutpretending to be a genuine cost effectjveness analysis, the cost estimations

shown below at least pose a few interesting questions. Equally important, they
underline how diHicult it is to do a realistic cost effectiveness analysis on the basis of
currently available data. The figures used are based on expenditures in the 1990-91

financial year, using the available data from :

' The summa1y of annual progress report5, indicating quantifiable accomplish-

ments.

' Budget follow-up reports on Hesawa activities, indicating the utilization of D-

funds.

0 The HESAWA budget manual, showing indicative costs.

For the purposes of this exercise, the costs of the following were analyåed:
' (Jonstruction of shallow wells.

* Training of village health workers.
0 The study group programme.

Comparutiue mm. shalloru wells. In the 1990-91 financialyear, HESAWA spent a total
of SEK2.8 million on materials and equiptnent for the construction of 256 wells,

representin g an average cost OfSEK 11,000 per well. This is somewhat higher than the
cost estjmation made in the zonal office of SEK.8,670, based on the cOstS for a well of
average depth. Since a good number of wells are likely to be more costly than the
typical" well, for a wide variety of reasons, this variance is not too worrying. More

interesting is the variance to be found between average costs per well on a region by
region basis.

' Mara Region: 53 wells at a cost of SEK409,000, or SEK.7,700 per well.
0 Mzuanza Region: 141 wells at a cost of SEK.1,566,000, or SEK.11,100 per well.
' Kugera Region: 62 wells at a cost of SEK.838,000, or SEK 13,500 per well.

On the basis of these figures it is tempting to conclude thatwells in Kagera Region
cest 75% more to produce, and therefore represent a less cost effective investment,
than those in Mara Region. Such a conclusion would be very misleading, however, for
a number of reasons.

F irst, shallow well costs can vary quite significantly from place to place depending
on geological and hydrogeological conditions, such as the depth of the water table and
the hardness of the rock to be excavated. Costs will also varydepending on whether the
well is hand augured, dug, or machine drilled. In the case of Kagera Region, the costs

recorded are inflateddue to the use offunds allocated to shallowwells for the purchase
of tools and equipment. Ifa similar calculation is made for the 1991 -92 financialyear,
according to figures provided by the zonal office, the following results are obtained:

' Mara Region: 65 wells at a cost of SEK.792000, or SEK12,185 per well.
' Mzuémza Region: 200 wells at a cost of SEK.1,804,000, or SEK.9,020 per well.
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0 Kagem Region= 91 wells at a cost of SEK.365,000, or SEK.4,010 per well.

From what is known about the reliability of district accounting, there could also be

any number of financial managementreasons for these cost variations. Even bearing
in mind these factors, however, the variation both between regions and from year to

year is so great that the programme may want to look into it in more detail.

Compamtiue costs: VHwtraining. Awide variation in average costs on region by region

basis is also found in relation to recorded expenditures for training Village Health
Workers (VI-IWS) . Trainingcostsforvi-1ws shouldbe far less sensitive to localvariations

than those for wells, and ought to be more or less uniform throughout the Lake Zone.
During 1990-91 the programme spent a total of SEK.323,000 on Lhe training of 124

VHWS, at an average cost ofSEK.2,600 per V1-IW. The regional variation was as follows:

0 Mara Region: SEK3,300 per VHW trained.

0 Mwanza Region: SEK.2,700 per VHW trained.

' Kagera Region: SEK2,000 per VHW trained.

All of these average costs are substantjally higher than the indicative figure of
SEK.1,000 per VHW trained contained in the budget manual. The regional variation
is also significant, with VHWS costing 65% more to train in Mara than in Kagera.

Comparative costs: Study Group Programme. Questions about the cost effective-

ness of the SGP have been raised several times in this report. Decisive ligures to justify

this claim are hard to produce, however, exceptto say that in 1990-91 itis estimated that

the programme spentsEK.l.l million on the SGP alone, out olöa total expenditure on
all HRD activities of SEK3.8 million. On this basis, SGP expenditures in that year

represented 31% of all HRD costs. Since the SGP is generally agreed to produce very

hard to quantify outputs, the questioning of its cost effectiveness seems well justified.

In common with many other donors, developing countrygovernments, and other
support agencies, SIDA has become increasingly concerned in recent times with the
issues of both cost efficiency and cost effectiveness. The broader issue of sustainability

is importantly linked to these. Greater elficiency and cest effectiveness are likely to be

important factors in improving the prospects for sustainability in the long-term. SIDA

is currently workingwith a group of economic advisers in Sweden to (levelop tools and
methods to assess cost eftectiveness and undertake other forms of cost analysis in the

developmentprogrammes it supports. Given the long-term importance of this issue to

HESAWA, and to the water sector in Tanzania in general, itwouldbe worthwhile to use

this programme as a test case for this work and, at the same time, assist HESAWA to re-

define itsgoals andfurther retine itsfinancial monitoring and reportingsystem to allow
such analyses to be undertaken.
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LEsso s LEARNEI D

AND FUTURE D RECT ons
7.1 € I rret stat I s of the HESAWA program nu

The HESAWA programme is large and complex, with ambitious goals. In evaluating
the programme, itis necessaiy to be aware of the startingpoint and to acknowledge the
substantial change of direction it represents. In a matter of a few years, a major
reorientation in thinking has taken place in the water sector in Tanzania, with
sustainabilitythrough community action rather than free government services becom-

ing the focal point. HESAWA is one of the first programmes in the country to try to
operationalize this approach in a comprehensive way.

To achieve its arms, the programme has had to overcome a legacy of more than 20
years of developmentwhirh has promised rural people high levels ofservice at little or
no ('ost. HESAWA has had to convince both community members and government
workers that real sustainability in the current Tanzanian context is only possible
through the use ofsimpler technologies, and by the maximum possible involvernent
of rural people themselves in both providing a large share ofthe necessary resources,

and in planning and controlling their own development.
Evaluated from this pointofview, HESAWA has achieved considerable success. The

principles of simple technology and community participation have been widely
accepted throughout the Lake Zone.Amore village-centred approach todevelopment
is being put into practice. Communities themselves are responding positively by

forming local committees to manage water supply and sanitation improvements, and
depositing money in bank accounts to payfor operation and maintenance. Substantial

contributions in time, labour, and local materials have been made by people who were
told in the past that their development needs would be met by others. Hundreds of
thousands of people, representing nearly one-fifth of the 4.7 million living around the
Tanzanian shores of Lake Victoria, have contributed to and benefited from the
programme.

The greatest successes of the programme so far have been in bringing about
improvements in basic water supply. The quantity and quality ofwater available to the
rural population has been importantly increased through the constn1ction of new
water supply systems and, justas important, through the improvement ofexisting wells

and springs. The need to make improvements to existing sources is often talked about
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in water programmes but rarely put into practice. The active pursuit of this goal by
HESAWAaddS to its strength asaprogramme, and underlines its serious intentto bring
about health improvements in the Lake Zone.

As well as developinginfrastructure, HESAWA is also aiming to develop community

and governmentcapacities and knowledge through its HRD and health and hygiene
education activities. These have had important impacts, both in changing ways of
thinking and in improving skills at all levels. Many communities are now better
informed and better trained, and more capable than before of taking control of their
own development. Hundreds of people in the government service have had to

challenge old ways in thinking about their role in development, and have had to take
on new andvvider responsibilities. For manythis hasbeen astruggle, but much hasbeen

learned and much positive experience gained. The prospects for more decentraliza-

Lion within the govemment system are now greater than before. The programme has

contributed to the breaking down of a number of barriers. Govemmentworkers are

now working more closely together in inter-departmental teams. New ideas and

approaches are being actively debated. The programme's advocacy of a strengthened
role forwomen in developmenthas had major impacts, both in the governmentseivice
and the communities.

In the past seven years, the HESAWA programme has established a platform on
which further progress can be built. Much still remains to be achieved, and the

challenge facing the programme now is to maintain the momentum it has already

created and simultaneously to grasp a number of diflicult issues which currently stand
in the way of the full achievement of its goals.

The most obvious of these is the need to operationalize as quickly as possible the

community operation and maintenance system by making spare paris available for sale.
Until this is done, it will not be possible to assess the tme effectiveness of a very large

part of the programme"s non-technical work in building capacities, improving knowl-

edge, and changing ideas and attitudes. A new phase of problem solving is likely to
follow, and the programme must be prepared to take this on. More systematic support

to communities in learning to cope with local management of water supplies will be
needed. A good monitoring system will need to be developed to ensure that the
necessary support is being given and is having the desired effects.

Potential private sector roles must also be more closely examined, beginningwith

the serious pursuit of the commercial production and distribution of spares by local

industry and entrepreneurs. A national level initiative may be appropriate, given the
widespread problem of spare paris availability and distribution in the country as a

whole.

The releasing of spare parts into the communities may mark the beginning rather
than the end of the programme's work as far as ensuring sustainability is concemed.

Many questions still need to be answered about community management capacities

and the real extentof both willingness and ability in villages to pay the cost of keeping
facilities in good repair. Until these questions are answered, the concepts of handing
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over and phasing out will continue to be difficult to operationalize and will be causes

of anxiety to both communities and districts rather than measures of achievement.

General improvements in technical standards will also be required to ensure that
communities have the best possible starting point.

The health and sanitation aspects of the programme needgreater attention. A more
comprehensive and systematic approach will be required to the education aspects of
health work, and more support provided to VI-lVVS and TBAS at community level. The
latrine programme in particular should be closely examined and the search for
acceptable and appropriate technical solutions continued. The wisdom of investing
further in the Study Group Programme should be seriously questioned.

The programme's HRD package should continue to be strengthened and devel-

oped at all levels.As a comerstone activity itisvital thatitfullyreflects and operationalizes

the programme philosophy. Further attentjon should be paid to the HRD methodol-

ogy, and to the wayin which t.he programme is designed anddeveloped and supporting
materials produced. A stronger commitment to HRD is required at the operational
levels. The best way to ensure this is to further increase the involvementof these levels

in the planning and development of the whole package.
Within the government service much strengthening is still required. Until this is

done, significantlevels of furtherdecentralization maybe difficult to achieve.Financial
management is a particular problem area. Attempts must be made to overcome the
programme's reluctance to decentralize all but the minimum amount of control over
funds. Experience so far has not been encouraging, but further risks may need to be
taken, vvith the protection of a more thorough accounting system. Morale within the

govemment service could be improved, in part bybreakingdown the barrier between
the "haves" and the "have nots" within the programme. The distinction between
integrated and non-integrated districts needs to be broken down, and moreopportu-

nities given to districts to grow in accordance with their capacities rather than simply
on the basis of whether or not they receive the full HESAWA resource package. A
situation must be created where integrated districts no longer fear phasing out, and
non-integrated districts cease to fear that they may never be phased in. An obvious way
to do this is to question the meritofthe phasingin/ phasingoutapproachitselfandlook
for alternative ways to distribute resources among the districts. A precondition for
achieving this is the reduction in the weight of the integrated HESAWA package,
starting with the pulling back of consultancy support to a more regionally based

advisory role.

In general terms, the dependence of the government system on the HESAWA
supporting structure should be reduced. HESAWA is too often perceived as being

separate from government and needs to be more clearly merged into the permanent
system to ensure the sustainability of the concept and approach. The continuing
dominance of the Zonal Coordination Office, while adding much strength to the
programme in the immediate term, is not supportive of institutional sustainability as

a long-term goal. A stronger merging of the programme with the national structure is
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also required if the HESAWA concept and experience is to substantially contribute to
sector development in the country as a whole. All involved ministries at national level

should be fully involved in the development of the general programme direction.

7.2 The focal poits of the evalatio
As noted in the introduction to this report. the evaluation was to have five focal points:

0 The releuanrrof the HESAWA approach in meeting programme goals.
' The level of goa! attainmmt reached by the programme to date.
* The e Himcy and e ectiumass of the investment made so far.

0 The long-term sustainability of programme impacts and approach.
' The lessons learnadfron1 programme implementation.

The principle findings in relation to these five points are summarized below.
In terms of relruuncein meeting programme goals, the current HESAWA approach

has many strengths. Most of these have been summarized above, and include the

adoption of simple water supply technologies and the strengthening of community
participation and HRD. From the community point ofview, the improvement of the

water supply situation is highly relevant to perceived development needs, though with
some reservations. These include thatprogramme intetventions are not always reading

to an even distribution of benehts, that the improvements made are to often ofa poor
technical standard and low reliability, and thatfull account is not taken of all water use

needs, particularly in relation to economic uses.

The greatest question mark as far as relevance is concemed relates to the Study
Group Programme. Though exciting in concept, the SGP is (lelivering far less than it
promises and does not seem to f1t comfortably into the programme as a whole. The

future of the latrines programme and the improvement of traditional water sources
does not necessarily depend upon the SGP, and it should be seriously asked whether
it would be missed if it was simply dropped from the programme.

The relevance of the currentapproach to sanitation improvement is also question-

able. The popular response to the options offered by the programme has been very

poor, indicating that the construction ofimprovedlatrines is a low priority and may not
be worth the investment currently required. Given the importance of the sanitation
componentfor the achievement ofhealth goals, further work must be done to ensure
that it fills a far more central role in programme priorities and activities.

The level of goal attainmmt reached by the programme to date can be said to be
mixed. Many basic goals in water supply development and the introduction and
establishment of the HESAWA concept and approach are being attained to a very
signif1cant degree. The more complex goals such as strengthening capacities at all
levels, increasing the involvement ofwomen and communities in general, encouraging
decentralization and selfreliance, and changing health and hygiene behaviours, are
understandablyproving more difficultto reach. Asfar as goal attainmentis concerned,
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HESAWA has only recently begun to achieve success and much remains to be done.

Given the radical change ofapproach signalled by HESAWA, however, what has been

achieved to date is of great importance.

The e uiemy (md e ectiueness of the investment made so far is very hard to assess.

HESAWA is to a very large extent a human and social, rather than a technical,

development programme and the returns on the investment made may not be feltfor

a long time. Few of the qualitative goals of the programme have been closely enough

defined to make an analysis on the basis of cost effectiveness possible at this stage.

lmprovements are also needed in financial monitoring and reporting systems to

provide data of sufficient quality to make cost analyses possible. In general terms,

however, there is clearly plenty of scope to improve efliciency within the programme
as a whole,both in terms of reducing overhead costs and in strengthening management

and implementanon capacities and procedures.
Atthis stage the long-term .s'u.stainabilityofprogramme impacts and approachis very

much open to question. Programrne impacts have been importantand substantial, and

the approach is increasinglywell understood.At the community level, however, the real

prospects for sustainability have yet to be tested. Within the government system.

HESAWA still has the character ofan externalprogramme with no guarantee asyetthat

the basic approach will be permanently absorbed.
The lérssnns lmmed from programme implementation are numerous. While it is

certainly true that as many lessons have been learned from shortcomings as from

successes, the willingness seen by the evaluation team of those involved at all levels to

view their actions and achievements in a critical way is an encouraging sign for the

future development of the programme.

The single most important lesson learned is the most obvious one: that a community

based approach t.o development which aims at long tenn sustainability can not be

achievedwithout a greatdeal of struggle and the overcomingof manycomplex problems.

Many of those involved with HESAWA appear to have leamed that new ideas can be

successfullyintroduced, and that people's views and expectations can be changed, but
not without considerable commitment and effort.

An importantlesson learnedfrom the evaluation is that ifan enterprise asambitious

as HESAWA is to successfully undertaken, it is of the greatest importance that the

concept itself is thought through as thoroughly as possible in clear operatjonal terms.

The greatest shortcoming of the HESAWAprogramme atpresent is the simple failure

to fully think through the post-construction phases at village level, and ensure that an

adequate support structure is in place in the districts to allow communities to take on

their roles as managers. Similarly, the introduction of the distinction between inte
-

grated and non-integrated districts and the concept of phasing in and phasing out at

all levels have created many dilemmas. At present, the programme is able to integrate

and phase in, but has not yet leamed how to scale down and phase out.

SIDA Evaluation Report lI93
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7.3 The corerstoes of the ESAWA programme

In the terms of reference for this evaluation exercise, community participation and
human resources developmentare described as the "comerstones" of the programme.
These have been fairly well established, but are certainly not strong enough as yet to
hold up the whole structure and ensure long term sustainability.

Progress with the communityparticipation approach has been substantial, but not
signiiicant enough as yet to ensure that the legacies of the HESAWA programme will
last.

While communities are involved far more than in the past, they still have little real
choice in the options offered by the programme. In many respects, the package is
olTered in a

ready made form with only limited scope for negotiation and adaptation.
Ways still need to be found to introduce more tlexibility and allow communities more

power and decision makingauthorityin determiningthe kind of health,sanitation,and
water improvements which they wish to make.

The HRDprogramme has gathered strength as the programme has developed, and
is now in a position of prominence. The effectiveness of many HRD activities is hard to
assess, however, and it is not at all certain that real value for money is being obtained

in development terms from the investments made. Commitment to the HRD pro-

gramme needs to be further strengthened and a truly participatory approach estab-

lished in both its development and execution.

7.4 Ftre directions

The evaluation team was not asked to undertake the detailedformulation of directjons
and approaches for the next phase of implementation of the HESAWA programme.
Iris nevertheless clear thatparticular attention will need to be paid to a number ofissuesifmovement towards the attainment of programme goals is to be further strengthened
in the next agreement period. During the evaluation exercise, many discussions were
held on the future needs of the programme. A list of the key future directions
recommended by the evaluation team is given below.

'
An operational and effective system for supporting community managed opera-

tion and maintenance, including the sale and distribution ofspare part5, is to be
put in place as a matter of the greatest urgency.

' The conceptual and operational demils of the implementation strategy, particu-

larry in relation to phasing in and out and handing over at village level, and the

phasing in and out of districts, should be closely reviewed. The possibility of
eliminating the distinction between integrated and non -integrated districts
should be investigated.

0
Efforts should be continued and strengthened to merge the HESAWA pro-

gramme more effectively into the existing government structure. This should
include the scaling down of dependence on non-government staff, beginning
with the adoption of a more explicit advisory rather than managerial role for

I Ib
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many of the consultants, and a progressive reduction in the dominance of the

Zonal Coordination OHice.These processes shouldbe undertaken with caution,
butwith noticeable effect. Closer coordination amonginvolved ministries should

also be achieved at the national level.

0 Efforts should continue in promoting the HESAWA concept and approach at all

levels.

0 The role of women in the HESAWAprogramme should continue to be strength
-

ened. The gender awareness programme should be closely reviewed to
assess its

impact, andinvestigate waysinwhichitcan be both strengthenedand made more

adaptable to the Tanzanian contextand variations in local conditions in the Lake
Zone.

0 Efforts should continue to be made to strengthen management capabilitjes atall

levels, and partjcularlyin the districts andvillages. Financial managementshould

be given particularly close attention, with a view to greater decentralization of

financial control.

0 Monitoring and information management systems should be developed and

strengthened to support more effective planning, coordination, implementa
-

tion, and the provision of advice and support to communities.

* Development of appropriate water supply and sanitation technologies should
continue, and standards of workmanship improved.

' Discussion should continue on the possibilityof promotingbroader uses ofwater,

including economic uses, to more thoroughly meet village fett needs. Where

economic use is notfeasible, this shouldbe more clearlyexplajned to community

members.

* Efforts should be made to more closelyintegrate and consolidate the HRD and

health, hygiene and sanitatjon components of the programme.

0 Further development of the HRD component should seek to maximize the

involvement of operational staff in the overall development of the HRD package

0 The programme should actively encourage greater involvement from the local

private sector in both implementation, and the manufacture and distribution
of

spare parts.

0 The trend towards greater local procurement, and the lessening ofdependence

on foreign goods in the programme, should contjnue to be strengthened.

€ Serious consideration shouldbe given to either dropping or radicallyaltering the

Study' Group Programme. If it is to be retained, every effort should be made t.o

ensure that it produces dear benefits.

The HESAWA programme shows great potential, and promises to make major

contributions both to the health and welfare of the nearly five million Tanzanians

living around Lake Victoria and to national development as a whole. While the
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Appmdix I:

TERMS oF REFERENCE

Terms of eference for Evaluation
of the ESAWA Programme, Tanzania

Badtgrozmd

The "Health through Sanitation and Water Programme", HESAWA, has developed since 1985
when Tanzania and Sweden entered into a Specihc Agreemenl on cooperation concerning
mral water supply, environmental sanitation and health education. The present Speciflc
Agreement covers the period ] une, 1990 - july, 1993. The main guiding documents are the
Programme DocumentofMarch 25, 1989, and the Plan ofAcLion dated December 20, 1989.

The overriding Objective of the Programme is to improve the welfare ofthe rural population
through improved health education, environmental sanitation, water supply, community
participatjon and capacity building at village and district levels.

The Programme implementation include active community participation in clecision
making, planning and implementation. The programme activities are based on the concepts
off affordability, sustainability, replicability, credibilily and cost efticiency. This is to say the
activities started within the programme will rely on the local resource base for their continued
functioning.

The activities to reach the above Objectives are:
0 improvement of existing traditional water sources
* construction of wells or appropriate low cost water supplies including gravity schemes
0 rehabilitatjon of specifically selected schemes where sustained operation and mainte-

nance can be ensured
0 promotion of communityparticipation.health education and sanitation through planned

integration of community-based activitjes in collaboration with the Executjng Agencies
of M@i.At}/a and Maendeleo.

0 slrengthening of the technical,administratjve andpromotional capacityof the Executing
Agencies through:
* establishment of a decentralized organization which to the extent possible should be

merged into existing govemment structure
* improving the operation and maintenance function systems and routines atall relevant

levels
* introduction of a functional cost control system for the Programme activities
* reinforcing Human Resources Development in a systematic manner

The cornerstones of the HESAWA Programme are community participation and human
resources development. Thus it is not only the efiicientfunctioning of the delivety systems (e.g.
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ofsafe water, latrines and health education) that should be emphasized, butequallyimportant
is the extent to which and how these utilities are actually utilized by the consumers/
beneficiaries, andto what extent capacity and capabilitybuildinghave facilitated a sustainability
of the concept.

The total allocation to the Programme is up to andincluding 1991/92 SEK266 million. Out
of that SEK 152 million covers the period from 1988/89.

The targetgroup of HESAWA is the rural village households, with emphasis on women and
children, in Kagera, Mara and Mwanza regions.

Reasons ortlzelfzluluation
The present agreement will be finalizedjune 30, 1993. In order to prepare a possible new
agreement period the independent evaluation shall form part of SIDA'S consideration for a

possible future support.

Otjectizleso t11eEouluation

The purpose of the evaluation is thus to assess the relevance, goal attainment, cost efficiency,
sustainability and lessons learned.

Scope and ocus o the eualuution

The evaluation shall specifically cover the period from 1988 to date, an with a review of the

experiences since 1985.
The evaluation shall comprise but not necessarily be limited to the follovxdng aspects:

l.The most important part of the evaluation is the assessment of the impact of the
Programme at the village level and the ways it is being implemented, i. e. through
participation and mobilization.

2. An analysis of the achievements of Programme targets outlined in the Programme
Documents.

3. An assessment of the fulfilment of the Objectives of the Programme in relation to the
formulation of the Programme concept.

In order to reach its objectives and to cover the scope as described above, the evaluation will
have to explain and analyse a number of issues, most of which are described below. The
Consultant shall after having made a first analysis of the rask (probably after the first field visit)
present a methodforimplementing the evaluation in an inception report, where hewill outline
the relative importance and priority to be given to the below issues in the evaluation in order
to reach its objective. The Consultant may hence give strong emphasis to certain of the issues

meanwhile others may be treated as relatively marginal.

Health Education and Sanitation
0 the Village Health Worker situation and impact in the villages, including the gender

aspect of selection of VHW, one woman and one man

the change of habits ofwater storage, personal hvgiene. latrinization, etc.
* the sanitation impact and domestic environment at household level

Community Participation and Human Resources Deuelopment
0 the impact of promotion of community participation, health education and sanitation

through community-based activities
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* remuneratjon of the different "cadres" of staff introduced by HESAWA in the village
(care takers, VHW, fundis, committees)

0 the Study Group Programme, impact and emciency
0 the capacity ofconsumers to be responsible for the Operation and Maintenance of facililjes

Tedznioul Aspecls/Water
0 the functioning of water supply tacilities as regards:

* water quantity (maximum hourly capacity, how manypeople draw water from the well,
seasonal changes)

* water quality (traditional and improved/ constructed sources, changes from collection
to consumption)

* convenience of water supply (traditional wells centra constructed wells, mapping)
* proportion of households using the facilities (who uses them and who doesn't)
* volume of water used per capita/ household and for what purposes (any increase in

water use, by whom)
' the total construction output, number of wells, schemes finalized and ongoing, number

of people covered
0 the likely environmental impact
' the quality of workmanship
' the appropriateness of the technology used in respect of Operation and Maintenance
0 the relevance of the training ofconstruction teams and care takers
' the appropriateness of the rainwater hanlesting technology

Gender women
' the impact of easing the burden for women and children, if any
0 the integration and involvement of women at all levels in planning and decision making
0 the involvcmentof Traditional Birth Attendants, other "traditional women", collabora

tion with UW l or other women organizations

Organization and Management
0 the capacity, roles and responsibilities of the different actors at all levels
0 the local authorities' competence and motivation forexecutingthe programme activities
0 the geographical and activity concentration/expansion
' the strategy of phasing in/phasing out districts
' the attitudes among professionals and administrators involved in the Prograrnme, as

regardsin tersectorial collaboratjon,community involvement, technological reorientation,
and project management

' the capacity and capability of fond processing from Donor to end usel

Methodology and Time Plan
The preparation for the Evaluation can commence with a preparatory phase including a desk
study of available documents, field visits, basic data and other information gathering as deemed
necessary
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Upon completion of the preparatory phase the Consultant shall before start of the main
phase present an inception report to the Programme Management and SIDA with a proposed
approach, method and outline of the final evaluation. Prior to the start of the final evaluation
SIDA shall approve the approach, method and outline proposed.

The main phase of the Evaluation is proposed to be carried outvtith a focus on villagers and
auihorities largely through field studies in villages.

Information should be obtained with the help ol' individual or group intewiews with
villagers. xillage committees, people directly involved or engaged in health and sanitation
activities and with officials at district and regional levels.

Field studies shall also include interviewswith Executing Agencies, consultancy staff(Hifal),
Business Care Services) as well as rcpresentatives from the ministry ol' Community Develop-

mont, Women Affairs and Children. and SIDA.
The cvaluation team shall comprise members with professional knowledge of community

based rural development programmes. other relevant knowledge and experience Ironi East

Africa and suliicientknowledge in Swahilito be able to carry out the field studies.specialists may
be engaged fbi covering special/ complementary aspects of the Programme.

The final report shall separate the evaluation part from the recommendations.
The total evaluation is esti1nated to approximately 30=40 man weeks.

Preliminmjy Time Plan
Pr(>

[im'ruim'v Time Pkm

Preparatory phase May, 1992

Inception Report First week ofjune
Main phase july (6 weeks)

Draft Final Report Early September
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Appendix 2:

EVALUATlON PRDGRAMME
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Review of documentation
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Phil Evans
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Study Phase
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Daniel Makercrc
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Forma! Evaluation Phase
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Phil Evans
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(I279) (425) (33.2) (50) (I63) (244) (3I)(528)l (l57) (22)(7)(l24) (358) (2) (254) (- ) (577) (245) (27) (224)
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Magu lm. 3ll II0 35.4 I7 39 207 63 5 5 569 20 78 58 50 9 I

Mwanza CM) Ing, 223 53 23,8 Il 25 1 I2 3 33 86 178 26 34 34 IZI I70 I6 I50

Geita N/lnt. 439 68 15.5 l2 I2 33 40

Sengerema Nllnt. 304 Is 4.9 3 6 8 I 35 I6

Ukerewe N/lnt. 173 83 48.0 I I 27 29 I7 2 I 8

( [ 878) (539) (28,7) (83) (I96) (715) (4) (68) (l78) (5) (5) (850) (50) (148) (71) (525) (346) (36) (28 l)

MARA Bunda lnt. 201 90 44.8 5 32 I I7 87 3 28 89 46 52 30 I25 49 8 88

Musoma (R) lnt. 247 83 33,6 l I 24 24 I Id 27 6 Ib 38 I2 Ib 32 8 57

Serengeti N/lnt. ll3 37 32.7 S I9 Il l Id 38 I I 20 2 36

Tarime N/lnt. 34 I 20 5,9 3 I 0 2 76 I ) 6 5 18 Is

(902) (230) (25.5) (24) (85) (l52) (4) (96) (153)1 (- ) (5) (28) (lol)(lé.B) (l28) (42) (l4l) (98) (16) (IB!)

TOTAL 4059 I I94 29.5 157 444 1 ! l l 39 692 488 27 I7 (l52) I309 120 530 I I3 I243 689 79 686

Total Population estimates (l988) inc. urban
Kagera 1.326.183
Mwanza 1.878.271
Mara 920,942

EST Pop=Estimated population; SWS=Shallow Wells; New=Hesawa; Reh-Rehabilitated (Non.Hesawa); Piped Water Schemes; No.= Number of Water Schemes; No. DPS =Number of Domestic Points;
lTws=lmproved Traditional Water Sources; HH=Household; INST = lnstitutional; W] = Waterjars: VHW=Village Health Workers; TBA=Traditional Birth Attendants; VW & DPCT = Village Well &
Domestic Point Caretakers; VF=VilIage Fundis; SK=storekeepers; SG=Study Groups



Table 2. HESAWA Programme Status -Annual Progress/output I99 I -92
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KAGERA Biharamulo lm. 2 I 0 I4 66 I4 2 6 12 I30 7 I6 82 2
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Muleba N/lnt. 274 I2 24 9 I 4 5 80 5 Ib 23 9

Ngara N/lnt. I58 6 I4 8 5 5 40 20

(l279) (59) (203) (70) (3)(43) ( 35) (3é)(3)(l4 I) (243) (zz) (29) (la) (253) (44) (2) (- )

MWANZA Kwimba lnt. 428 29 % 69 - - loé - 3
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Mwanza CM) lm. 223 10 2é $ -1/ 4 3é 4 22 34 30 Es l - 4/
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Sengerema N/lm:. 304 3 20 1 2 I6

Ukerewe N/lnr. I73 l2 3a 2l - - 5 l 20 $9 3
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Legend and Popul. (l988) as indicated in Table I.
li No. of wells reported 6 less than in I990/91.
2/ No. of ITWS reported 22 1055 chan in I990/9 I.
3/ No. of HH latrines 213 less than in I990/91.
4/ No. of trained SG reported I loss than in I990I9I
5/ No. of rr-ained SG reported I7 less than in I990/9I.



Table 3. HESAWA Programme Status - Summary OutpuB I985-92 (7 years)
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Appmdix 4:

THE VILLAGE STUDY:

Study Dam Members émdList (y' Study Wllages

VILLAGE STUDY TEAM MEMBERS

Team Leader
Healdi
specialist
Water
specialist
Comm.Dev.
specialist

Team A
Mr Oenga
Mr Nyonyo
(Mwanza)
Mr Migoha
(Ngara)
Mrs Masansa
(Bunda)

Team B
Ms Boesveld
Mrs Hassan
(Magu)
Mr Rweyemamu
(Serengeti)
Mr Kaunda
(Mara)

STUDY VILLAGES: $UMMARY LIST

KAGERA REGION
Bukoba RLu'al Disuict
Izimbya Ward
I . Kyczitoke

Kaibanja Ward
2. Kaibmja
Kanyigo Ward
3.KashÅmye

Karagwe District
Bugene Ward
4.Rukole

Nkwenda Ward
5.Kimu1i
(CONTROL)
Kaisho Ward
6.Ny£1bisllenge

Biharamulo District
Chato Ward
7.Chato

Ichwankima Ward
8imzuangaza
Kigongo Ward
9.Kibehe
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MWAN ZA REGION
Kwimba District
Misungwi Ward
I0.iteja
Lyoma Ward
I I .Ivku11g'ulu

Malya Ward
12.Malya
Igongwa Ward
13.MEmgn1uma

Usagara Ward
I4. Usagam (CONTROL)
Magu District
Nyanguge Ward
I5.Mateza

I6.Muda
Kahangara Ward
1 7. Kahangzzm
Ib.Bumiilya
Mwanza District
Buswelu Ward
I 9.Nyamhongolo

Sangabuye Ward
20.Nyaju1a
Bugogwa Ward
ZIJgOgzue

Team C
Mr Makerere
Mrs Nsubunga
(Bukoba)
Mr Karugwa
(Kwimba)
Mr Muganyizi
(Bukoba)

MARA REGION
Bunda District
Nyamusa Ward
22.Makongoro
Hunyari Ward
23.Hu1zyah

Mugeta Ward
24.Salama A
Kibara Ward
25.Nakatuba

CONTROL
Musoma District
Butuguri Ward
26.Bukultme

'Nyamimange Ward
27. Kamgmdi
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Appendix 5:

MET : 0D$ USED

l THE DlsTlcTs WORKSHOP
The Districts Workshops

Objectizles 0 the districts zuorkshops
The participatory workshops for district team members had a number of purposes, and
provided a variety of outcomes.

First and foremost, they provided a forum in which those most directly involved in the
management of the day-to-day operations of the HESAWA programrne could give their own
assessment of their achievements to date and map out the key issues which they see as priorities
in the next phase.

Second, the workshops created an opportunity for both the evaluation team and the
participants to obtain an overview of the districts' own perception and understanding of the
aims and Objectives of the HESAWA programme.

Third, they provided insights into the understanding of the district-level staff of their
position within the overall organizational structure through which the HESAWA programme
is implemented.

Fourth, they helped to reveal participants' attitudes towards rural communities, and their
perceptions of the relationship between government workers and villagers as expressed
through the HESAWA programme.

Finally, the workshops provokedinterestingdiscussions on the sustainability ofthe benefits
achieved at village level and of district capacities to sustain long-term support services.

Workshop methodology

Districts workshops were held in all three regions, and were attended by representatives from
both integrated and non-integrated districts. All three workshops followed the same schedule,
and produced a series of charts and checklists which were built up by the participants and
facilitators through the completion of four simple activities.

Actiuity 1: Oljectiues and achieuemmts. The first activity was a simple mapping and self
evaluation exercise in which participants defined the Objectives and achievements of the
HESAWA programme. All participants were given cards and asked to write down as many
Objectives as they could think of, each one on £1 separate card. These were displayed on a large
wall chart. Once partjcipants were satisfied that all cards had been completed, they were
reviewed and sorted out under a number of different headings. The number of cards on the
chart was reduced by removing those which were repetitions of others, until eventually an
agreed and sorted list of Objectives was arrived at.

As the charts show, there was a high degree ofconsensus across all three regions on the basic
aims of the programme.

After clarifyingthe Objectives, participantswere asked to produce two further series ofcards,
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one to showwhathas been achieved to date, and the other to show the continuing shortcomings
of the programme.

Actiuity 2: District arganizatirm chans. For the next activity participants were asked to work in
groups to prepare organizational charts showing the way in which the HESAWA programme
was related to the formar government structure at district level. Each group then presented its
chart and pointed out, from their point of view as implementors, the strengths and weaknesses
of the way in which the programme is organized. This activity stimulated a general discussion

on the impacts of the HESAWAprogramme on the government structure, and the effects of this

on prospects for the long-term sustainability of the approach.
Actiuity 3. Precrmditions [or sustainability. In the third activity participants identif1ed and

discussed the preconditions which must be satisf1ed to ensure the sustainability of both the

programme achievements and of Lhe HESAWA approach itself. It was recognized that

preconditjons will have to be met both in the villages and within the govemment system.

Actiuity 4. Future directions. The final activitydrew together the outputs of the previous three
by analyzing the gaps in current levels ofachievement, the problem areas seen in government

organization and capacity, and the conditionswhich still need to be fulfilled in order to improve
sustainability, and presented the main lessons learned in the form of a checklist of issues to be

addressed in the next phase of programme implementation.
At the end ofeach workshop, the participants providedfeedback to the facilitators through

aworkshop evaluation exercise. Each participant wrote four cards, two indicatinggood points
of the workshop and two indicating weakpoints. These were read out and analyzed before the
closing of the workshop.

The completed charts and 1ists are shown in Appendices 6-8.
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Appendix 6:

DISTRICT WORKSHOP OUTPUTS:

Kagera Region

Hesawa Evaluation I992

Paräcipamry District Workshop - Mgm REgiEm 2208.92
I. P~SAW4 Objectizles, adzienemenl:s and gups

OBjECTlVES ACHIEVEMENTS GAPS

l.l Better life through self-help l.l Training of village craftsmen on appropriate l.l The impact of study group is very limited
1.2 Educate people to be self-reliant technology successful 1.2 Community participation in some areas bottleneck

1.2 Success in training under study group I.3 Education on self-reliance to village and district
I.3 Training VHW successful leaders not given enough emphasis
1.4 Water/health/HESAWA committee established 1.4 Education on HESAWA concept is narrowed
1.5 HESAWA concept known in pilot villages and concentrated on HESAWA staff mainly
I.6 Some have discovered the importance of self help
i .7 Water accounts in most villages opened

2.1 Healthy and able to engage 2.1 Availability of water has improved life 2.1 Not much change in the standard of living in
in productive activities standard of individuals programme villages (not substantially - not richer)
2.2 Raise standard of living by reducing 2.2 Labour time reduced by nearness to water
basic problems of health. water and sanitation

3.1 To improve health of the whole community 3.1 HESAWA has given enlightment to rural people 3.1 Some people do not change behaviour
3.2 To improve health in rural population through in health/sanitation in water in programme areas.
water supply and sanitation. and health sanitation 3.2 Water borne diseases have been reduced in some
3.3 To endeavour to reduce basic problems areas.

of health and water

3.4 To attain of longer life span

4.1 To improve access of safe water to the community4.i RWH very successful in some areas 4,I RWH technology not yet realized in some areas
4.2 To improve rainwater harvesting 4.2 Access to water improved in programme villages 4.2 A limited number get water through HESAWA

(progress limited!)

4.3 O&M for the finished projects not yet achieved
4.4 Earlier SiDA-supported water projects have becom

white elephants after HESAWA concept was applied

(HESAWA approach disregards previous

water improvement effort$)

5.I To improve water quality 5.1 Traditional water and 5.1 HESAWA does not do water
5.2 To ensure that people get enough sanitation improvement achieved quality monitoring (only access to water)

6.1 Bring back the status of 6.1 Most TWS are bare with no trees
envir0nment-forest

6.2 Aforestation to improve traditional
water sources
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7.1 To educate people on 7.1 Health education to 7.1 Sanitaion technology is very

environmental sanitation communities improved through VHW to community

7.2 Sanitation through latrinization 7.2 Sanitation through latrinization effected 7.2 Little success in environment sanitation

and successful in some places 7.3 Latrinization and sanitation not

achieved in some villages

7.4 Customs of people still a problem

7.5 Health education and environment

sanitation not given due attention

7.6 Water supply to improve

sanitation still a bottleneck

8.1 Reducing the workload of women 8.1 (Few) women who engage in the 8.1 Very few women are incorporated

8.2 Establishment of economic activities 8.2 Reduction of women workload in decision-making

to women groups through Hesawa programme through improvement of access 8.2 Some men are not able to be leaders

8.3 To let women participate fully in of water 8.3 Most women feel shy to participate

decision -making
as leaders

2. Orgunizatimml structure of HESAWA, Khgem Region

2.1 Biharamulo District (lntegrated)

RHC

D

l *1-

DHC

[
- - ' "

AFYA

H.O CDA
SW i/c, SURVEYOR- -

X /- :DTOT TECHNICIAN

TECHNlClAN
W/HA

remarks: DMO may designate an officer (e.g. DHO) to do the HESAWA-mSkS)
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2.2 Muleba District (non-integråted

- - RHC

DED

DPLOIDHC

? 1

WATER AFYA CD

SCHEME WARD WARD
ATTENDANT HA CDA

VILLAGES

2.3 Bukoba Rural District

ROD

RHC -

Dlsmlcr COUNCIL

DHC
-LT -Tf -

'
-T OED T - " *1

I I I

I I I
,~ ~

I I

DPO ' DPLO DMMO TREASURY
DHT

}

-- 1- - -

AFYA MAEND MA] ! ELIMU

WDC

VILLAGE GOVERNMENT
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2.4 Karagwe District (non-integrated)

ROD

RHC

DED

l DPLO - -- 1
[ I

*

{

[
I

[ I

AFYA !
{ MAEND MA] !

[
I

[
I

I I' ' T - 1- l--

HESAWA PROG. TECHN HPT HPT

]. J

PROjECT VILLAGE

2.5 Brief analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Constraints
and lmprovements of Hesawa Organization

' Non-integrated structure is better
' organizational structure for integrated districts are better (expressed by 3 participants)

- DHC should be different from DPLO
- DHC should be appointed by DED
- DHC poor in project management and administration to be trained/ DED to be

provided transport
- DHC - reduced burden of DPLO!
- The DPLO can now deal with other developmentprogrammes
- OWE cannot be DHC it as: 1. He also has to coordinate then with

Maendeleo/AFYA

2. OWE also has non-Hesawa funded activities
- because regular follow-up and feed-back
- because more decentralized

G As far as finance is considered integratedbut for organization the hon-mtegruted is better
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3. Sustainubility Kagem Region

3.1 Village Satisfied Partly Non
Satisfied Satisfied

Committees X

Established & properly functioning
Effective committees X

Organization! Financial managements
Village fund/account X

- continuing contributions (not yet required!) x

Information on costs X

Attitude of self-reliance (Awareness/ motivation) x
Availability of spares X

Affordability of spares (not known prices) X

Technical skills X

(trained but not used ward mechanic)
Availability of tools X

Some got tools/ some lost
Awareness of goals K

Fett need - appreciation
Technology appropriate to village circumstances X

Presence of village stores x
Well motivated caretakers (of WSS) X

Sustainable revolving funds for latrine slabs K

Sustajnable revolving funds for water lars x
Well motivatedvHws x
Open channels of communication X

3.2 District Satisfied Partly Non
Satisfied Satisfied

Well trained staff (eEective HRD x
programme not always relevant!)
Commitment to community-based approach x
Local political support (through information/ x
involvement local politicians/ leaders
Adequate funds available X

Good coordination of integration HESAWA x Ö

Sustainable revolving store X

(legal support is available!)

Adequate transport X

Open communication channel to viilages x
Effective monitoring system K

and info management

4. Future directions
0 70 intensify training at village level.

Village committee:
3.. Management of revolving funds for lars

-slabs
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5.

b. Management and communication
C . Financial aspecLs
d. I'lanning/ budgeting
e. Info concept-orientation

* Review, establish and strengthen monitoring at all levels:

a. water quality
b. cest of installations
€ . cest of O8£M

d. availability of spares
e . community maintenance (incl. caretakers)
f. community satisfaction on technology

0 review and implementjng technologies to meet the needs ofpeople.
' Establish efibctive distributions of spares/ tools.
* Study (application) possible economic beneiits from programme.
o Int.ensify/ speed up handing over ofcompleted water points (incl. spares, tools, trained

caretakers).
* To spread RWHjar technologies to new areas.
' Review and intensifylatrine programmets.
' To study/ test/ introduce ways to improve motivation VHW/ (Iaretakers!
0 70 strengthen Hyg.i-id. in programme
' To study the need for environmental protection/ considerations fbi implementation.
' To review and strengthen study group programme
' To strengthen district support capacities for sustainabiliw (lunds, staff, transportation).

List o Purticipants Kagem district Wurlrshop

Name Position District

H.H. Nyamugali DED Ngara
Dr. C. Mutabuzi DMO Ngara
A.M. Nsubuga D. VHVVP Coord. Bukoba (R)
A.M. Kisili DPO (Promoljon Officer) Bukoba (R)

E. Baasingihe CD Technician Ngara
D.K. Mulokozi DPLO Ngara
O.K. Mwasha DED Karagwe

5].A. Ndyetagura DV HWP Coord. Karagwe
I.B. Mashulano DPLO Karagwe
Y Abdulkarim DHO Muleba
LM. Kaura DPLO Muleba
T.B.F . Kwatilao DXlVE Muleba
C.H.M. Minja DED Muleba
S. Majiba DPO Bimulo
S. Rwegoshora CDT Biharamulo
AKS. Byejwe DED Bukoba Ruta]

GA. Nyongoli H.O. Biharamulo
G.E. Kagaruki DED Biharamulo
M. Marwa DPLO Biharamulo
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Appendix 7:

DisTRicT WORKSHOP OUTPUTS:
Mara Region

Hesawa Evaluation I992

Participatury District Wrrkshop - Mara Region dI. 09. 92

I . fEZSAWA Objectiues, adzieuements and gups

Objective Achievements Gaps

l.l To improve health in rural areas l.l Health improved in most village= l.l Rainwater harvesting not been done
l.l To improve health facilities to the people 1.2 HESAWA wells improved health of people I.2 Some drilled wells (medium deep) are dry

in HESAWA areas 1.3 More 5WS to be constructed to meet demand
I.3 Diseases decreased I.4 Non -availability of spare paris for SWS
I.4 People with good health participate 1.5 Most 5WS run dry during dry season
in more activities 1.6 Constmction household tanks not done
1.5 Water-borne diseases cut I.7 Lack of modern tools for survey and drilling

2.1 To improve water supply quantity 2.I Gnavity schemes constructed in Bunda
2.2 To improve water supply in quality are working well
2.3 To provide clean and safe water throught 2.2 Water supply quantity improved
well construction. tranditional water sources 2.3 SW construction/piped gr-avity improved
construcnon quality & quantity of water
2.4 Rehabilimtion of existing water supplies 2.4 lmprovement of water supply in many villages
2.5 to supply ruraly w.$. by: digging siw. 2.5 Rehabilitation of most w.s. schemes
gmvity schemes. piped schemes 2.6 Numerous TWS improved
2.6 To apply RWH through: household tanksljars

3.1 lmprove sanimtion 3.1 Sanitation in villages to some extent improved 3.1 Household latrine slabs too expensive
3.2 To construct HH latrines 3.2 Health education performed
3.3 To construct inst. Iatrines 3.3 Household latrinization accepted by community
3.4 To improve hygiene 3.4 Public health education taught
3.5 To give public health education to most communities
3.6 To give school health package

4.1 HRD capacity building 4.1 Women in HESAWA areas have gained time 4.1 No incentives to VHWS from village council
4.2 To improve community for other activities incl. geneml cleanliness 4.2 Contribution of village HESAWA accounts
capacities on management on O&M 4.2 Community Participation improved inadequate
4.3 Through HRD communities will be able 4.3 All HESAWA villages have VHWS 4.3 Community Participation needs strengthenin.
to carry out their activities on their own 4.4 VHW training successful 4.4 Women involvement in decision -making
4.4 Encourage women participation 4.5 Village fundis tr-ained needs regular promotion
in management 4.6 Manpower improved in villages 4.5 Limiting purchasing power of villagers
4.5 Women involvement right from 4.7 Villages capacities improved in planning hinders active progress of HH R.F. systems
decision making to O&M and budgetting 4.6 District Council contribution
4.6 Training VHWS 4.8 Employment Tanzanian staff increased for O&M inadequate
4.7 To improve CP 4.9 Executing staH HESAWA programme trained 4.7 Drop out of village fundis continues
4.8 To build capacities of executive agencies 4. I 0 Some villages opened HESAWA accounts 4.8 HRD for dept. heads is insufllcient
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4.I I O8= M funds for piped schemes requested 4.9 Office= for HESAWA staff not enough
from DC 4. I 0 No deHned incentive for executing staff

at all levels

4.1 l Village fundis do not get same terms

for transport provision as VHWS

4. I 2 Tt-ansportation to go to remote areas

insufflcient
4. I 3 HESAWA does not provide same transport
for non-integrated districts

5.I To assist animals for health water

5.2 To have enough water for building activities

6.1 To assist aforestation 6.1 Environmental beauty and conservation
6.2 To make environmemal beauty very minimal

and conservation

2. Olga nizatiomzl structure qf HESAWA Mara Egon
2.1 Organizational structure as drawn by staff from integrated districts

HDD

RHC

DAT

CONSULTANTS DHC

MAil AFYA MAENDELEO
£

WARD HESAWA
COMMITTEE

VILLAGE HESAWA
COMMITTEE

Duties and resources of different HESAWA- involved oflices
Office Duties Resources

DAT - decision making body to district none
DED - accounting oflicer/ DAT chairman none
DHC - supewising support and coordination - training (limited)

of day-today activities if the - vehicle (pool cars)
programme on behalf of DED

Executing agencies

MAJl - implementation of departmental - training (limited)
AFYA activities of the programme - motor cycles (not all)
MAENDELEO - working tools
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Consultants - provision of consultancy services to
executing agencies

Ward Hesawa committee
- coordinating body ol'Hesawa

actmties

Village Hesawa Committee
- a supervising body fbi Hesawa

actixitjes

- transport

- training
- bicyclette
- transport

- training
- transport (bicyclettes)

2.2 Organizational structure as drawn up by staff from non-integrated districts

DED

DHC
DPLO (T arime)

DWE (Serengeti)

DWE DHO DCDO

- S/well survey team ' Health officer CDAS
' S/well digging - Asst. HO Maendeleo Technician

Duties and resources different Hesawa-involved offices
Office Duties

DHC - Coordinatjon between executing
agencies and DED

- lnspection of the actixities
Compiling monthly quarterly
and zmnual reporLs

DCDO

DHO

DWE

I 42

Resources

Budgets. Estimates
Supervision of Maendeleo actjvities

Budgets. Estimates
Supeivision ofAFYA activities

Budgets, Estimates

- Iony
- motorcycle for Serengeti
- motorcycle for Tarime

- motorcycle (Serengeti)
- DCDO TAE
no motorcycles and
CDAS & Maendeleo Tech

motorcycle (Serengeti)
non Tarime
HO. AHO have no
motorcycle both
Tarime and Serengeti

motorcycle (Tarime
and Serengeti
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- Supervision of MAYI activities - no motorcycle for Si W
technician in Tarime

- Motorcycle lbr 5/W
technician in Serengeti

2.3 Organizational structure of Hesawa drawn up by DPOS Mara Region

DED

- - DHC

DWE DMO DCDO

WARD DEVELOPMENT WARD HESAWA
COMMITTEE (VVCD COMMITTEE (WHC

VILLAGE HESAWA
VILLAGE GOVT. (VG) COMMH-TEE (VHC)

Duties and resources of different Hesawa- involved oflices
DED

VVDC, WHC
VC-. VHE

OWE

DCDO

DMO/ DHO

overseer of the programme
in the district

monitor programme activities training
planning ol' activities

- promoter of activities
- report on program
- evaluate progress

head water construction
activities and supewise
budgets
reports progress

supervise, report, budget
I l WS & latrines

- in charge of health and sanitation
activities

- report5, budgets

- transport
- office equipment
- materials and tools
- sparc paris

transport
(pool)

transport
(pool)

transport
(pool)
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VHC

DHC

- promoter, supenlse, reports

- coordinator (led & ex. Agencies
- coordinator activities of program
- reports

3. Sustainability

training
transport (bicyclc')

transport (mb)
experLs

Mara~ 011

Village level conditions for sustainability

Elements Satisfactory Party Not
Satisfied Satisfied

Enough trained fundis x
Village HESAWA committees X
- Effective H. committees X

Strong HESAWA accounts X
Trained VHWS X

Adequate spares x
Spare distribution system x
Adequate tools X

Commitment of community X

Good leadership x
Latrinization capacity in community x
Affordable technioal options x
Strong involvement of women
(decision-making) X

Adequate coverage X
Decision-making by women as well as men x
Back-up support
- Technical skills X
- Management advice x
- Water quality monitoring x

4. Future directions Mara Region
The HESAWA programme has to emphasize:

0 70 strengthen the training of people involved in HESAWA programme at all levels.
The formulations on the participants' cards were:

a. Training of field workers
b. To have trained suadfwho could perfoml the HESAWA Dept. with loss

supervision

C . Continue training programmes at all levels (district-village) personal
d. Training HESAWA personnel and committees
€ . Training of community staff
f. HESAWA to offer also long-term courses
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g . To have enough number of staff who should perform HESAWA programme
according to agreement

h. To give equal training opportunities to all staff with local consultants as well

0 70 provide required transport to HESAWA district/ regions.

The fbrmulations on the participants' cards were:
a. Provision of transport facilities

b. Provision of transport to executing agencies

C. Adequate transport facilities to HESAWA personnel

d. More equipment and transport

e. Better way of provision transport facilities
' To fairly disuibute transport over district and regions
' Faimess in distribution of transport in all regions/ districts
0 70 continue HESAWA programme (to continue assistance in HESAWA programme) "

0 70 revise implementation strategy (phasing in/out to be revised) (preliminary feasibility
studies to be taken care of)

0 70 make available spares, tools and equipment (to make adequate spares available)

(procurement of working tools and equipment)
0 70 strengthen HH latrine programme (subsidy on household latrinization system)

' To revise budget and system (yearly budget cuts should not continue)
0 70 introduce an incentive system for all HESAWA staff (provide incentives to executing

personnel)
* To include provision for cattle watering (possibility to provide water to cattle herders)

I) Phrases between brackers are the formulations on the cards

5. Emluation o Mera District Worbshop Ezxzluation By Purticipants

Good Scores

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Bad

Work well prepared
Facilitators did their job as intended
Good suggestions shared by seminar
Good food
Good methodology

5

4

4

2

3

l.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Workshop started late
Lack of prior information on timetable
No allowances provided
Too long
Too short
No bad thing

l
l
4

2

l
3
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List q" participcmls
Title District

1. D.F. Dondidondi
2. M.K.A. Magohe
3. S.S.Z. Lugira
4. D.R.N. Msaki
5. Georgina Mulungi
6. George Nyabiro
7. Deusdedit K. Kabhate
8. Salehe N. Kamota
9. C.V. Rugakiza
l0. ] oseph Canisius
ll. Tingirawaniuma K.M.C.

DPO
DHC
DCDO
DCDO
CDA
Ag. DYlVE

DHC
(MMO) for DED
DPO
DVVE

DED

Bunda
Bunda
Bunda
Serengeii
Musoma Rural
Musoma Rural
Musoma Rural
Musoma Rural
Musoma Rural
Tarime
Musoma Rural

I) Did not attend workshop - sent some notes
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Appmdix 8:

DlsTmcT WOKKSHOP OUTPUTS:

M1uanzaregion
Hesawa Evaluation I992

Participatory District Workshoj) - Mzutmza Region 03 .09.92

I. HESAW4 Objectizles, adzieaements and grips

OBjECTlVES ACHIEVEMENTS GAPS

l.l To improve the health of the people in rural areas l.l In some integrated villages health of people Health standard is still low

I.2 Promote health standard of people improved

1.3 To improve hygiene of people 1.2 People use water from improved water sources
I.4 To reduce incidence of water-borne diseases

2 2.1 To assist villages to get reliable water for domestic uses 2.1 Water $upply (incl. sw) improved 2.1 More water sources to be improved

2.2 To provide clean water 2.2 People provided with clean water in HESAWA 2.2 Many villages still need water

2.3 To improve water supply quantity pilot areas 2.3 Finishing (workmanship) of projects

2.3 Over 40.000 people in most areas provided to be improved

with water 2.4 Most primary school= have not yet been

2.4 Traditional and water sources improved provided with water by HESAWA

2.5 Villages without water before. have water now

2.6 Water supply services encouraged

2.7 Few villages have enough reliable water sources

3.1 To promote the CP fully $0 that the programme 3.1 People in rural areas are now participating more 3.1 lnvolving people in digging more wells

is sustained in deci$i0n-making and project implementation on self-help schemes

3.2 To enable people to be involved in identihcation 3.2 lmportance of CP understood and implemented 3.2 To give wider choice of technology to

nd project implementation villagers

3.3 To educate villagers in identifying their own needs 3.3 More pe0ple's participation needed

3.4 Need to promote people in non-integrated

areas or villages on their responsibilities

3.5 Not enough people contribute money for SW

3.6 More education to the people on HESAWA

concept

.l To help rural women to participate in productive 4.1 Villagers are contributing to HESAWA accounts 4.1 Women participation still poor
activitles 4.2 Women are now participating more in other

4.2 To involve women and reduce their workload economic activities rather than looking for water
4.3 To involve women in deci$i0n-making most of their time

nd implementation 4.3 Women participation achieved

5.1 To improve Tanzania on gender awareness 5.1 Gender awareness to be based

on Tanzanian stiuation (more research)

5.2 Gender issue is not known to many people
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6.1 To improve health education at village level 6.1 Health education done in integrated villages 6.1 Promotion still needed to number
6.2 To promote attitude transfomiation 6.2 Health education to the people of villages to improve health education

of the community towards clean and safe water 6.3 A number of won'n infections due to hygiene 6.2 To improve training of VHWS
practices reduced

6.4 Continuous education

6.5 VHWS are being trained

7.1. To introduce appropriate technologies 7.1 Appropriate technology introduced 7.1 lmprove appropriate technology.

8.1 To improve sanitation of the people 8.I To some extent latrinization has been improved 8.1 Still need to educate rural population
8.2 To enable villagers to build good latrines 8.2 Same institutions provided with latrines the importance of using latrine

8.3 To provide cheap toilets 8.2 More institutions to be provided

with latrines

9.1 To improve quality of life of the people 9.1 Garden at/around SW

9.2 To improve economic situation of people 9.2 lmprovement of living conditions of people
9.3 To make people richer

l0.l To develop sustainable approach of che programme l0.l The programme laecoming a concept

to be used everywhere

ll.l To build government capacities. I l.l Many cars Il.l Provide tr-asport to the implementors
I 1.2 Local government recognizing their and their facilitators (DED)

responsibilities I 1.2 Useless cars instead of lorries for
ll.3 Materials are adequate working

I 1.3 HRD is not well -organized

on the other side

l I.4 Field staff were forgotten
I 1.5 lmprove accountability

l 1.6 Policy makers to be more educated

on situation in villages

I I.7 HRD lunds to be increased

I 1.8 HESAWA should give incentives to

empl0yees working in HESAWA Progr-amme

I 1.9 To improve training and facilities

for extension workers
ll.lo Expand implementation area

of the programme

I l.l I Reduce the role of land ofhcer

l2.I To train village personnel l2.l Training well -care takers l2.l Train well-care takers

12.2 Training pump mechanics 12.2 Training pump mechanic

l3.l To protect the environment Ill Environment have not improved yet

13.2 To have more on environment

(tree planting)

l4.l To improve the lot of the children l4.l Schools provided with lacrines I4.l School health education

14.2 Heakth education in $chools through VHWS
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2. Orgunizational structure ty' Hesazuu, Mzutmza Region

2.1 Organizational structure

RAT

DAT

DED

DCDO OWE DHC DHO

TECHNICIÅN ECHN [ C [ANS Cm DFO DHT DOSURVEY SW HEALTH OFFICER SCHOOL HEALTH
SANITIATION COORD.

TOT
SCHOOL HEALTH

CDA SW TEAM LIC
COORD.

WELL SINKERS
VHW'S

VG
WELL CARFfAKERS

V HEALTH

V FUNDI
VG

FUNDI

HESAWA C

VILL. GOV
VHC Some remarks made:

Hesawa is a complete!)'

V PUMP MECHAN!CS
HESAWA
COMMITTEE

separate structure outside
the TZ government. which
makes it more efective! (Not

V&W CARFTAKERS all agreed!!)

2.ZAnalysis on strengths, weaknesses, roles and responsibilities and meansofHesawa

implementors
The strength of currentorganization

0 The organization is simple and dear therefore it enables the programme smooth

implementation

The weak point5:
* integration from district level is not complete

' incorporate other heads of departments

Rules and responsibilities of main actors
1. DED (District Executive Director)

' overall in-charge of Hesawa activities

' Accounting Ofiicer

2. District Hesawa Coordinator
' Supervises day to day Hesawa actjvities

' Coordinates executing agencies

' report writing
' Planning and budgeting

3. Agencies
OWE Supervision of water works
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DCDO Supervision of Maedeleo activities

DHO Super-vision of AFYA acrivities

4. DPO - Promotion
5. Hesawa Technician: advises
6. Village Council: Supervises Hesawa activities at village level
7. Village Hesawa Committee: Day to day supervision and implementation
8. VHW: Educate people on Health Programmes
9. Pump attendants: Maintain pump
10. Village well caretaker

0 keeps well surroundings clean
' greasing of punmps

ll. Village fundis: construction work

Needed and present means

ACTORS RESOURCES NEEDED
a) Village users

b) Personnel

c) Leaders

DISTRICT LEVEL

Executing agencies
- coordination
- MAJI
- AFYA
- Maendeleo
- Consultancy
- DED
- Conclusions

Councillors
Members of the
Council

RESOURCES PROVIDED
Information Training
facilities, funds
Construction material

Training, facilities
working tools, funds,
teaching aids, transport

Information
Training
Transport

Funds, training
Facilities
Transport, stationary
Audio Visual Aids

Indoctrination

150

Information
Hesawa A/C'S
Construction material

Training, some
facilities
Transport (unreliable)

Information
Training

Funds (not enough)
Transport(inadequate)
stationary
Training (not enough)
Field facilities (not
enough)
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3. Conditionsfor sustainability Muxmza R~On

Village level

Satisfied Partly Not
Satisfied Satisfied

Acceptance and comm1tment/ felt need X

Good information flow X

Good economic situation X

Financial management system X

l!wllingness to pay X

Techn1cal sk1lls XX

I
Management sk1lls X

Availability of spares X

Avajlabiiity éfföols X

Extension services X

Extension services byVHWs X

Effect1ve VHWS X

HiasawA/Management
Committees established X

HESAWA/ Management
Committees eifective X

Skills transfer in villa es X

Clear definition of roles & respons1b1l1ues X

Appropnate technologles X

Women involvement X

Afforclable technologies X

4. FutureDirectitms Mzu(mzaR~ion

HESAWA programme should put the follovving priorities:
Water:

0 70 continue water programme an extend technologies (appropriate)
' To provide full coverage in programme/ and outside programme area
0 70 give all districts the status "integrated"
O To extend programme to district towns (piped schemes)
0 70 improve availability of parts, effective OBCM system

0 70 operationalize the OBCM system

' To support local production of spare paris

' To assist in the provision of water for livestock

Community participation
' To strengthcn the promotion of community participation based on fett needs

Capacity building
' To strengthen training for skiljs at all levels
0 70 strengthen training for change of attitude
0 70 provide adequate transport for all involved
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0 70 facilitate the transfer of used transport from HESAWA programmes to district
departments

' To improve the incentives for implementation staty

Health and Sanitation
' To strengthen latrinization
0 70 improve and operationalize the household latrine programmes
' To strengthen school health programmes

Other
' To review stafhng at all levels. starting with zonal level
0 70 broaden the scope and increase flexibilitv of women's involvemcnt

Formulation on future directions on priorities from cards:
' Construction ofshallow wells
0 Integrated water schemes: shallow wells, borcholes and rainwater jztrs
0 Shailow wells

' Traditional water sources
0 Proxision ofwater supply for domestic use
0 !/Vater facilities
* AlI xillages be covered with water supplies through shallow wells
0

Complete village shallow wells which are not in order and those uncompleted

0 Provide full coveragc of all villages in each district
* Wider choice oftcchnology
' Extend fully to all (listricts

' Proxision of piped water schemes at district hcadquarters

' Support to the locz1l production ofspare partis
* Establishment ofsparc paris system lbr O8£M
* Establish sparc paris shops at districts
0 Provision ofspare paris to most areas
* District bulk pump spare paris shops

* Dams for cattle
* Provision oföwater for other uses e.g. cattle

' Community participation
' Assistance to villagers in sustainability
' Promotion
0 Promotion
' Participation ol'villagers on HESAWA programme in most areas
0 Base programmc on people's fclt need

' Capacitv building

152
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* Training of villagers involved in the day-to-day activities of the programme
0 Impact technical skills

* All directives to districts or villages
* Education the beneficiaries/ villagers concerning the programme Objectives
0 Continuous education and information to villagers
0 More local fundis in all departments involved should be trained
0 Implementors to undergo professional courses for appropriate technology
0 Emphasis on human resources development

0 Training of new VHWS and refresher courses to VHWS
' Field stall' training and proper allowances

0 Transport facilities
* Availabilily of transport
0 Provide lorry tor each agency

' Give executing agencies motivation
* Sell old cars of the programmc to HESAWA employees (incentives)
' Give loan to HESAWA employees so that they can build houses (incentives)
0 Take equal respect to those who are producing

0 Emphasize latrinization
* Health education on latrinization and sanitation
0 Latrinization
' Coverage oflatrinization to the willagers and institutions like ptimary schools
' lnstitutional latrinization

' Health education
* School health programme

' To eliminate unnecessary stall'at zonal office

I To be flexiblc on women involvement

5. Worlrshop Ezxzluation
Good
1. Good participation from both sides 3

2. Participatory workshop/methodology good 4
3. Facilitators were clear and well prepared 5

4. Good organization 3

5. Lessons were good 1

6. Excellent food I
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Bad
1. Too many cards
2. Short notice
3. Little allowances
4. No time for break
5. Lunch not good
6. No timetable
7. Too much time for discussion

6. Purtzkripan1s

District workshop HESAWA-MWanZa

Name

S. L. Tofiki
G.P. Chale
S.S. Buluba
S.D. Mwalimban
Theonest Kishenyi
E.M. Kate

IA. Mwakasege
T.S. Maganga
Madaha T.B.
] .W. Mwanganda
j. Mgalula
F.S. Massota
] .C. MwaihOjO
R. M. Itendelebanya
A.B. Dongwe
P. Ngassa
N. Mwakile
SA. Masso

Karugwa R.H.G.

EJ . Kahembe
C.N. Gisema
G.E. Kisusi

I54

Title

AG DHC
Municipal Director
S/well i/ c

Surveyor
D.E.D.
OWE
DCDU
DHO
OWE

Ag. DCDO
DED
DHO
OWE
OWE
DHC
DED
DPO
DED
DHC
DPO
DHO
AG.DEO (DED)

1

3
8

3

7

1

2

District

Mwanza

Ukerewe
Ukerewe
Ukerewe
Ilerewe
Geita
Geita
Geita
Geita
Sengerema
MAGU
MAGU
MAGU
MAGU
Kwimba
Kwimba

Sengerema
Sengerema
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Appmdix 9:

LIST oF PERSONS MET DUmNG

FDRMAL EVALUATlON PHASE

List of People Met

HESAWA Evaluation Mission. Phase III

SIDA - Dar es Saln/am

Mr. Lars Norvik
Minishy 0] Health - Dar es Salaam
Mr. Andrew Y Kahesa
Ministry dj Water -Dar es Salaam
Mr. Senguro

Programme Officer Water and Health

Senior Health Oiiicer

Ag. Dir. of Planning
Min. of Community Deuelopmmt, Women A~airs and Children
Mrs. Kimei
Zémal HESAWA Coardination Ojjice
M.U. Mtui
P. Brandstrbm
T.M. Mtandu
B. Eriksson
E. Mwasha

D. Bihamungu

Meeting Mzutmza Mumkripality

Ass. Commissioner Community Development

HDD
H.P. Adviser
Adm. Opfirer
Financial Controller
Health Adviser
ZTO

Name Position Department

A.B. Bundukig
E.E. Sinkala

CDO Maendeleo/ region
DCDO Mwanza Municipality

S.L. Tofiki CDO/Ag. DHC Mwanza
S.D. Mwalimbani HG/Surveyor Mwanza
S. Buluba Ag. OWE Mwanza
V. Nyonyo
S. Kunaga

DVI-IW Coordinator Mwanza
HiO (DTOT) Mwanza

]-M. Molai Ag. MEPO Mwanza
D Manoko Ag Municipal Planner Mwanza

"

Name Position Department

E.G. Mahawi RHC Regional Hesawa
Coordination Office
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j.K. Kyambwa ROD Mwanza Region
E. Lyipa (Mrs.) Accountant Hesawa "

M. Sadataley Health Officer (DTOT) Mwanza "

D.M.K. Misinde Regional Health Officer Mwanza "

A.B. Bunduki CDO Regional Hesawa
Coordination Office

T.A. Kyamba Ag. RPLO Planning - Mwanza Region
] .L. Sisso RH Storekeeper Regional Hesawa

Coordination Office
S.N. Shoo Mwanza Region

Meeting Kageru R~On

Name Position Department

L.D.Y Mutant Ag. ROD (RAD) Administration
L.N .R. Tibaitirwa CDO Maendeleo
K Mutabasibwa Engineer MZji (R) Mali
C.M. Buzoya Pxincipal Planning Officer
E. Anyosisye Ag. RPLO Planning
P.M. Faiko Rl-lO AFYA

G.K Mugenyi RHC Regional Oflice
Dr. M. Katangaza Ag. RMO AFYA

Pro-meeting with DEDS Kagera

Name Position Department

C.H.M. Minja Muleba DED
O.K Mwasha DED Karagwe
A.KS. Byejwe DED Bukoba Rural
GE. Kagaruki DED Biharamulo

H. Nyamugali DED Ngara

Others in Kagera Region
Mr. Roger Göthe Regional Hesawa Adviser Kagera

Kageru Region -District Workshop
List of Participants Kagera district Workshop

Name Position District

H.H. Nyamugali DED Ngara
Dr. C. Mutabuzi DMO Ngarzx

A.M. Nsubuga D. VHWP Coorcl. Bukoba (R)
A.M. Kisili DPO (Promotion Officer) Bukoba (R)
E. Baasingihe CD Technician Ngara
D.K Mulokozi DPLO Ngara
O.K Mwasha DED Karagwe
j.A. Ndyetagura DV HVVP Coord. Karagwe
l.B. Mashulano DPLO Karagwe
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Y Abdulkarim DHO Muleba
I.M. Kaura DPLO Muleba
T.B.F . Kwatjlao DWE Muleba
C.H.M. Minja DED Muleba
S. Mzgiba DPO Bimulo
S. Rwegoshora CDT Biharamulo
A.K,S. Byejwe DED Bukoba Rural
G.A. Nyongoli H.O. Biharamulo
G.E. Kagaruki DED Biharamulo
M. Marwa DPLO Bihammulo

Mera Region -R~onal Level

Name Position District

Mr. F . M. Chacha Regional Hesawa Coordinator Regional HESAWA
Coordinatjon Office

Mr.j.A. Mukumwa RWA Mara Region
Mr. A.M.S. Byemerwa Water Engineer Hesawa Regional HESAWA

Coordination Office
Mr. Kalimanzila RHO Mara
Mr. M.M. Kishumba H.O. Mesawa

Mera Dl~ ct Workshop

Name Title District

1. D.F. Dondidondi DPO Bunda
2. M.KA. Magohe DHC Bunda
3. S.S.Z. Lugira DCDO Bunda
4. D.R.N. Msaki DCDO Serengeti
5. Georgina Mutungi CDA Musoma Rural
6. George Nyabiro Ag. OWE Musoma Rural
7. Deusdedit K. Kabhate DHC Musoma Rural
8. Salehe N. Kamota (MMO) for DED Musoma Rural
9. C.V. Rugakiza DPO Musoma Rural
10. ]oseph Canisius OWE Tarime
11. Tingirawaniuma K.M.C. DED Musoma Rural

Mzuunza Dish-12=t Worlzshop

Name Title District

S. L. Tofiki AG DHC Mwanza
G.P. Chale Municipal Director
S.S. Buluba S/well i/c

S.D. Mwalimban Surveyor
Theonest Kishenyi D.E.D. Ukerewe
E.M. Kate OWE Ukerewe

5] .A. Mwakasege DCDU Ukerewe
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T.S. Maganga
Madaha T.B.

DHO Ilerewe
OWE Geita

] .W. Mwanganda
] . Mgalula
F.S. Massota

Ag. DCDO
DED

Geita
Geita

DHO Geita
] .C. MwaihOjO
R. M. Itendelebanya
A.B. Dongwe
P. Ngassa
N. Mwakile

DVVE Sengerema
OWE MAGU
DHC MAGU
DED MAGU
DPO MAGU

S.A. Masso DED Kwimba
Karugwa R.H.G.

EJ. Kahembe
C.N. Gisema

DHC Kwimba
DPO
DHO Sengerema

GE. Kisusi AG.DEO (DED) Sengerema

Reuiezu Worlzshop -Mzuanza

Name Position

M.U. Mtui HDD

Department

Mwanza ZHCO
P. Brandstom1 HPA Mwanza ZHCO
T.M. Mtandu
B. Eriksson
E. Mwasha

Admin. Officer
FC
Health Advisor

Mwanza ZHCO
Mwanza ZHCO
Mwanza ZHCO

D. Binamungu ZTO Mwanza ZHCO

A. Idemalm (Mrs.) Senior Evaluation Officer SIDA, Hq
M. Sundgren (Mrs.)
L.H. Norvik

Senior Programme Officer
Programme Officer
Water & Health

SIDA, Hq
SIDA. Dar es Salaam

M.O. Nicolae
GK Mugenyi
O.K Mwasha
L.S.K. Rweyemamu
H. Nyamugali
GE. Kagaruki
Ch. M. Kiberenge
C.H.M. Minja
A.KS. Byejwe
M. Marwa

] Masanja (Mrs.)
j.D. Kizenga (Mrs.)

A. Lugome
L.M. Buremo
K.M.L. Tindirawanyuma
D.K Kabhate
F.M. Chacha
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ROD
RHC
DED
DHC
DED

Kagera
Kagera
Karagwe
Biharamulo
Ngara

DED Biharamulo
DHC
DED
DED
DPLO

CDO
DCO

Ag. ROD
DED
DED
DHC
RHC

Bukoba (R)
Muleba
Bukoba
Biharamulo

Maendeleo Dar es Salaam

Maendeleo Dar es Salaam

Mara Region
Bunda
Musoma
Bunda
Mara
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Health Through Sanitation and Water
A STUDY FROM A VILLAGE PERSPECTIVE

he Health through sanitation and water (HESAWA) programme was

started in 1985. The programme covers Kagera. Mara and Mwanza

regions bordering Lake Victoria. The aim of the programme is to improve
the welfare of the rural population through improved health education,

environmental sanitation. drinking water supply, community participation,
and capacitv and competence building at village and district level.

An external independent evaluation ofthe programme was conducted
in 1992. The evaluation team concludes that the greatest successes of the

programme so tar have been improvements in basic water supply through
construction of new supply systems and improvement, of existing wells and
springs. HES * VVA has also contributecl to the development ol" local author-

itv and governmental administrative capacitv. Many local authorities have

improved competence concerning their own development which has

enhanced the prospects of future governmental decentralisation. The
programme's empllasis on strengthening the role ofwomen has made a

major impact both within government and local authorities.
Much still remains to be acllieved in the HESAWA programme, and the

most obvious of these needs is to operationalize the maintenance system bv

making spare parts available for sale. The private sector has a potential role
in the commercial production and distribution ofspares bv local industrv

and entrepreneurs. C01nmunities will need more systematic support to fully

cope with local management of water supplies. A good monitoring svstem

must be developed to ensure that the necessary support is supplied and has

the desired effects.

Sweden's bilateral development co-operation, administered by SIDA

since 1964, comprises 19 programme countries: Angola, Bangladesh,

Botswana. Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Guinea Bissau, India. Kenya, Laos.

Lesotho. Mozambique, Namibia, Nicaragua, Sri Lanka, Tanzania. Uganda.
Vietnam. Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

Each vear some 30 of SlDA'S over 200 projects are evaluated. (Jopies ol.

this report can be ordered From SIDA, 5- 105 25 Stockholm. Sweden.
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